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 Tree frogs exhibit remarkable adhesion in completely flooded environments 
without the aid of chemical adhesives, interlocking supports, or capillary forces. This 
ability has been attributed to the specialized structures on their toe pads, which consist of 
a hexagonal array of hierarchical structures. The arrangement of these structures form 
drainage channels that aid in removing the fluid between the toe pad and surface to make 
rapid and reversible contact. While it has been shown that many animals, such as geckos, 
take advantage of patterned toe pads to enhance adhesion in dry and wet environments, 
less is known about how the drainage channels on the tree frog’s toe pads are able to 
modulate its adhesion in completely flooded environments. These insights could be 
relevant to many natural and industrial processes including hydrofracture, micro-contact 
printing, self-assembly and soft robotics. 
In addition to these structured surfaces, 1) their toe pads are highly deformable, 2) 
they approach a surface in the normal direction, but detach in a peeling mode, and 3) their 
toe pads are subject to both viscous forces and van der Waals interactions once in contact. 
To investigate this coupled phenomenon, we created a custom-made peeling apparatus to 
mimic the tree frog toe pad by using micro-patterned flexible plates (e.g. glass coverslips). 
We systematically deconstruct these coupled mechanisms by altering our samples or the 
fluid bath. By building the complexity methodically, we maintain a link between each new 
investigation and the results of the preceding study.  
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 First, we chose materials that minimize van der Waals forces to isolate the coupling 
between the mechanical properties of unpatterned plates (the Young’s modulus and the 
rigidity) and the viscous forces. We developed scaling arguments that explain how the peak 
force and work needed to separate the plate scale with the viscosity and rigidity. We also 
explain why deformable samples will further reduce the viscous forces compared to 
samples of the same rigidity. 
We then micro-fabricated rigid structures on these plates that do not alter the bulk 
mechanical properties of the plates, but create drainage channels that alter their approach 
and detachment from a bottom surface. We have found that structured surfaces reduced 
forces compared to flat samples, but only in regimes where the fluid can enter channels. 
We are able to correlate these regimes to the structure geometry. 
Finally, we fabricated the same structures out of a more deformable material which 
reduced the viscous forces further than their rigid counterparts. We attribute this reduction 
to the fluid flow around the pillars, as opposed to a mechanical response from the plate. 
Then, by coating these deformable structures in a silicate layer and changing the fluid, we 
amplify the van der Waals forces. We examine the competing effects of the structured 
surfaces, which reduce viscous forces, but enhance adhesion from van der Waals forces. 
We summarize how the mechanical properties of the plate, drainage channels and 
deformable structures alter the viscous forces and van der Waals forces associated with 
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experiments with R = 2 cm, spring constant 100 N/m, motor velocities v at 0.1, 1, 10, 100 
nm/s. Red arrow and change in color gradient indicate the increasing of motor velocity.
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Figure C.3. Predicted and measured spatiotemporal evolution of the fluid film thickness 
for (a) an equivalent PDMS elastic sphere approaching a rigid wall in a viscous oil and (b) 
a mercury droplet with an applied positive potential approaching a negatively charged mica 
surface in an aqueous electrolyte. In both (a) and (b), the data points represent experimental 
results and the solid lines are theoretical predictions. In (a) the dashed lines correspond to 
the theoretical undeformed surface profiles. Schematic diagrams of the experimental 
configurations used to obtain results in (a) and (b) are shown in (c) and (d), respectively.
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Figure (a),(c) are reprinted from [14], and (b),(d) are from [17] with permissions. ....... 202 
Figure C.4. Hydrodynamic drainage force (open squares) plotted as a function of 
separation for a silica microsphere (R ~ 10 μm) approaching a thick, end grafted PEG 
polymer brush. The black squares represent the same data if shifted by the equilibrium 
brush thickness (50 nm). The solid (blue) line represents the no slip model and the dashed 
(red) line represents the slip model fitted to the shifted force curve, with a slip length. The 
inset shows the same force curves and model predictions at larger separations. Figure 
reprinted from [41] with permission. .............................................................................. 206 
Figure C.5. (a) Theoretical prediction for the deformation of a viscoelastic wall during the 
sliding of a standard linear solid half space (shown in inset) for various characteristic time 
scale T, where T = 0 signifies a purely elastic wall. Figure reprinted from [50](b) Laser 
profilometry image showing the deformation of the elastic thin film with fluorescent 
particles embedded during sliding of a negatively-buoyant rigid cylinder immersed in a 











Tree frogs are able to adhere well in a variety of environments, whether they are 
dry, wet or flooded1. Tree frogs and related species can adhere to surfaces in flooded 
environments, even when they are suspended upside-down in flowing water2. This ability 
has been hypothesized to stem from the structure of their toe pads, which contain drainage 
channels that aid in removing fluid to facilitate contact with a surface. Understanding how 
structured surfaces alter the approach and detachment forces in a fluid can have widespread 
applications, including micro-contact printing3, self-assembly4, medical bandages5, 
hydrofracturing6 and cellular adhesion7. 
Despite the possibility of opening new avenues and techniques, there have been 
relatively few experimental studies on flooded adhesion. Many readers may be familiar 
with other biomimetic studies, such as studies on geckos8 and mussels9. The mechanisms 
that allow geckos to stick to surfaces in air are not effective in fluid environments because 
they require direct contact between the toe pad and the surface10. Mussels and barnacles 
rely on specialized chemicals that work well in harsh, fluid environments11, but these glues 
and other types of permanent bonds would significantly hinder tree frog movement as they 
prevent rapid detachment. The tree frogs’ toe pads must be able to incorporate three 
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important design criteria: 1) quickly remove the fluid between the toe pads and surface to 
prevent hydroplaning, 2) adhere securely once in contact, and 3) modulate this adhesion to 
detach quickly and easily.  
Understanding the role of structured surfaces on tree frog adhesion in flooded 
environments is complicated by several concurrent phenomena. First, the tree frog’s toe 
pads and their micro-structures are known to be highly deformable (E = 5-15 MPa12). Next, 
the toe pads approach the surface in an approximately normal direction, but then detach in 
a peeling motion13. Finally, the toe pad is exposed to a mixture of dissipative forces from 
the fluid environment and conservative forces from the van der Waals interactions between 
the toe pad, fluid and surface. These dissipative and conservative forces each couple with 
structured surfaces, deformation and detachment via a peeling mode in different ways that 
cannot be combined with a simple superposition of these effects. While some of these 
combinations have been studied extensively, such as conservative forces and peeling14-16, 
many of them have not, such as the effect of structured surfaces on dissipative forces. We 
have systematically looked at these phenomena individually to determine the role of each 
component, and then combined these into a system that mimics the complexity of tree frog 
attachment. 
These studies are inspired by the flooded adhesion of tree frogs and create a 
foundation to examine how surface structure and deformation can alter approach and 
detachment forces, and how this picture changes when these forces originate purely from 
viscous forces, or coupled with van der Waals forces. With these insights, we help clarify 
mechanisms often found in biological systems that combine deformation, viscous forces 
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and structured surfaces, and offer new tools for fabrication, especially in fluid 
environments. 
1.2. Thesis overview 
This thesis summarizes results from a novel peeling device used to test micro-
fabricated samples in submerged environments, under controlled loading conditions. The 
peeling device was used to investigate the phenomena behind the approach and detachment 
of a tree frog toe pad mimic in flooded environments. The samples and fluid environments 
have been carefully chosen to isolate individual mechanisms, and then these are all brought 
together in the final study. First we examined the bending mechanics of unpatterned 
samples in viscous fluids, then the role of drainage channels in viscous fluids (rigid 
structures), and finally we examine the role of deformable structures in viscous fluids. We 
culminate by examining deformable structures in viscous fluids with non-negligible van 
der Waals forces The appendix covers two side projects that involved different 
experimental systems and a review paper. 
Chapter 2 provides a brief background on the mathematical foundations relevant to 
peeling flexible samples in viscous fluids.  These include applications of the Navier-Stokes 
equations in the lubrication limit. We use this to scale the onset of fluid drainage through 
structured surfaces, and describe the applied fluid forces as they couple to an Euler-
Bernoulli bending beam. We also describe how to account for the effect of compliant load 
cells in force measuring devices. 
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Chapter 3 provides an overview of the custom-made peeling device for peeling 
samples in fluid environment. It gives details on how samples were created, and how they 
were chosen to isolate the effect of sample deformation and surface structure in a peeling 
mode. Characterization of the surfaces is also included in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 discusses experiments and analysis of samples with different rigidities 
peeled in Newtonian fluids of different viscosities. We also explored samples with the same 
rigidity but different Young’s (elastic) moduli. By doing so, we can isolate the effect of 
bending compliance (rigidity) from the extensional compliance (elasticity), which affect 
the peeling forces through separate mechanisms. We extended a theory developed for 
peeling in dry environments to explain our results in flooded environments. We also 
developed scaling arguments to predict how the forces and work scale with rigidity and 
viscosity, as well as how far a motor must displace vertically to detach a sample. 
Chapter 5 (peer reviewed publication17, reprinted with permission) discusses the 
role of drainage channels when peeling in fluid environments. The structured surfaces 
influence both the approach and detachment dynamics, so we have carefully varied the 
approach dynamics to determine the role of structured surfaces. We used two different 
geometries of structures and fabricated them out of SU-8, a rigid photopolymer. We have 
confirmed that three regimes exist for structured surfaces. At low loading conditions (large 
separations) structured surfaces and flat surfaces are identical. At intermediate loading 
conditions (around the critical separation, as determined via scaling arguments), structured 
and flat samples diverge in their peeling forces. Finally at long loading times, we see that 
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structured samples no longer increase in detachment force for longer loading times, 
presumably by reaching boundary contact. 
Chapter 6 examines the role of deformation and van der Waals forces when peeling 
samples. We compare a flat and structured surface that has been fabricated out of entirely 
PDMS, a relatively deformable (E ~ 3 MPa) polymer. As a point of comparison, we also 
fabricated a PDMS structures on coverslip, to exactly mirror the structured surface in 
Chapter 5, but with PDMS instead of SU-8. We first examine the role of deformation on 
viscous forces alone on flat and structured samples and vary the peel velocity. We find that 
deformation reduces the viscous even further than structured surfaces do on their own and 
we identify that this probably occurs because of the fluid flow around the pillars, as 
opposed to additional sources of compliance from either the compressible pillars, the pillars 
bending, or the substrate deforming. We then alter the chemistry of our system by 
switching the fluid from silicone oil to a glycerol-water mixture (both fluids have been 
matched for viscosity), and applying a TEOS coat which creates a glass-like surface on 
PDMS. This amplifies the van der Waals forces in our system and we see evidence that 
this enhancement increases the adhesion for our patterned surfaces which more than 
compensates for the reduction in the purely viscous systems of the previous chapters. 
Chapter 7 summarizes the results of this thesis and the contributions we have made 
to understanding how structured surfaces affect detaching surfaces via a peeling mode in 
fluid environments. It also discusses future directions that this thesis could contribute to.  
In Appendix A, (peer reviewed publication18, reprinted with permission) we discuss 
successful efforts of a numerical solution to the normal approach of a deformable sphere 
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to a flat rigid wall, which is relevant to the Surfaces Forces Apparatus. The 
elastohydrodynamic model in this case has been complicated by the addition of a compliant 
load cell, which means the approach velocity of the sphere is not defined a priori. We are 
able to match data to experimental results and discuss how deformable surfaces affect 
making contact in a fluid and the presence of interesting morphologies, such as formation 
of dimples on the deformable sphere. 
In Appendix B, (manuscript under review), we have examined the rolling of a non-
colloidal sphere down patterned substrates. We compare pillars and wells. Wells are the 
negative of pillars and are similar in every way (diameter, areal coverage, material 
properties) but do not contain any drainage channels. We have systematically varied the 
patterns to encompass a wide range of diameters and spacing. By doing so, not only do we 
cover a range of area fractions of patterns, we also have substrates with the same area 
fraction with different size diameters. We have found that pillars significantly increase the 
coefficient of friction, presumably because the presence of drainage channels facilitates 
contact between the sphere and substrate. However the difference between patterns and 
wells disappears as the areal coverage of patterns increases. 
In Appendix C (invited review19), we reviewed the role of elastic deformation in 
viscous fluids and their relevance to force measuring devices. We include basic theory, 





We overview some of the theoretical background behind the experimental setup 
discussed in Chapter 3. Our studies are primarily conducted in fluid environments but we 
still introduce some of the basics behind peel tests in dry environments. Although we do 
not form or break bonds, overcome van der Waals forces (until the very last portion of 
Chapter 6), or form any electrostatic interactions, a brief overview of the peel test can help 
explain why we use a similar device to investigate detachment in fluids. 
2.1. Measuring Adhesion via a Peel Test 
Adhesives are materials that permit two different objects to be joined together. These 
adhesive forces could be from conservative interactions, such as van der Waals forces or 
chemical bonds, or from dissipative forces, such as viscous drag20. There are many 
different techniques to measure adhesion because a test is usually developed with a certain 
application in mind, either to optimize an adhesive for some end-use product, or to quickly 
evaluate a wide range of adhesive through simple, repeatable tests.21 One commonly used 
class of tests that are relevant to this study are the peel tests. In a peel test, an adhesive (for 
example, a viscoelastic polymer) is mounted to a backing (which can be very flexible 
polymer, or more rigid like a glass plate) and this combination is considered a “sample”. 
This sample is brought into contact to a surface and then a force is applied to one end of 
the sample to remove it from the other surface. This will cause the sample to detach, but 
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because the force is applied to one end of the sample and the backing is flexible, it will 
induce a bending motion into the sample as it peels.  
Some peel tests fix the angle22-24 at which the sample peels (90o or 180o are some 
common ones), or can have variable angles25,26,9,10 during the test (usually <10o for rigid 
plates). The fixed angle is typically better for studying the steady propagation of a crack 
between the sample and bottom surface, since this velocity is well controlled. With the 
variable (small) angle test, the sample can start flush at 0o to the bottom surface, and this 
is advantageous for studying detachment, because it is focused on the very onset of forming 
a crack (known as crack initiation). The test described here is considered part of the latter, 
and could be called a “small angle peel test”, or a “beam-bending test”.  
There are several advantages using a peel test. First, the sample fabrication is 
relatively straightforward and we can make surfaces with microfabricated patterns without 
extensive modification. We can also change the sample’s environments easily. Second, 
there have been many quantitative studies on the peel test to help analyze results, the first 
of these studies were pioneered by Kaelble and Bikerman.27, 28 Finally, the peel test 
reasonably mimics the detachment of animals29 and because it is sensitive to the flexibility 
of the backing on adhesion, instead of testing the adhesive alone. 
However, the majority of the work in this thesis is done on purely dissipative forces – 
where instead of traditional adhesive we have a viscous liquid film. This means that there 
is no critical fracture force30 required to initiate the separation process in our surfaces. In 
fact, any applied force will begin separating the sample, since the viscous forces are 
dependent on the velocity at which the sample separates from the bottom surface. While in 
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many adhesives, the peak force will correspond to a molecular property of the adhesive 
itself, the peak force from a system with purely viscous drag is not linked to a material-
dependent, micro-scale event.31 Furthermore, in dry systems the interface at which the 
sample, surface and outside environment coexist is usually considered the “peeling front” 
and closely related to the thermodynamic properties of the system. In our case, the peeling 
front is a balance between the elasticity of the substrate, the viscous forces and the bending 
forces32.   
2.1.1.  The Viscous Forces between Two Flat Plates 
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a flat plate approaching a bottom surface in a viscous fluid. An 
evenly distributed force, F, is applied to a plate of length L in a viscous fluid with viscosity 
μ. This drives the square plate of length L closer to the bottom substrate and squeezes out 
the fluid within the gap between the two surfaces, which are at a separation h.  
 
During the approach phase of our experiments, a flat plate is brought towards a 
bottom surface in a viscous fluid as shown in Figure 2.1. Given the applied force, viscosity, 
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time, initial separation and dimensions, it is possible to calculate the separation between 
two smooth plates by using the Navier-Stokes equations in the lubrication limit.  




+ 𝒗 ∙ ∇𝒗) = 𝜇𝛻2𝒗 − 𝛁𝑃 + 𝜌𝒈 (2.1) 
Where ρ is the density of the fluid, v is the fluid velocity (3D vector), μ is the viscosity, P 
is the pressure and g is the gravitational constant. Note that a bold symbol indicates a 
vector. 
Due to the high viscosity and relatively low fluid velocities, the viscous terms are 
dominant over the inertial terms. This regime can be described as low Reynolds number 
flow (Re). The Reynolds number is a balance of the inertial forces over the viscous forces 
and given as: 𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑣𝐷
𝜇
, where D is the relevant length scale of interest in which the fluid 
flows over. Ignoring the inertial terms and body forces, we arrive at: 
0 = 𝜇𝛻2𝒗 − 𝛁𝑃 (2.2) 
The above equation describes Stokes flow, which is a simplification of the Navier-Stokes 
equation for Re → 0. 
We examine the case of two-dimensional flow in Cartesian coordinates and in 
confined geometries. In this case, the fluid flow is primarily in one axis, in this case vx and 
this vx varies primarily along the y-axis We adopt the notation where vi is the fluid velocity 
field along the i-axis. This occurs due to a separation of length scales between the length 
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of the surfaces (~mm) and the comparatively small separation (~μm) between the two 




















We non-dimensionalize using the following scheme: 
𝑥 = 𝐿𝑥∗, 𝑦 = 𝐻𝑦∗, 𝑃 = 𝜙𝑃∗, 𝑣𝑦 = 𝑉𝑣𝑦
∗, 𝑣𝑥 = 𝑈𝑣𝑥
∗ (2.5) 
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We can use this to compare the Navier-Stokes equations in the vy direction by non-























Since the separation between the plates is micron scale and the plates are millimeter 
scale, H ≪ L, and it follows that U*H/L ≫ U and thus the contributions of vy (of order μ 
U*(H/L)) is negligible compared to vx (of order μU) in the Navier-Stokes equations. Since 






 =  0 from equation (2.4) and that P = P(x) only. 



















Since H≪L, we can ignore the last term in equation (2.9) since U/H2 is much larger than 







We can solve equation (2.10) using the following boundary conditions, at y = 0, vx 








𝑦(𝑦 − ℎ) (2.11) 
From here, using the equation of continuity (equation (2.6)), we can solve for the 












𝑦 (𝑦 − ℎ) (2.12) 
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The above is a simplified version of the Reynolds equation34. To find the 
relationship between separation, applied force and time, we solve equation (2.13) for the 
force, F, by integrating the pressure, and then solving for h as a function of t and F. We 











Where hi is the initial separation of the plates. For the approach, the separation between 
the plate and surface is large at t = 0 and  
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2.1.2. Drainage Channels on Viscous Forces 
`  
Figure 2.2: Schematic of a patterned plate (red) approaching a bottom surface. In (a), a 
structured surface shows drainage through the patterns at a separation ~ ho. The dimensions 
of the patterns are shown in (b). A schematic illustration showing the difference in 
separation (h) versus time of a flat versus patterned sample. Deviation begins at a 
separation of h ~ ho. 
 
The section before derived an expression for the viscous force when bringing two 
flat surfaces into contact in a fluid. However if one the surfaces is textured, the drainage 
rate can be altered if the fluid enters into the space between the structures as shown in 
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Figure 2.2. Due to the complexity of the periodic boundary condition, no analytical 
expression exist for the effect of drainage channels. However a scaling argument by 
Persson35 has been validated and serves as an approximate method to account for the depth, 
height and spacing of structured surfaces. A structured surface will deviate from a smooth 
surface at separation length scales of ~ho and once a structured surface is at or smaller than 
this length scale, they will drain faster than their flat counterparts. 
Persson’s scaling argument35 is derived as such. Let us assume that we are at 
separations when the fluid flows into the channels and that this occurs because a plate of 
diameter Do is approaching a bottom surface. In the limit that the structure depth D, is 
much larger than the width (W), the largest velocity gradient occurs along the width. Then 







Where v is the velocity of the fluid in the x-direction and P is the pressure. The 
cross-sectional area of this channel is ~WD, and the total number of channels on the surface 
is N*WD, where N is the number of structures on a surface and approximated as the entire 
diameter of the surface divided by the diameter of a single structure and the spacing over 
the entire diameter of the surface (Do/(d+W)). If the rate of change in separation between 
the plate and surface is given by 
𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝑡
, then the total mass of fluid entering the channels 





















Using the results from lubrication theory, we can estimate what separation this drainage 
rate and pressure would correspond. Ignoring constants, we scale the Reynolds equation 







Combining equations (2.18) and (2.19) and solving for h, we find an expression for 
ho, the separation (approximate) at which fluid flow through drainage channels becomes 
relevant. 







Drainage channels imply that structured surfaces will reach very small separations 
(considered contact for the scale of roughness in our system) much quicker than flat 
surfaces. This is because the drainage rate (equation (2.18)) no longer depends on the 
separation as 1/h3, and is linear with time at separations where drainage through the 
channels dominates (this represented by linear portion of the patterned surface in panel c 




2.2. Elastic Deformation 
2.2.1. Bending a Beam in a Fluid 
We model the detachment of the plate as a bending beam that deflects in one axis 
only.  
 
Figure 2.3. Bending during detachment. As the plate is detached (represented by the arrow 
on the right), the viscous forces cause the plate to bend. The plate is a length Lall, is a 
thickness b and is distance δ+h from the bottom surface. The viscous force (fluid viscosity 
μ) only occurs where the plate overlaps with the bottom surface, over a length L. 
 
Although the beam is not static during the experiment, the shape of a beam in 
response to the load is quasi-static which we justify below. 









= 𝑞(𝑥) (2.21) 




 ), w is the deflection of the beam, λ is the mass per unit length of the beam and 
q(x) is the distributed load on the beam.  
We compare the two terms on the left-hand side of equation (2.21).  Relevant time 
scales of peeling occur over a time of ~ 2 seconds. The rigidity of a 2 mm x 22 mm x 0.13 
mm glass coverslip is 1.2 x 10-3 Nm2 and the mass per unit length of a coverslip is around 
6 x 10-3 kg/m. The length of the coverslip is 22 mm. Ignoring the scaling of w, which is 
present in both terms, the first term scales as 5.1 x 106. The second inertial term scales as 
1.5 x 10-3, which demonstrates that we can safely ignore inertial terms. 




= 𝑞(𝑥) (2.22) 
Since the applied force on the beam is from the viscous forces, we can substitute the 
hydrodynamic force (equation (2.14) into q(x)), which is the force per unit length. Doing 










We have transformed w adding the initial height (a constant) to match the height of the 






3.1. Peeling Apparatus 
To understand how structured surfaces detach in fluid environments, we have 
constructed a custom peeling apparatus. A schematic and a picture of the device are shown 
in Figure 2.1. The test consists of two distinct phases, an approach phase – where samples 
are brought closer to the bottom surface and a detachment phase – where the force versus 
motor displacement is recorded as the sample is detached from the bottom surface. The 
fluid can be changed easily and we use either silicone oil or a glycerol-water mixture in 
our experiments. 
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic and picture of peeling apparatus. The peeling apparatus consists of 
a loader, which brings a sample (not pictured) to a bottom surface in fluid bath. During 
detachment, a motor is moved upward and the load cell records the forces required to 
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detach the sample. No sample is present in the picture. The loader also has a sensor attached 
to measure the applied force. 
3.1.1. Approach 
During the approach phase, a sample is brought closer to the bottom surface 
because of the force applied by the loader. The theoretical separation between the sample 
and the bottom surface is given by solving the Reynolds equation (Equation (2.15)), 











A study by our group has examined the effect of drainage channels during the 
approach, but no analytical expression exists outside of the simple scaling argument by 
Persson35 detailed in Chapter 2. We do not measure the separation between the sample and 
substrate, and factors such as tilt, roughness, or attractive interactions (such as van der 
Waals forces) can accelerate drainage37. Since the approach is not usually shown in the 




Figure 3.2. Typical MATLAB output from peeling experiment. The approach (orange) and 
detachment (blue + red) force versus time is shown. These outputs are from two different 
sensors. The peeling data appears (spike on right at time ~ 260 s) compressed due to the 
relatively longer time spent in the approach phase. 
For the studies that minimize van der Waals forces, bottom surfaces consists of a 
glass coverslip onto which a thin fluoropolymer layer of 1.55% CyTop (Bellex 
International Corporation) is spin coated at 5000 rpm for one minute and then annealed in 





[This section has been reprinted with minor modifications with permission from: Dhong, 
C., & Fréchette, J. (2015). Coupled effects of applied load and surface structure on the 
viscous forces during peeling. Soft matter, 11(10), 1901-1910.] 
Once the loader is pulled away from the back of the coverslip, the peeling phase 
starts. In the peeling phase, the flexible sample is peeled off the substrate by a rigid 
contactor moving at a constant drive velocity of 300 µm/s and connected to a load cell 
(k=6.3 x 103 N/m, Omega LCL-816G). As viscous forces scale with the velocity, we 
selected velocities from 200-600 µm/s as the drive velocity to exploit the full range of the 
load cell) while remaining in the lubrication regime. While the drive velocity is constant, 
the actual velocity at which the sample and substrate separates is less than the drive velocity 
because of the hydrodynamic drag, and varies both with time and position.31 As an upper 
bound, we estimate the Reynolds number to be Re <1 based on a film thickness of order 
microns, a length of 12 mm, and a peeling velocity less than 1mm/s. Throughout the peeling 
process the bending of the coverslip remains in the small angle limit (<5°). In this limit we 
do not have to consider the potential energy from the movement of an inextensible film 
with an applied force.38 Additional possible contributions to the forces measured are the 
elasticity of the coverslip during bending, the viscous forces from the fluid film, the 
compliance of the polymer film, and the conservative surface forces (such as van der Waals 
interactions)38-41. In most of these studies, there is negligible contribution from 
conservative surface forces (e.g. electrostatic or van der Waals interactions). By using a 
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rigid backing23 the elastic work term is much smaller than the viscous work38. An estimate 
of the bending contribution is ≪1% of the entire work (since the elastic stress term is 
usually much smaller than the Young’s modulus) and is thus negligible.25, 39   
3.2. Samples 
The rationale behind our design was to incrementally increase the complexity of 
the sample and experimental system to understand how viscous forces interact with 1) a 
peeling sample, 2) drainage channels 3) deformable structured surfaces and 4) deformable 




Figure 3.3. Schematic of Sample Design and Progression. The samples have been designed 
and tested with increasing complexity. In a), samples vary in rigidity, as well as the 
Young’s modulus (compared to another sample with the same rigidity). In b), the sample 
has been micropatterned with rigid SU-8 to create drainage channels. In c), the sample has 
been changed from a coverslip to a PDMS sheet to create deformable structures as well as 
a coverslip with PDMS structures for comparison. In d) the sample has been coated with a 
glass-like TEOS (silicate) layer and the fluid replaced from silicone oil to glyercol-water 
to amplify van der Waals forces. 
 
All samples in this study are square and were chosen to be the same areal size so 
that we could compare samples across different studies (see Table 3.1). In Chapter 4, we 
examine the role of rigidity and extensional compliance, but in the remaining studies of 
Chapter 5 and 6, we keep the sample rigidity the same to isolate the effect of structures. 
The samples in Chapter 5 are backed only on coverslips, while Chapter 6 consists of one 
sample set made from coverslips, to draw comparisons to Chapter 5, but then the rest of 
the samples are made from PDMS sheets. These PDMS sheets however, have the same 
rigidity as the coverslips used. The length (L) is different than the total length of the sample 




Table 3.1 Sample geometry and rigidity. 















Glass slide 67 x 103 22 12 1.0 0.56 
Glass coverslip 67 x 103 22 12 .13 1.2 x 10-3 
Aluminum shim 69 x 103 22 12 80 x 10-3 3.0 x 10-4 
PDMS slab 3.0 22 12 3.8 1.2 x 10-3 
3.2.1. Fabrication 
Samples were made using traditional microfabrication techniques. These allowed 
us to add microfabricated structures on top of the sample substrate. Since the layer with the 
patterns is relatively thin (20 μm), we can alter the surface topology while preserving the 
mechanical properties of the sample substrate. 
3.2.1.1. SU-8 Structures  
[This section has been reprinted with minor modifications with permission from: Dhong, 
C., & Fréchette, J. (2015). Coupled effects of applied load and surface structure on the 
viscous forces during peeling. Soft matter, 11(10), 1901-1910.] 
SU-8 coated samples consist of a 20 µm layer of SU-8 2007 (MicroChem) 
supported by a glass coverslip (Schott D263M, 22x22 mm, 0.13-0.16 mm thickness). The 
structured surfaces have features only on the top 10 µm that consist of cylindrical pillars 
in a hexagonal array. For all the samples the final SU-8 thickness is achieved in two 
sequential 10 μm coatings on coverslips. Traditional microfabrication techniques are used 
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to pattern the surface features. First, square glass coverslips are cleaned using an isopropyl 
alcohol/ethanol rinse followed by a dehydration bake at 200° C for 10 minutes. Then a 
layer of SU-8 2007 is spin coated at 1700 rpm for one minute to produce a 10 μm thick 
layer. The square substrate requires manual edge bead removal with a razor blade, which 
is followed by a pre-exposure bake on a hot plate at 95° C for 3 minutes and then exposure 
to a UV light at 140 mJ/cm2. The base layer requires no mask or chemical developing and 
the sample is hard-baked at 200° C for 10 minutes immediately after exposure. After 
cooling, a second layer of SU-8 is deposited using the same steps as the initial layer, but a 
chrome mask is used during the exposure step to create the surface patterns and a simple 
transparency mask is used for the smooth surface. For all the samples, the feature area is 
12 mm x 12 mm and thus does not cover the entire coverslip substrate surface. Effort was 
made to manually center the mask with the coverslip, but there is sample-to-sample 
variation of order 1 mm from the edge of the patterned region to the edge of the coverslip. 
UV exposure is followed by a post-exposure bake at 95° C for 5 minutes and then 
immersion in SU-8 developer for 3 minutes with gentle manual agitation. Samples are then 
rinsed in isopropyl alcohol and hard baked at 200° C for 10 minutes. Pattern formation and 
layer thicknesses are verified using confocal imaging and profilometry. 
3.2.1.2. PDMS Structures 
Sample Fabrication of PDMS Sheets. PDMS sheets (22 x 22 x 3.8 mm) are fabricated by 
using two molds. The strategy is to create a template of SU-8 pillars on a silicon wafer is 
molded by PDMS, and then that PDMS mold is treated with a trichloro(1,H,1H,2H,2H-
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perfluorooctyl) silane to make a mold for the final sample. The template was created by 
two-layer photolithography. A silicon wafer was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol/ethanol 
and then hard baked at 200o C for 10 minutes. Then, for the first layer, a 10 μm thick layer 
of SU-8 was created by spin coating SU-8 2007 (MicroChem) at 1700 r.p.m for one minute. 
This was pre-exposure baked on a hot plate at 95o C for 3 minutes and then exposed to a 
UV source (i-line) at 140 mJ/cm2. This layer required no mask. After UV exposure, the 
samples were baked again in a post-exposure bake for 3 minutes at 95o C. After the sample 
cooled, the same procedure as before was done again, but during UV exposure, a chrome 
mask was used to develop the hexagonal array of 10 μm diameter, 10 μm channel width 
(20 μm center-to-center distance) pillars. Then after the post-exposure bake, samples were 
developed in SU-8 developer (MicroChem).  
With the SU-8 template ready, we created a PDMS mold from this by casting a 
10:1 PDMS elastomer mix (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) onto the wafer. The 10:1 PDMS 
mixture has been degassed before use. We use a large weigh boat to enclose the wafer and 
tape it to the bottom to ensure that the wafer remains stationary. We pour a 1 mm thick 
layer and then degas again to ensure the PDMS infiltrates into the pillars. This is then cured 
at 100o C for 5 hrs. Once cured, the PDMS is gently peeled away from the wafer. Finally, 
to prepare a mold made from PDMS for use in casting the same material, it is necessary to 
silanize the mold thoroughly42. The PDMS mold was placed inside a desiccator with 20 μL 
of trichloro(1,H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl) silane (97%, Sigma Aldrich) placed on a glass 
dish. The desiccator was then evacuated under coarse vacuum and incubated for 12 hrs. 
Then the sample was placed in an oven at 100o C for one hour to anneal the silane.  
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With the mold ready, samples were made by pouring uncured PDMS (10:1 ratio) 
to a 3.8 mm thickness, degassing to ensure infiltration into the patterns, and then baking at 
100o C for 5 hrs. and removing the samples carefully after curing. Flat samples are made 
by casting PDMS onto a silicon wafer for flatness.  
Sample Fabrication of PDMS Pillars on Glass Coverslips. PDMS pillars on glass 
coverslips were created by casting PDMS into an SU-8 mold on silicon and then carefully 
removing the PDMS layer and bonding it to a glass coverslip via oxygen plasma. The SU-
8 mold is fabricated exactly as described before, but instead of pillars, the opposite – wells, 
were fabricated. Then a 20 μm thick layer of PDMS was cast into the SU-8 wells by spin 
coating at 1150 r.p.m for 1 minute. Due to the difficulty in peeling 20 μm thin PDMS layers 
from a mold, thicker portions of PDMS elastomer were painted outside the desired feature 
to aid in handling. The 20 μm thick PDMS layer was then treated on the unpatterned side 
with a handheld tesla coil for 40 seconds and then pressed firmly onto a clean glass 
coverslip. This was then heated on a hot plate for 2 hrs. at 100o C. 
3.2.1.3. TEOS Coating 
The TEOS coating procedure was taken from the method described by Abate et 
al.43 but adapted to coat planar substrate, instead of the inside of a microfluidic channel. It 
was also adapted to ensure the coating is thin enough to preserve the patterns. As described 
by Abate et al., we prepared a 1:1:1:1 solution of TEOS (tetraethyl orthosilicate, reagent 
grade 98% Sigma Aldrich), MTES (triethoxymethylsilane 99%, Sigma Aldrich), HCl 
adjusted to pH 4.5 with D.I. water, and ethanol. This solution was stirred gently on a hot 
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plate at 65o C for 12 hrs. After a brief nitrogen air clean on the PDMS sample, it was 
exposed to oxygen plasma for 30 seconds at 50W and the TEOS solution was spin coated 
onto the PDMS surface by spinning on a spin coater at 1000 r.p.m. for 30 seconds. This 
was then cured on a hot plate at 100o C for 2 minutes. This resulted in a layer approximately 
500 nm verified by profilometry. We estimate the Hamaker constant for this system to be 
of the same as a system made from SiO2-Water-SiO2
 , which is equal to 0.63 x 10-20 J44.  
3.2.1.  Characterization 
Sample characterization included the contact angle hysteresis using DI water over 
time for the TEOS coating layer and the roughness of each surface across the various 
treatment methods. We also verified the sample fabrication with confocal microscopy and 
pictures can be found in the relevant experimental chapters. 









1 N/A 16-23 N/A 
3 8-11 28-64 20-53 
20 7-18 38-49 30-35 
48 7-17 56-73 27-65 
120 18-20 77-81 59-61 
 
The sample roughness is tabulated below, measured via profilometry and an 
arithmetic average roughness was taken (Ra).  There does not seem to be a large change in 
the roughness from the thin coating, which suggests it applies conformal to the substrate. 
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The effect of roughness on adhesion and contact is a well-studied phenomenon that is still 
active and is not covered in this work, but some of the classical references, especially in 
the context of fluids, is provided in these references.45-47 
Table 3.3 Sample and bottom surface roughness. *refers to materials used as the 
bottom surface. 








Glass slide 67 x 103 SU-8 9.1 ± 4.8 








Aluminum shim 69 x 103 SU-8 38 ± 7.7 
PDMS sheet 3.0 PDMS 410 ± 41 
Glass slide* 67 x 103 CyTop 8.4 ± 4.3 






The Role of Rigidity and Compliance when 
Peeling Flexible Beams in Viscous Fluids 
 
4.1. Introduction 
Consider two plates in contact in a viscous fluid where the top plate peels from one 
end away from the bottom plate, as shown in Figure 1. In the absence of surface forces 
(such as capillary or van der Waals interactions), only the lubrication forces hold the 
surfaces together as the plates separate via peeling. This peeling motion is very common 
in animal locomotion1, 29, printing48, blister formation40, or adhesion23, 49-51. In all these 
settings, the mechanical properties of the material being peeled dictate its performance by 
controlling either (or both) the detachment forces or the velocity of the peeling front. For 
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instance, the growth rate of a liquid blister caused by liquid injection under a flexible sheet 
is slower when only considering the deformation due to the fluid pressure.40 The 
locomotion of tree frogs on wet or submerged surfaces involves a peeling motion analogous 
to the one illustrated in Figure 11. In dry environments, the wide range of adhesion 
properties observed with different species correlates strongly with the compliance of their 
toe pads12, and in wet environments, tree frogs have been shown to rely on a mixture of 
viscous and capillary for adhesion52. Insects have also been shown to secrete adhesive 
fluids that aid in their attachment to smooth surfaces, whether or not their attachment pads 
are smooth or textured.53 The detachment of a stamp during micro-contact printing also 
occurs by peeling surfaces that were initially in full contact, and the effectiveness of ink 
transfer depends strongly with the mechanical properties of the stamp54, 55. Viscous fluids 
also often act as model systems for more complex viscoelastic adhesives, such as pressure 
sensitive adhesives (PSAs), for which detachment via peeling is the most common mode 
of separation,23, 27, 56-58. Therefore, the broad technological relevance related to peeling of 
flexible sheets in viscous fluids makes understanding the coupling between the mechanical 





Figure 4.1. Schematic and image of detachment via peeling in a fluid. In the schematic in 
(A), a plate is peeled from a bottom surface by a contactor (far right) inside a bath filled 
with a Newtonian fluid with a viscosity of μ. The contactor is mounted on a load cell (spring 
constant, k) driven by a motor at constant velocity v. During the detachment the plate 
deforms due to the lubrication forces originating from the infusion of fluid within the gap 
formed by the plate and the bottom surface. In (B) a typical detachment is shown for a 
coverslip in 200 cSt silicone oil. The bottom surface is not visible in the high contrast and 
is outlined with a red dashed box. The bending plate (colored with a permanent marker) is 
clearly visible. Scale bar corresponds to 5 mm, and each tick on the bottom left of the image 





The detachment process illustrated in Figure 1 also bears significant resemblance to crack 
initiation and peeling of reversible dry adhesives15, 21, 25, 59. Reversible dry adhesives are 
materials that can adhere to other surfaces in the absence of glue or other mediating fluids20, 
for example surfaces designed to mimic the microstructures found on the Gecko toe pads10, 
29, 60. The role played by mechanical compliance on the performance of reversible dry 
adhesives has been studied extensively61, 62. As a result, there is a consensus that 
minimizing the overall compliance of the adhesive maximizes adhesion.30, 63-65 In the 
context of detachment via peeling, minimizing compliance requires maximizing the 
flexural rigidity (controlled by EI) and the extensional rigidity (controlled by E), where E 
is the Young’s modulus and I is the second moment of inertia of the bending plate. While 
the effect of compliance on adhesion has been predicted and demonstrated for dry 
adhesion66-68, its extension to adhesion in fluid environments has been investigated to a 
much lower extent. In particular, studies of peeling in fluids have mainly focused on the 
steady-state regime (i.e. constant peel angle), where the bending of the plate is set by the 
desired peel angle.23, 56 It is unclear if the initial phase of peeling, when the peeling front is 
first created, follows a similar dependence on the compliance of the plate than its steady-
state counterpart. As a result, a better understanding of the role of compliance for peeling 
in fluids, and how it compares to the more common case of steady-state peeling, could help 
incorporate the role of fluid viscosity to the design of materials and surface structures with 
optimal reversible adhesion that can operate in fluid environments. 
Related studies on the bending and oscillation of flexible sheets caused by fluid flow also 
highlight the coupling between viscous forces and the bending rigidity of the plates. Work 
by the Mahadevan group, for instance, describes the change in shape of a flexible sheet as 
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fluid flows between the thin gap that separates it from an underlying surface.69, 70 In 
particular they observed that increasing the flow rate can lead to shorter propagating waves 
across the flexible sheet, but increases the frequency of these bursting events. Along the 
same lines, Lister et al.40 studied the growth of a fluid blister in radial geometry in the 
presence of viscous, van der Waals and gravitational forces and showed that blister growth 
was dominated by peeling at short time regimes but then growth became a mixture of 
peeling and pulling via tension in the sheet as the blister grew. While these studies 
successfully characterized how morphologies such as blistering or propagating waves 
occur at different flow rates, part of the part of the model development is simplified because 
either the flow rate of the fluid or the shape of the flexible beam is specified. The case of 
the peeling of a flexible sheet is not as well specified. The force-displacement curves are 
measured but the fluid flow rate, the shape of the plate, or the peel velocity are not set a 
priori. In particular, the presence of a load cell to measure the detachment force leads to a 
discrepancy between the motor and contactor displacement31 and needs to be incorporated 
in the analysis. 
Here, we characterize systematically the effect of the compliance (flexural or extensional) 
of the top plate on the force required to separate it from a bottom surface in completely 
submerged environments. We also investigate how the detachment forces depend on the 
peeling velocity and fluid viscosity. In particular, we aim to isolate the contribution of the 
extensional compliance from that of the flexural compliance by comparing the detachment 
of plates with the same bending rigidity but different Young’s modulus. The role of the 
flexural compliance on the detachment forces is compared to predictions based on treating 
the plates as an Euler-Bernoulli beam with a distributed load originating from the 
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lubrication forces. Additional contributions to the detachment forces originating from the 
extensional compliance are analyzed based on stress decay length arguments developed by 
Ghatak et al 71. 
4.2. Materials and Methods 
All the experiments described here are performed in a custom peeling apparatus 
similar to the one developed by Chaudhury26, 72. One key difference is that the contact 
formation (initial loading) and detachment are performed under completely submerged 
conditions (see Figure 2). Initial boundary contact between the two plates is achieved prior 
to peeling by applying a constant normal load on the top plate (minimum of 2N for 180 
seconds). After loading, a contactor lifts the sample from one end and separates it from the 
lower surface. This contactor is mounted onto a compliant load cell (k = 6.3x103 N/m) and 
is driven by a motor at constant velocity (v = 200-600 μm/s). All the experiments are 
performed in a fluid bath filled with Newtonian silicone oils of varying viscosities (50 cSt, 
200 cSt and 1000 cSt). We showed previously that the detachment forces have a non-linear 
dependence on the loading conditions.73 For short dwell time, the applied load drains fluid 
from the gap between the plate and the bottom surface. In this regime, the detachment 
forces increase with dwell time because the decrease in the thickness of the fluid film 
trapped between the two surfaces leads to an increase in the lubrication forces during 
detachment. Then, for longer dwell times, the detachment force no longer depends on time, 
likely because boundary contact at asperities has been reached.17 All the peeling 
measurements performed here fall within the long dwell time limit (see supporting 
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information for more details on the effect of dwell time). Note also that the plates are coated 
with a non-polar film and the experiments are performed in silicone oils to minimize (or 
eliminate) the contribution of van der Waals interactions in the forces measured.  
 
 
Figure 4.2. Schematic of peeling experiments where contact and detachment occurs under 
completely submerged conditions. (a) Loading to bring the plate into boundary contact 
with the lower surface. (b) For peeling, a rigid contactor lifts one end of the top plate, 
causing detachment with a small (<5o) peel angle. The contactor is mounted on a load cell 
(with spring constant k) driven at a constant velocity v.  
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4.3. Results and Discussion 
The detachment forces during the peeling of plates made of glass (slides and coverslips) as 
well as aluminum is shown in Figure 3. All the plates have the same nominal contact area 
with the lower surface and were selected to span a broad range of flexural rigidities while 
maintaining a relatively high (and constant) Young’s modulus. For each plate, we 
measured the detachment forces in Newtonian silicone oils with viscosities of 50 cSt, 200 
cSt, and 1000 cSt. All the force-displacement curves have the same general qualitative 
features where the forces increase initially, reach a peak and then go to zero. The forces we 
measure are mainly lubrication forces, therefore once the fluid film between the plates is 
large enough the lubrication forces no longer act, and the forces reach zero (i.e. in the 
absence of lubrication interactions the drag force of the plate is below our resolution limit). 
For any given plate (within a single panel in Figure 3), increasing the viscosity increases 
the peak force and motor displacement necessary to separate the plates. In addition, we 
observe that for a given plate increasing the viscosity leads to the same initial slopes and 
the same general shape of the force-displacement curves. Finally, we also find that 
increasing the rigidity the plates (aluminum to glass slides in Figure 3) and keeping the 
viscosity constant (e.g., the first curve in each panel) leads to an increase in the magnitude 
of the forces. Increasing both the rigidity and viscosity increases the detachment forces, a 




In contrast to increasing the viscosity, increasing the rigidity of the plates reduces the motor 
displacement necessary for the detachment. Since the motor is driven at constant velocity, 
the narrowing force-displacement curves with increasing rigidity means the detachment 
occurs faster. A higher bending rigidity has been shown to correspond to a faster radial 
growth of liquid blisters and has also been shown to correlate with a faster propagating 
bursts in a pinned elastic sheet for a given flow rate.40 69 Finally, we observe that the initial 
increase in the detachment force for the glass slide is relatively linear than for the other two 
plates and once it reaches a peak the forces for the glass slides decrease much more abruptly 
than for the other two plates. In our experiments, we visually observe (see supporting 
information for images) that the glass slide does not appear to bend visibly throughout the 
peeling process, even though the forces are increasing due to its high rigidity. In contrast, 
we observe that for the glass coverslip and aluminum shim, the section of the sample 
between the bottom surface and the contact are visibly bent before the samples begin to 
peel off the bottom surface. This suggests that the glass slide detaches in a lifting motion, 
instead of peeling and the force curve of the glass slide is more visually similar to 
experiments in detaching rigid substrates in a probe-tack geometry of viscous liquids.74 
 
The slope of the force-displacement curves before the peak force is reached increases with 
rigidity, and for a given plate, material is independent of viscosity (see Figure 3). For 
normal displacement, such as in probe tack tests, the slope of the force-displacement curves 
is determined by the compliance of the load cell66 (constant throughout all experiments). 
We see here that for a peeling motion the bending compliance of the plate also plays a role 
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(along with the compliance of the load cell) in determining the initial slope of the force-
displacement curves. The initial slope has been shown to depend on the total compliance 
in other experimental system as well. This dependence was demonstrated for peeling 
viscoelastic adhesives39 and also in more complex composite adhesive that were detached 
in a variety of modes, not limited to peeling61, 64. 
 
Figure 4.3. Curves showing the detachment force as a function of motor displacement 
during the peeling of plates of different flexural rigidities (decreasing from top to bottom). 
For each plate the detachment forces is measured in Newtonian fluids of three different 
viscosities (50, 200, and 1000 cSt). The range for the y-axis is different for (a). Prior to 
detachment the plates were brought in contact with the lower surface using a force of 2N 
for 600 seconds in the same fluid as for the detachment. All samples are coated with a 20 
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μm layer of SU-8 photopolymer and bottom surfaces with CyTop flouropolymer to reduce 
adhesion caused by van der Waals forces. 
 
We can use simple scaling arguments to relate the forces measured to the balance between 
flexural rigidity (EI) and viscosity (  ). We treat the top plates as Euler-Bernoulli beams 
















   , (2) 
Where h is the fluid film thickness between the plate and the bottom surface, t is the time, 
and L is the nominal length of the sample in contact with the bottom surface (see Figure 
2). We neglect inertial effects, assume initial boundary contact, small (<5o) deflection of 
the plate, and small deflection with the length of the plates throughout the detachment 
process. These assumptions allow us to use the local fluid film thickness as the beam 
deflection on the right hand side of Eq. (1), and to neglect the x-dependence of the 
lubrication forces in Eq. (2). In our experiments, the lubrication forces are measured via 
the deflection of a compliant load cell with an effective spring constant, k. Since the load 
cell is part of the mechanical loop, we need to introduce this force balance to describe our 
experimental system, as shown in Eq. (3): 
( )
H
F k vt   , (3) 
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Where   is the displacement of the contactor at a given time such that the bracketed term 
in Eq. (3) is the deflection of the load cell. Instead of solving Eqns. (1)-(3) using an initial 
and four boundary conditions we perform dimensional analysis to extract characteristic 
time scales for the bending beam of Eq. (1) and for the lifting of the contactor in Eq. (3). 
If we use the fluid film thickness as the characteristic deflection in Eq. (1) we obtain a 
characteristic bending time (
bending






   . (4) 
Similarly, we can extract a characteristic time for lifting, 
lifting















  (5) 
The total peeling time is the sum of these two processes
peeling bending lifting
    , because the 
bending beam and the load cell are subjected to the same lubrication forces. However, the 
load cell and the portion of the plate interacting with the bottom surface move at different 
velocities so we relate both processes to the sample velocity using τpeeling. Using this scaling 
argument we can relate the motor displacement (
lifting
v  ) to the effective motion of the 
plate in the region where it is interacting with the bottom surface ( /
peeling
h  ) by combining 
Eqns. (4) – (5). 
 Figure 4a shows the characteristic velocity of the plate in the region where it 
interacts with the bottom surface as a function of the motor displacement, calculated for 
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the three bending rigidities studied here. As a point of reference and upper bound, the 
constant drive velocity of the motor is also shown in Figure 4a. For the three curves, we 
see that initially the plates move much slower than the motor and that the velocity increases 
until it reaches the motor velocity, at which point the plates are considered detached. As 
with the experiments, we observe the motor displacement necessary to separate a plate 
decreases with an increase in bending rigidity. For a given viscosity and drive velocity, the 
ability of the plate to bend will reduce the hydrodynamic force during detachment by 
facilitating a more gradual infusion of fluid during the opening of the gap between the plate 
and the bottom surface. The glass slide is almost a limiting case where detachment mainly 
occur via lifting (rotation with respect of the end of the pate) where final detachment occurs 
very abruptly (almost via snapping) once the force reaches its peak value. We can compare 
directly the dependence of the total motor displacement on bending rigidity using Eqns. 
(4)-(5) for the three fluid viscosities investigated here (Figure 4b). Generally, we find good 
agreement between the scaling argument and the experimental data except for the case of 
the glass slide.  We suspect that the glass slide has a spring constant that exceeds that of 
the load cell and that due to its very high bending rigidity the glass slide cannot bend. It 




Figure 4.4. A) Characteristic velocity, /
peeling
h   of plates as a function of the motor 
displacement calculated for a viscosity of 1000 cSt, motor drive of 300 μm/s, with initial 
separation of 50 nm. Black line represents the constant motor drive velocity at 300 μm/s. 
The arrows represent the motor displacement where plates reach 99% of the motor velocity 
at which we consider the plates to be detached. B) Comparison of displacement required 
to detach plates (based on reaching zero forces in the force-displacement curves) 
 
Using τpeeling, we can estimate the characteristic velocity of the sample as dh/dt ~ h/τpeeling
. 











  , (6) 
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Since the force and motor displacement are linked spatially by h, instead of temporally, to 
find an experimentally relevant force versus displacement curve, we convert h to a motor 
displacement using equation 5. 
The force-displacement curves can be evaluated for a range of 
peeling
  to find the maximum 
force (
peak
F ), and the associated energy release rate, G for the detachment. We can then 
evaluate numerically, based on these scaling arguments, how the peak force and energy 
release depend on the balance between bending rigidity and viscosity. We find that the 
peak force scales as: 0.25 0.73( )
peak
F EI  and the energy release rate as: 0.5 0.28 G EI . Fpeak 
and G can be linearized to EI/μ by multiplying by a scaling factor. For Fpeak, we choose ζ 
= EI0.27/μ1.25 such that Fpeak ζ ∝ EI/μ and for G, we choose ξ = EI0.72/μ1.5 such that Gξ ∝ 
EI/μ. These relationships can be compared to predictions for steady-state 90o peel tests. For 
example, Piau et al.23 developed a full model and predicted that the energy release rate 
scales as μ4/7 (EI)3/7 at a fixed peel angle of 90o. The work by Piau was a modification of 
the work by Kaelble27 and Bikerman28 that predicted a scaling as μ1/2 and (EI)1/2 for variable 
peel angles, which include any realized peel angle that occurs during detachment from 0o. 
We see that for our small angle peel test the dependence of the energy release rate on the 
bending rigidity is weaker than for steady-state 90o peel tests, although the relationship 
between energy release rate in the 90o peel test is F/b, where b is the width of the sample. 
This difference occurs because the total sample displacement also depends on the rigidity, 
whereas the 90o test is peeled at a constant velocity and the displacement is not a function 
of the sample.  Figure 5 compares our measurements of the peak forces and energy release 
rates to the predictions based on the scaling arguments. We see that the energy release rate 
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follows 0.5 0.28 G EI for EI/µ spanning six orders of magnitude (Figure 5a). On the other 
hand, the peak forces do not follow the predicted scaling (the best-fit slope in Figure 5b is 
not 1.0). However, if we exclude the data for the glass slide (triangles in Figure 5b) the 
remaining data follows the predicted relationship.  
 
Figure 4.5. Scaled force and work versus EI/μ. The top graph (A) shows the scaled peak 
force in the force-displacement curves. (B) Shows the scaled entire work of separation from 
the integrated force-displacement curves. Dashed lines in (A) indicate slope with the glass 
slide data omitted. Samples repeated in triplicate and n ≥3. In both cases, the line represents 




To contrast the effect of the extensional compliance from that of the bending compliance 
we measured the forces to peel off plates with the same flexural rigidity but with different 
extensional compliance. To do this we created thick blocks of PDMS (4mm) such that their 
flexural rigidity ( 3 / 3EI ELd ), where d is the thickness of the sheet and L is its full 
length) are the same as the one of a glass coverslip (middle panel in Figure 3). Shown in 
Figure 6 are the force-detachment curves for these two different plates taken at three drive 
velocities. We readily see that, for any drive velocity, the magnitude of the forces to peel 
the PDMS blocks (open symbols) are always smaller than the one required to peel the glass 
coverslips (filled symbols). We also find that for all drive velocities, the peak force is 
always larger for the glass coverslip than for the PDMS sheet, although it is only slightly 
higher at 600 μm/s. If we integrate the force-displacement curves to get a work of 
separation, or an effective energy release rate, G (see Figure 6b) we see that the work to 
detach the glass coverslips is always significantly larger than the one required to detach the 
PDMS sheet. Also shown in Figure 6b is the work of separation of glass coverslip with a 
thin (10µm) layer of SU-8. The data for this additional sample is presented to demonstrate 
that the presence of a thin (10um) layer of the photoresist SU-8 or PDMS on top of the 
glass coverslip is not sufficient to alter the detachment forces measured, even if the 
Young’s modulus of SU-8 is significantly higher than the one for PDMS. In both cases the 
polymer films are too thin to deform75 due to a normal load and they do not significantly 
alter the mechanical properties of the glass coverslip underneath. 
Nearly all samples here share the same initial slope on the force-displacement plot. This is 
because these samples, even under different peel velocities, share the same system 
compliance (load cell compliance and bending compliance) during this portion of 
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detachment. During the initial portions of the peeling process, the bending compliance is 
dominant over the extensional compliance, and since the rigidity of all these samples have 
been kept the same, the slope of the force-displacement curve is also the same. The peeling 
curve at 200 μm/s for the PDMS block, however, has a lower slope than the other force 
curves in Figure 6A. The PDMS block peels differently at 200 μm/s because the viscous 
forces are too low to bend the sample significantly compared to detaching by being simply 
lifted off the substrate. In another test, Patil et al. 39  have reported results where they were 
peeling glass plates adhered with semi-cured PDMS liquid to several different patterned 
PDMS substrates. They also found that for samples with very low adhesion, the force-
displacement curve would exhibit a smaller initial slope, even though glass plates with a 
single rigidity were used across their experiments. It would seem that the extensional 
compliance has a conditional effect on the initial slope – if there is sufficient viscous force 
then it will not alter the initial slope and the slope will depend on the bending compliance 






Figure 4.6. Force-displacement curves (A) and work of separation, G, (B) obtained from 
peeling samples with the same flexural rigidity (EI = 1.2x10-3 Nm2) but different Young’s 
moduli (PDMS Slab – 3.0 MPa76, glass coverslip – 67 GPa77) and sample thickness (PDMS 
Slab – 3.8 mm, glass coverslip – 0.13 mm). The forces were measured in a Newtonian 
silicone oil with a viscosity of 200 cSt. The different symbols in (A) are for different drive 
velocities (200, 300 and 600 μm/s). Legend refers to the motor velocity in μm/s. Open 
symbols represent the PDMS sheets and the filled symbols are the coverslips coated with 
a 20-μm layer of PDMS. In (B) an additional set of data for the peeling of coverslips with 
a 20-μm coating of the photopolymer SU-8 is also shown to demonstrate that the modulus 
of the top layer on the coverslip does not affect the forces measured. Sample size on right 
is n = three, with each sample tested in triplicate. 
 We attribute this reduction to the extensional compliance, which was investigated 
in a similar system by Ghatak et al.71 They developed an expression for the work required 
to lift a glass plate from an elastic substrate. To adapt their system, we make two 
assumptions. First, we assume that we can combine the elastic deformation and bending 
into our plate alone, instead of two separate elements. Second, since we measure purely 
viscous forces, instead of any conservative interactions, we apply this effect across the 
entire length of our sample, instead of only at the point of crack initiation.  
They found that the elasticity of the substrate dissipates energy and reduces the 
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Where a is the distance from the contactor to the edge of the crack and K is the inverse of 









Where Sshear is the shear modulus of the elastic film. The stress decay length corresponds 
to the area over which the stress is applied from the flexible beam onto the elastic film. 
Using Equation 8, the PDMS slab has a shear modulus of 0.25 GPa78 while the PDMS 
coverslip has a shear modulus (Schott D263 glass) of 30 GPa 77 results in a stress decay 
length of 3.2 mm for PDMS sheet while the PDMS-coated coverslip is 0.26 mm. Since the 
PDMS layer on the coverslip is very thin, it does not contribute to the elastic deformation 
of the coverslip.75 g(aK) must be evaluated for all values of a as the sample peels for both 
the PDMS sheet and coverslip to get an average ?̅?(aK) (see Figure 7). Then we can relate 
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Figure 4.7. Effect of bending and extensional compliance through stress concentration. A) 
Schematic of the difference in compliance which arises due to the ability of the PDMS slab 
to indent or extend (extensional compliance) further than the PDMS-coated coverslip. The 
deformation due to bending is denoted as δb and the deformation from the extensional 
compliance is shown as δfilm. B) The effect of a multiplying factor, g(aK), on the overall 
work is shown as given by Ghatak et al..71 The X-axis is schematically the same as in 
sample A) with the location of the contactor on the far right (at sample = 22 mm). The 
shaded region represents the portion of the sample that interacts with the bottom substrate 
and thus the unshaded region from 12 mm to 22 mm does not contribute to the adhesion.  
The approach of Ghatak et al. is compatible with work taken in dry adhesive systems by 
Bartlett et al.63 and Shull et al.65 to selectively tune adhesive pads by altering their size and 
thickness. As seen in Figure 7B, the portion of the sample that interacts with the bottom 
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surface is from 0 to 12 mm and the average value of the ratio between g(aK) of a PDMS 
sheet and the g(aK) PDMS-coated coverslip in this portion is 2.7. This compares relatively 
well to our average ratio of 2.8, as seen from Figure 4.6B, (across all velocities and 
comparing the PDMS slab to both the PDMS and SU-8 coated coverslips)  
4.4. Conclusions 
Within this paper, we have investigate the role of sample rigidity and compliance on 
viscous forces during peeling. We first examine how the sample rigidity and bath viscosity 
changes the detachment forces and G. We scale the peak force and G and find reasonable 
agreement, as long as the sample is not overly rigid. We were also able to predict the motor 
displacement required to detach the sample fully, which was complicated by the presence 
of a load cell. Again, these predictions were more accurate when the samples were not 
excessively rigid. 
We then isolated the role of extensional compliance separately from the bending 
compliance by testing two samples with the same rigidity but different Young’s modulus. 
We found that our results were explained by adapting a theory by Ghatak et al.71 which 
was originally used to describe dry adhesives, even though our samples were only subject 
to purely viscous forces. 
4.5. Supplemental Information 




Figure 4.7. Work and forces with increased load during loading phase. Peel velocity is 300 
μm/s and fluid viscosity is 200 cSt. These samples have been loaded at 10N (a 5x increase 
over the typical experimental conditions). In panel a, the work is shown and neither backing 
is statistically different between 60 and 180 seconds of loading. Representative force 
curves of a PDMS-coated coverslip are in panel b. 
The loading conditions in the paper have been considered to be plateaued when 
they no longer increase with increased dwell time. The plateau occurs because the samples 
have reached boundary contact and can no longer reduce the film thickness between the 
sample and substrate. The relationship between film thickness and load, dwell time and 









Where h is the separation between the sample and bottom substrate, μ is the viscosity, L is 
the interacting length of the two square surfaces, F is the applied load and t is the dwell 
time. 
We have established for this system, boundary contact occurs at 2 N/180 seconds. This can 
be seen in Figure 4.7. where we have dramatically increased the load to 10 N and loaded 
at 60 and 180 seconds. In panel a, we see the same work because the samples can no longer 
get closer to each other. As shown in Equation 1, increasing the load by a factor of five 
should be the same effect as loading for 5 times longer. Thus, the fact that 2N at 180 
seconds gives the same results as 10N at 60 seconds and 10N at 180 seconds suggests that 
we are in boundary contact. However while 2 N and 180 seconds would yield a separation 
in 200 cSt (0.05 Pa*s) of 1.2 microns, even slighted tilted plates can accelerate the thinning 
of the gap.37 
Panel b shows that the force-displacement curves are essentially identical between the three 
different conditions, confirming the trends in panel a. 







We look at the expression for the force to separate two parallel plates, which we have 
adapted to describe a bending plate. Although h is a function of x, we justify that h(x,t) ≅ 




As mentioned in the main text, h is the separation between the sample and the substrate, t 
is time, μ is the viscosity, and L is the length of the sample that overlaps with the substrate.  
A Taylor series expansion shows that Equation 2 is justified when the separation, h (sub-
micron to microns), divided by the L (12 mm) vanishes quickly for derivatives that scale 
as (h/L) 2 or (h/L) 3, and given that L ≫ h.  









Where P is the pressure. 






















 for n=2, 3 can be ignored because they scale as H/L. H is at sub-micron 
lengths and L is 12 mm. Thus, H/L 1 and (H/L) n will be ≪1.  
Simplifying, we get 
P dt = L ∗
12μ
h3
∗ d (h + h
dh
dx
) dx  (11) 
The right hand side then simplifies further to: 
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(24) 
 
Since we know that L≫h, the expansion simplifies to the expression for flat plates, Pt =
4μL2
h2











Figure 4.8. Visualization of peeling samples. The three different samples tested in this are 
shown in decreasing rigidity from top to bottom (glass slide, coverslip, and aluminum 
shim). Select images from the force displacement curves are shown to highlight near the 
peak force (when the sample begins to detach) and in between the peak force and complete 







Coupling between Surface Structure and Loading 
Conditions in the Viscous Contribution of Peeling  
 
[This section has been reprinted with minor modifications with permission from: Dhong, 
C., & Fréchette, J. (2015). Coupled effects of applied load and surface structure on the 
viscous forces during peeling. Soft matter, 11(10), 1901-1910.] 
5.1. Introduction 
Throughout nature, animals have taken advantage of structured surfaces to mediate 
their adhesion in dry, wet, and flooded environments. Tree frogs are an interesting case 
because they display good adhesion in all these conditions. In a completely flooded 
environment tree frogs have been shown to exhibit strong control over their locomotion, 
for example being able to move without slipping without interlocking supports.2, 13, 52, 80, 81 
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They have also been shown to adhere upside-down under flowing (5 mL/min to 4L/min) 
water.2 A key feature that enables this control is suspected to be the structured hexagonal 
array of epithelial cells on their toe pads. The epithelial cells have a soft (5-15 MPa), 
keratinized outer layer12 and form pillars on the toe pads that are approximately 10 μm in 
diameter, 10 μm deep and are separated by 1 μm, and mucus is secreted through these 
channels to enhance adhesion.82, 83 The role of the channels in completely flooded 
environment, however, is not well-understood. The spacing between the epithelial cells 
creates an interconnected network of channels that has been hypothesized to aid in the 
removal of fluid from the toe pad, reducing the hydrodynamic repulsion and as a 
consequence reduce the time necessary to make contact.13, 81  The interplay between surface 
structure and hydrodynamic interactions has implications in several fields53 beyond the 
understanding of tree frog adhesion. For example, in the design of structured surfaces for 
drag reduction in underwater propulsion84, for the flow and solute transport through cracks 
in hydrofracturing85, in the design of tire treads to prevent hydroplaning86, 87, or to minimize 
viscous losses in micro- and nanoscale resonators that operate in fluid environments88, 89.  
Micro- and nanoscale roughness or structure also dictate slip at the solid-liquid interface.90, 
91 
 To understand how topography can modulate the force to separate surfaces in 
flooded environments, it is important to consider a peeling motion during detachment since 
many animals, including tree frogs, detach in a peeling mode.1 During peeling, the 
detachment occurs by gradually increasing the peeling angle as a crack propagates across 
the toe pad. Structured surfaces offer multiple advantages when trying to modulate peeling 
forces, they can blunt the crack front92 or force the arrest of crack propagation at feature 
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boundaries26. Detachment via peeling is also desirable because the adhesion force can be 
modulated by varying the peel angle.29, 93-95 Geckos8 and tree frogs80 have both been shown 
to splay their limbs to control their adhesion to surfaces where the peel angle is kept low 
to maintain contact and increased to pull out.  In biomimetic systems, the effect of 
structured surfaces on peeling has been well-studied in dry25, 71, 72 and wet39, 72 
environments, but less so in completely flooded conditions.  
 The coupling between approach and pull out is another important characteristic that 
needs to be considered to understand detachment between surfaces under flooded 
conditions. In contrast to the adhesion force measured in air where there is negligible work 
necessary to make contact, viscous forces are present when submerged in fluid and affect 
both approach and pull out, especially if it is necessary to make contact rapidly. For 
example, significant viscous drag can prevent surfaces from reaching contact quickly or 
would require a significant applied load.79 The viscous force required to move two flat 
surfaces in a fluid is described  by the Stefan equation (Eqn. 1)96, which can be derived 
from Reynolds’ theory34 and has been solved for several plate geometries79, including in 
the presence of misalignment such as tilt37.  In the context of work required to separate 
surfaces in flooded environments, the initial loading sets the fluid film thickness prior to 
pull out, and as a consequence influences whether or not conservative contact forces are 
present and the magnitude of the viscous forces during pull out. Therefore, when 
investigating the role of surface structure on the work required to separate surfaces, it is 




Under flooded conditions, the presence of surface structure can have profound 
effects on the work and time required to make contact. For instance, the spacing between 
surface features can facilitate drainage and reduce the repulsive hydrodynamic forces 
present when two surfaces are brought together in a viscous fluid.35,97 A scaling argument, 
initially  proposed by Persson35, relates the decrease in time to contact to the feature sizes 
via a single length scale (ℎ𝑜), a parameter that captures the key dimensions of the surface 
features. A similar argument can be reached from an effective permittivity and Darcy’s law 
using a porous media analysis.98-100 According to this limiting scaling argument (see 
Section 2), if the fluid film thickness is larger than ℎ𝑜 the fluid drainage is radial, there is 
no flow through the surface features, and the viscous forces are the same as the ones for 
flat surfaces. For fluid film thickness smaller than ho, the fluid drainage goes through the 
surface features and the viscous forces are lower than the ones for smooth surfaces. We 
previously verified experimentally this scaling argument for the cross-cylinder geometry 
via the direct measurement of the hydrodynamic force between a flat and a structured 
surfaces in the surface forces apparatus (SFA).97  
There are multiple reports on the role of surface structure on the detachment forces 
in viscous fluids. An enhancement in the detachment force was observed when peeling a 
surface patterned with an array of PDMS posts in a viscoelastic fluid.39 It was suggested 
that the origin of the enhancement in adhesion energy was due either to viscous dissipation, 
crack blunting, or anchoring of the fluid to the structure. Measurement by Drotlef et al. 101 
of the adhesion and friction forces of elastic micro-structured surfaces in fluids showed 
that the presence of surface features increased the friction forces, possibly due to boundary 
contact being facilitated by drainage through the surface structure. They also observed that 
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an increase in fluid viscosity had no effect on the force and concluded that there were no 
viscous contributions to the peak in the adhesion force. In the case of oil capillary bridges 
on top of micro-pillars, it has been predicted that for pillars larger than 10 μm the major 
contribution to the adhesive force should be both viscous and the contribution from the 
Laplace pressure in the liquid bridge.102 There have been many instances when 
investigating structured surfaces where viscous contributions have been considered39, 101-
103 but there is a need to isolate the viscous contributions from other effects such as capillary 
or van der Waals interactions, and elasticity of the surfaces104. Moreover, one common 
features of the previous reports is that the detachment force is tested after the sample has 
been brought into contact with a substrate without control for the loading conditions or the 
time necessary to make contact. The loading conditions (viscosity, applied load, and 
loading time) dictate the fluid film thickness prior to pull out and, in turn, the work required 
to separate the surfaces.  
 Here we detail our investigation of how the interplay between surface structure and 
loading conditions affect the viscous contribution in a peeling mode. We use rigid 
structured surfaces in Newtonian fluids and control the fluid film thickness prior to pull 
out by varying the viscosity, applied load, and loading time during approach. By following 
this protocol we can compare the work of separation for identical loading conditions to 
isolate the effect of surface structure. We observe that the presence of surface features 
facilitate contact and decrease the work of separation. We discuss our results in the context 
of the scaling of the lubrication approximation for structured surfaces. 
Effect of surface structure on the fluid film thickness during approach. 
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Consider the approach between a surface with a periodic array of pillars and a 
smooth wall in the lubrication limit, where the fluid film thickness can be described by the 
Reynolds equation. We assume that the surfaces are rigid, that inertial effects are negligible 
(Re < 1), and that the plate area is much larger than the fluid film thickness. We follow the 
analysis of Persson35 and hypothesize the presence of three different limiting regimes for 
fluid flow, illustrated in Figure 1. First, at large separations (short times) there is a far-field 
regime where the fluid flows radially and not through the structure. Second, as the 
separation decreases further the pressure in the gap increases and becomes sufficiently 
large to favor fluid flow through the structure instead of radially. As a consequence, 
preferential drainage of fluid through the structure yields smaller fluid film thickness for a 
given loading time than predictions based on smooth surfaces. Finally at small separations 
the hydrodynamic interactions with individual pillars dominate, and we recover the 
Reynolds equation but for an array of individual pillars (effective lower surface area). We 
denote this final stage the near-field regime. Therefore, as a fluid film thickness decreases 
during approach there should be a transition between radial flow and flow through the 
surface features. In the limit where the pillar height is much greater than the channel width 
(D>>W in Figure 3) the thickness of the fluid film thickness necessary for this transition 





, see Table 1. We previously characterized this transition97, 
105 and its relationship with ho for the hydrodynamic force present in the approach between 
a surface with a hexagonal array of cylindrical posts and a smooth surface. The experiments 





Figure 5.1. Schematic of the change in separation with loading time for a smooth and 
structured surface.  The dashed line represents an interpolation between two regimes. 
 
The scaling arguments derived in Ref 35 relates the characteristic times for the different 
flow regimes illustrated in Figure 1 to the surface features and loading conditions.  First in 
the far-field regime the fluid flow conditions are the same as for a smooth surface with the 
fluid film thickness determined from the top of the posts. The change in the fluid film 
thickness is then obtained from the Stefan equation (Eqn. 1). The Stefan equation describes 
the instantaneous velocity (dh/dt) when two flat plates of area A separated by a fluid film 
of thickness h are brought closer under an applied load (𝐹𝑁) in a fluid of viscosity µ.
35, 96 
We hypothesize that the change in separation can be described by Eqn. 1 until the film 
thickness reaches ho at the end of the far-field regime (at t = tff). We obtain tff by solving 
Eqn. 1 for the case of a constant 𝐹𝑁 and plates that are initially very far apart to obtain a 
relationship between the loading time, t, and the instantaneous surface separation, fluid 
film thickness h, and then set the separation to ho to find the limit of the far-field regime 
















We can predict the onset of the near-field regime (tnf), with the assumption that once ho is 
reached the fluid flow is only through the structure and independent on the fluid film 
thickness. By using Eqn. 1 with a constant h = ho at all times on the right hand side and 
with the boundary condition that at t=tff, h=ho we can find the time necessary to reach 
boundary contact (in the limit where t=tnf at h=0), given by Eqn. 3. However, more 
realistically in the near-field regime the hydrodynamic interactions between individual 
posts and the surface would dominate at small separation and lead to dh/dt to decrease 
asymptotically as the fluid film thickness decreases, preventing boundary contact. 





+ 𝑡𝑓𝑓 = 2𝑡𝑓𝑓 (3) 
Therefore based on Eqns. 2-3 we would predict that 1) the limit of the far-field regime is 
inversely proportional to ℎ𝑜
2, and 2) the time to reach boundary contact (tnf) should be twice 
the time spent in the far-field regime for any surface structure. 
5.2. Experimental Details. 
Sample Preparation. All the samples investigated consist of 20 µm of SU-8 2007 
(MicroChem) supported by a glass coverslip (Schott D263M, 22x22 mm, 0.13-0.16 mm 
thickness). The structured surfaces have features only on the top 10 µm that consist of 
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cylindrical pillars in a hexagonal array (see Figure 3 and Table 1). For all the samples the 
final SU-8 thickness is achieved in two sequential 10 μm coatings on coverslips. 
Traditional microfabrication techniques are used to pattern the surface features. First, 
square glass coverslips are cleaned using an isopropyl alcohol/ethanol rinse followed by a 
dehydration bake at 200° C for 10 minutes. Then a layer of SU-8 2007 is spin coated at 
1700 rpm for one minute to produce a 10 μm thick layer. The square substrate requires 
manual edge bead removal with a razor blade, which is followed by a pre-exposure bake 
on a hot plate at 95° C for 3 minutes and then exposure to a UV light at 140 mJ/cm2. The 
base layer requires no mask or developing and the sample is hard-baked at 200° C for 10 
minutes immediately after exposure. After cooling, a second layer of SU-8 is deposited 
using the same steps as the initial layer, but a chrome mask is used during the exposure 
step to create the surface patterns and a simple transparency mask is used for the smooth 
surface. For all the samples, the feature area is 14 mm x 14 mm and thus does not cover 
the entire coverslip substrate surface. Effort was made to manually center the mask with 
the coverslip, but there is sample-to-sample variation of order 1 mm from the edge of the 
patterned region to the edge of the coverslip. UV exposure is followed by a post-exposure 
bake at 95° C for 5 minutes and then immersion in SU-8 developer for 3 minutes with 
gentle manual agitation. Samples are then rinsed in isopropyl alcohol and hard baked at 
200° C for 10 minutes. Pattern formation and layer thicknesses are verified using confocal 
imaging and profilometry. The bottom surface in the peeling experiments consists of a 
glass coverslip onto which a thin fluoropolymer layer of 1.55% CyTop (Bellex 
International Corporation) is spin coated at 5000 rpm for one minute and then annealed in 
an oven for 15 minutes at 180°C.  
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Materials. The fluids in the bath are Newtonian silicone oils (PMX-200, Xiameter). Two 
viscosities are investigated, 200 cSt (0.965 g/mL) and 1000 cSt (0.968 g/mL). The silicone 
oils were used as received. The combination of rigid SU-8 as the surfaces and silicone oils 
as the fluid, along with working under completely flooded conditions allow us to neglect 
other type of interactions such as van der Waals, electrostatic, capillary. The Hamaker 
constant a SU-8 – Silicone Oil – CyTop system is negligible, see ESI for estimates of the 
Hamaker constant and interfacial energy. 
Peeling Apparatus. A custom-built peeling apparatus, illustrated in Figure 2, was 
designed to measure the force required to peel the samples in a completely flooded 
environment for different loading conditions. The apparatus is based on the designs of 
Ghatak et al.25. The experiments are performed in two distinct, but continuous, phases 
inside a bath filled with fluid.  An overview of the key features of the apparatus and 





Figure 5.2. Schematic of the peeling apparatus. (a) Loading phase where a normal load is 
applied to decrease the fluid film thickness between the sample and bottom substrate. (b) 
Peeling phase where one side of the sample is moved upward by a rigid contactor driven 
by a motorized stage and mounted onto a load cell. (c) Illustration of the change in the fluid 
film thickness (separation) due to the applied load as a function of time during the loading 
phase. (d) Illustration of the change in separation31 (fluid film thickness) and measured 
force during the peeling process. The difference in the contactor velocity and the motor 
velocity gives rise to a force measured by the load cell. The fluid film thickness (separation) 
in (d) varies spatially and is largest on the side near the contactor. 
 
Loading phase. First, in the loading phase the surfaces are initially far apart (approx. ~500 
μm) and a fixed mass (0.05kg or 0.208kg) is applied on the top surface as a weight for a 
set amount of time (Fig. 1a, c). The constant load brings the top surface closer to the bottom 
surface and sets the fluid film thickness prior to the peeling phase. Therefore we control 
the sample-to-substrate separation prior to pull-out by changing the viscosity, the applied 
load, and the loading time. In the current experiments the separation between the sample 
and the bottom surface cannot be measured directly. There is also always a small tilt present 
between the two surfaces, even after careful effort to align the surfaces. A small tilt can 
significantly decrease the fluid film thickness from that predicted for a smooth falling plate 
in the lubrication limit.37, 79 Therefore we report the loading conditions (viscosity, loading 
time, and applied load) as an indication for the fluid film thickness prior to measurement 
of pull out forces rather than absolute values of film thickness. The weight is lifted within 
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three seconds after the end of the loading phase and the peeling measurements are 
performed (Figure 2b, d).  
Peeling phase. Once the weight is pulled away from the back of the coverslip, the peeling 
phase starts. In the peeling phase, the flexible coverslip (flexural rigidity = 0.03 Nm) is 
peeled off the substrate by a rigid contactor moving at a constant drive velocity of 300 µm/s 
and connected to a load cell. As viscous forces scale with the velocity, we selected 300 
µm/s as the drive velocity to exploit the full range of the load cell while remaining in the 
lubrication regime. While the drive velocity is constant, the actual velocity at which the 
sample and substrate separates is less than the drive velocity because of the hydrodynamic 
drag, and varies both with time and position. As an upper bound, we estimate the Reynolds 
number to be Re <1 based on a film thickness of order microns, a length of 14 mm, and a 
peeling velocity less than 1mm/s. Throughout the peeling process the bending of the 
coverslip remains in the small angle limit (<5°). In this limit we do not have to consider 
the potential energy from the movement of an inextensible film with an applied force.38  
Additional possible contributions to the forces measured are the elasticity of the 
coverslip during bending, the viscous forces from the fluid film, the compliance of the 
polymer film, and the conservative surface forces (such as van der Waals interactions)38-
41. In our system there is negligible contribution from conservative surface forces (e.g. 
electrostatic or van der Waals interactions), and the SU-8 polymer film employed here is 
non-compliant (E=5.6 GPa)106. If we consider the two remaining contributions: the 
elasticity of the coverslip and the viscous contributions, we find that by using a rigid 
backing23 the elastic work term is much smaller than the viscous work38. An estimate of 
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the bending contribution is ≪1% of the entire work (since the elastic stress term is usually 
much smaller than the Young’s modulus) and is thus negligible.25, 39   
5.3. Results and Discussion 
We conducted the peeling measurements in fluids of two viscosities, two masses 
acting as weights for a range of loading time that vary between 5-800 s. We therefore 
explore a range of loading conditions of viscosity/(mass * loading time) that spans over 
three orders of magnitude (from 2x10-2 to 6x10-6 cSt/kg*s). This quantity is proportional 
to the square of the predicted film thickness for a flat surface. Since we expect the onset of 
different regime behaviors to depend on separation set by the substrate, we pick a 
maximum range of loads that can reliably be supported by our apparatus. The magnitude 
of the hydrodynamic forces will depend on the velocity, but based on our prior work97 we 
would not expect the velocity to change the alter the contribution of the surface structure 
to the drag force in a low Reynolds number regime. 
Three sets of samples were fabricated, the first two have surface features consisting 
of a hexagonal array of cylindrical pillars and the third is a flat surface that acts as a 
reference and control (see Fig. 3). The two structures investigated are identical in all 
dimensions except for their channel width (3µm and 10µm), the dimensions of the surface 
features are listed in Table 1. Also listed in Table 1 is ho, which represents predictions for 
the fluid film thickness at the transition between radial fluid and drainage through the 
structure (see Section 2). This parameter is derived from a scaling argument in the 
lubrication limit (inherently 2D), and as such assumes a limiting geometry in the remaining 
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dimension35. Our structures are not in such limiting geometries so we give a range of ho in 
Table 1 – one determined by the width of the channels and one by the diameter of the posts.  
 
 
Figure 5.3. (a) Schematic and (b,c) optical microscopy images of the structured surfaces 
investigated. The scale bar corresponds to 10 μm. In (b) d=D=10 μm, and W=3 μm, in (c) 
W=D=d=10 μm. 
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W=3 µm 20 10 10 3 2.8 6.1 




Force Curves. Representative force curves for the range of loading conditions investigated 
here are shown in Figure 4. We see that for all loading conditions and samples, the 
measured forces display the same qualitative features: the forces rise rapidly, reach a peak, 
and drop abruptly. These general features are qualitatively similar to the ones observed for 
other peeling39, 107 and normal force measurements31, 74 in viscous fluids with smooth 
surfaces. In the force curves, the position and magnitude of the peak forces are instrument 
specific and characteristic of the load cell employed. The effect of a compliant load cell on 
the measurements of a viscous force has been studied in multiple systems before, including 
probe tack measurements74 and the surface force apparatus31.  
Introducing structured surfaces tends to decrease the magnitude of the force measured. This 
observation is in sharp contrast to previous work reported in the literature for the peeling 
force in the presence of a structured surface in fluid environments. It has been suggested 
that surface features could enhance the peeling force through increased viscous dissipation 
or by anchoring liquid bridges.39 Our experiments with rigid structured surfaces rule out 
the viscous flow hypothesis and suggest that either anchoring of the fluid or elasticity of 
the structured surface is necessary for the enhancement of peeling force. For the portion of 
the force curves past the force peak, we observe an abrupt decrease in the measured force.  
This portion of the force curve is attributed to crack propagation (see ESI). For soft 
patterned surfaces it has been observed that the force decreases and then reaches a plateau, 
which has been attributed to cavitation108 or fingering instability (Saffman-Taylor39 or 
elastic14).109 Here we do not clearly see such features because no interface with a different 
viscosity is present in a completely flooded environment (no Saffman-Taylor type 
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instability) and the high modulus of the SU-8 also hinders the formation of elastic 
instabilities. We also do not observe features that are consistent with cavitation because 
either the stress on the fluid film is not sufficient to induce cavitation or we are unable to 
resolve cavitation in our force curves. Finally, we do not observe a characteristic sequence 
of peaks that is typical for a series of crack arrest and propagation events caused by the 
surface features that have been observed in the absence of fluid.16, 25, 110, 111 In most cases 
investigated here the two surfaces are not in contact; second we are working in a non-
adhesive system (SU-8/silicone oil/fluoropolymer) and the stress decay length in fluids 
would be essentially zero and these peaks are visible when the spacing of patterns is of 
order the stress decay length111. Our observations are in agreement with the work of Patil 
et al.39, where no sequence of crack arrest peaks are observed in a similar fluid experimental 
system.  
 
Figure 5.4. Representative force curves for the different loading conditions investigated. 
The structures investigated are the same for each columns. Time represents the loading 
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time (in seconds) from the loading phase. The displacement refers to the motor 
displacement during the peeling phase. 
Several features in the force curves, such as the effect of the load, loading time and 
viscosity, are self-consistent and in agreement from predictions in the lubrication limit. In 
all samples, the magnitude of the force increases with increasing applied load and loading 
time, except for the W=10µm surface in 200 cSt - 0.208 kg (Fig. 4f), where increasing the 
loading time has a very small effect on the force curves. The intial increase in the force 
before the peak is reached has been shown  to depend both on the rigidity of the system 
and the moment arm from the rigid contactor to the structures.71, 112 The rigidity of all our 
samples is the same, but the structures have slight (~ 1 mm ≅ <5%) variation in positioning 
from the edge of the coverslip. This misalignment, combined with slight variations in 
apparatus placement of the rigid contactor, alters the moment arm and leads to sample-to-
sample variations in the force curves. For example, in Figure 4g-i, the force curves are all 
from a single sample within an individual panel, illustrating the similarity in the force 
profile when the alignment is the same. In contrast, the force curves in Fig. 4j-l, come from 
two different samples, illustrating the effect of different moment arms and sample-to-
sample variations. 
Work of Separation.  For all the force curves we integrate the force versus motor 
displacement to obtain a work of separation for the two interacting surfaces (Figure 5). 
Studying the work of separation is convenient because 1) in contrast to the force curves it 
is not instrument dependent, the work is unaffected by the compliance of the load cell31, 2) 
it captures the viscous forces for the whole separation process and not only the initiation 
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or propagation of a crack, and finally 3) it is unaffected by small differences in the moment 
arm. We want to distinguish this work of separation from the work of adhesion, the latter 
being a thermodynamic quantity based on conservative forces, whereas the viscous forces 
investigated here are dissipative.  
 
Figure 5.5. Work of separation as a function of loading times. Each panel corresponds to 
a different combination of viscosity and applied load.  Each data point represents at least 
three different samples tested in triplicate. 
In Figure 5 the work of separation is plotted as a function of the loading time. For 
an individual panel an increase in loading time should lead to a decrease in the fluid film 
thickness prior to pull out. We observe that increasing the viscosity, for the same applied 
load and loading time, leads to an increase in the work of separation. Two factors have to 
be taken into consideration to explain this observation: 1) the effect of viscosity in setting 
the fluid film thickness prior to peeling, and 2) the differences between normal and peeling 
motion. First, if we only consider normal motion for both approach and retraction, there 
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This is because the viscosity dependence of both the drag force that sets the fluid film 
thickness prior to pull out and for the drag force during retraction cancels out for normal 
motion. The same is expected if we take into account the compliance of the load cell and 
model our system as a spring (the load cell) in series with a dashpot (the hydrodynamic 
force of the interacting surfaces).31 In the case of peeling, previous theoretical work23,27,28 
predicted that the drag force depends on 𝜇1/4 compared to being proportional to 𝜇 for 
normal motion. This weaker dependence of the drag force on viscosity when going from a 
normal to a peeling motion can therefore explain the increase in the work of separation 
with viscosity for the same applied load and loading time. The approach-detachment cycle 
is no longer reversible due to the difference in the mode of motion. This leads to a lower 
work of separation required to separate surfaces via peeling. 
For a given fluid viscosity and applied load, the work of separation initially 
increases rapidly with loading time and then slows down or even reaches a plateau at long 
times. In the case of the flat surface a plateau in the work of separation is not typically 
observed (see Fig. 5d). In contrast, for the two structured samples, the work of separation 
reaches a plateau. For W=10 μm, the plateau is first observed at shorter loading times than 
for the W=3 μm surface. We also see that for each panel, the work of separation at long 
times decreases when going from a flat surface to the W=3 μm surface, and then to the 
W=10 μm surface. Another clear feature is that for a given viscosity and applied load the 
work of separation at short loading times is the same for the three surfaces investigated.  
 We describe the dependence of the work of separation on loading time for the 
structured surfaces based on the two characteristic times introduced in section 2 (tff and tnf) 
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and illustrated in Figure 1. First, for a given viscosity and applied load we find the longest 
loading time for which a structured surface has the same work of separation as the flat 
surface, which we denote tff, the limit of the far-field regime. Second, for a given structured 
surface we find the loading time at which the plateau in the work of separation is first 
observed and denote it tnf, the onset of the near-field regime. The values for tff and tnf are 
listed in Table 2 and were determined for each panel in Figure 5. For a quantitative 
determination of the two characteristic times, we employed the Wilcoxon rank sum 
method113 (threshold of P=0.05 in all cases except P=.06 for tff of W= 10 μm 1000 cst 0.05 
kg). To determine tff the method was employed to find significant differences between the 
work of separation between a flat and a structured surface. To determine the onset of the 
plateau region, i.e. tnf, the method was employed to find the loading time at which an 
increase in loading time no longer leads to an increase in the work of separation.  
Table 5.2. Values for tff and tnf for the two structures. 
Loading conditions W=10 μm W=3 μm 
viscosity mass tff (s) tnf (s) tff (s) tnf (s) 
1000 cSt 0.05 kg 120 300 180 300 
0.208 kg 60 120 60 120 
200 cSt 0.05 kg 60 90 90 120 
0.208 kg 10 40 40 90 
 
The presence of a plateau for structured surfaces at long loading times in Figures 
5-6 suggests that boundary contact is reached in the near-field regime. In contrast to the 
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structured surfaces, we did not observe a plateau in the work of separation as the loading 
time is increased for flat surfaces. For smooth surfaces and considering only 
hydrodynamics during approach, dh/dt asymptotically decreases as h decreases. Therefore, 
boundary contact should not be reached and the work of separation should keep increasing 
with loading time, which is what we observe for flat surfaces. It is found, however, that 
surface roughness114, or certain geometries115 are often sufficient for the fluid between two 
surfaces to squeeze-out and the surfaces to reach contact114, 116,117, 118 in a finite amount of 
time. In the absence of surface deformation, if surfaces reach boundary contact, any longer 
loading should not change the work of separation. Therefore based on the fact that we 
observe a plateau in the work of separation we suspect that boundary contact is achieved 
at (or near) tnf for the structured surfaces. 
We aim to relate the characteristic loading times to the feature dimensions reported 
in Table 1 and to the flow regimes outlined in Section 2. We assign the characteristic times 
in Table 2 to the loading time spent in the far-field regime (tff) and to the onset of the near-
field regime (tnf), see Figure 6. The difference between the two loading times would 
represent drainage through the structure. By looking at the tff values in Table 2 we see that, 
for a given structure, increasing the load or decreasing the viscosity lead to shorter times 
in the far-field regime, consistent with reaching a fluid film thickness of ho more quickly 
with larger applied load or lower viscosity. We also find that increasing the load and 
decreasing the viscosity leads to shorter time to contact, consistent with contact facilitated 
by drainage through the structures. If the structured surfaces reach contact while the flat 
ones do not could also explain why the work of separation is less for the structured surfaces. 
Finally, we also observe instances where the work of separation for a structured surface 
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has not yet reached a plateau, is still increasing with loading time, but is less than that of a 
smooth sample (see the drainage region of Figure 6). We suggest that the presence of this 
region could imply that the drag reduction due to surface structure is more significant in 
the peeling mode than that in the normal mode, consistent with flow perpendicular or 
parallel to cylinders.119, 120 
 
Figure 5.6. Identification of the three regimes from the work of separation as a function of 
loading time. A schematic of the fluid flow characteristics in each regime is shown on the 
right. Note that the tnf and tff are not an interpolated value but determined based on 
statistical significance. 
Based on the scaling argument introduced in Section 2, we predicted that for a given 
structured surface: 1) 𝑡𝑓𝑓 ∝
𝜇
𝐹𝑁
, and 2) tff should be inversely proportional to ho
2. The 
proportionality between tff and the ratio 𝜇 𝐹𝑁⁄  for the two structured surfaces is shown in 
Figure 7a by using the data for all the loading conditions investigated. For the second 
prediction we first observe that, as expected, the slope for the data of the W=10µm surface 
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in Figure 7a is less than the one obtained for data coming from the W=3µm surface, 
consistent with the larger ho of the W=10µm surface (see Table 1). Finally, we can take the 
ratio of slopes for the tff vs 𝜇/𝐹𝑁 data for the two structured surfaces investigated. Based 
on Eqn 2, this ratio should be equal to the inverse ratio of ho
2, which is close to what we 
observe (see Table 3). The range in the calculated values for ho comes from the fact that it 
cannot readily be determined for the W=10µm surface because there is not a dominant 
length scale on the surface features that simplifies the analysis in Refs 35, 97, the same is 
true for the W=3 µm since the feature sizes are not firmly in the D>>W limit. The relatively 
good agreement between predictions from Eqn 2 and our measurements indicate that tff 
might be a signature for the onset of the drainage through the structures. Finally, based on 
Eqn 3 we predict that the time to reach boundary contact (tnf) should be twice the time spent 
in the far-field regime, independent of the surface structure. This prediction is confirmed 
in Figure 7b where tnf is plotted as a function of tff for the two surfaces investigated and for 
all the loading conditions. As seen in Figure 7b all the data collapse into a single line of a 





Figure 5.7. (a) Dependence of the far-field limit on the ratio of the ratio of ν/FN, based on 
Eqn 1 we expect the slope to be linear and to be proportional to a length scale unique to 
each structure geometry. (b) Relationship between the far-field and near-field times, based 
on Eqn 3 we expect a linear relationship with a slope of 2. Linear least squares fits giving 
(a) W=3 μm: slope = 0.0071 and r2 = 0.97 and, W=10 μm: slope=0.0049 and r2 = 0.87, and 
for (b) slope = 1.7 and r2 = 0.85.  
 

































Table 5.3. Values extracted from the slopes in Figure 7. 
 Measured Predictions 
W=10 μm ho = 12.0 μm ho=7.9 μm 
W=3μm ho = 8.1 μm ho= 2.8-6.1 μm 
ho(W=3μm)/ho(W=10μm) 0.69 0.34-0.77 
tnf vs tff (Fig 7b) 1.7 2.0 
 
We see that estimates for an effective ho based on our experiments overestimates 
the predictions of Ref. 35 (see Table 3). The discrepancy could come from the fact that we 
are using an analysis based on normal motion to describe detachment via small angle 
peeling measurements. However, in our previous experiments we characterized the normal 
hydrodynamic forces during approach using the Surface Forces Apparatus and also 
observed that the effect of the surface structure in reducing the hydrodynamic force during 
approach was significant for separations larger than ho.
97 Therefore it is more likely that 
the transition between the different regimes is gradual and would occur at separations larger 
than ho (or could depend on separation), which could explain why we obtain effective 
values for ho that are larger than predicted ones. Also that these predictions are based on 
scaling arguments in limiting geometries and as such inherently bring uncertainties. 
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5.4. Conclusions  
Smooth and structured surfaces were loaded normally towards a flat substrate and 
peeled off in a viscous Newtonian fluid. The experiments were designed to highlight the 
interplay between the surface structure and the loading conditions. The effect of structures 
on the peeling forces was investigated and evidence for three regimes for the work of 
separation were observed. 1) The far-field regime corresponds to large fluid film thickness 
prior to pull-out and in this regime there is no effect of surface structure on the work of 
separation. 2) The drainage through structures regime is very short and corresponds to fluid 
film thickness that are sufficiently small such that the fluid flows through the structure and, 
as a result, a decrease in the work of separation compared to flat surfaces is observed. 3) 
The near-field regime corresponds to interactions between individual pillars and the surface 
where boundary contact is likely to occur, this regime was characterized by a plateau in the 
work of separation with loading time. Using simple scaling arguments we found that the 
boundaries for the different regimes could be related to the surface features via a parameter 
ho. We also found that the relationship between the loading times for the near-field and far-
field was near 2, independent of structure and in agreement with predictions.  
Implication of our results for the role of viscous contribution on detachment via 
peeling are the following. 1) The presence of drainage channels reduces the drag upon 
approach and allows surfaces to make boundary contact faster. 2) The reduction in drag 
that facilitates approach also allows the surfaces to come apart more easily, as indicated by 
a decrease in the work of separation with structured surfaces when the loading conditions 
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are kept constant. 3) If the fluid film thickness is too large prior to pull out the surface 
structures have no influence on the work of separation and behave the same way as smooth 
surfaces. 
It is interesting to compare our results to those of Patil et al.39 where the role of 
surface structure on the viscous forces measured during peeling was investigated. In their 
work they observed an increase in the work of separation with structured surfaces. We 
suspect that we reach different conclusions here because our surface structures are rigid 
(E=5.6 GPa) while they had a very compliant system therefore surface compliance appears 
to play a very significant role in modulating the peeling force in viscous environments. 
Recently Drotlef et al.101 investigated the effect of surface structure on the adhesion force 
via normal retraction and on the friction force. In their experiments they did not observe 
that the fluid viscosity had an effect on the adhesion force (measured by peak force during 
retraction), and observed that the viscous contribution did not play an important role in 
their measurements. For the hydrodynamic component, in a system with a normal 
retraction with a compliant load cell, increasing the viscosity would not change the 
magnitude of the peak force in pull out measurements if the loading conditions are kept 
constant. While our experimental system is quite different from the toe pads of tree frogs, 
our results isolate the contribution of drainage channels to the adhesion force in flooded 
conditions in a loading scheme that mirrors the mode of tree frog attachment and 
detachment. In a more realistic system drainage channel could facilitate contact, while in 
contact conservative forces such as van der Waals interactions would become relevant and 
surface deformation would play an important role.  
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5.5. Supplemental Information 
Peeling phase. 
The rigid contactor pulling on the edge of the coverslip is mounted onto a bending 
beam load cell (Model LCL-454, Omega Engineering with a DP7600 strain meter, Omega 
Engineering, 0.4 mN resolution, ~20 readings per second). The bending beam load cell is 
attached to a vertically translating motorized stage (NSL4 Precision Linear Stage with 
custom 10:1 planetary gear, Newmark Systems, 0.13 μm resolution). During the peeling 
phase, a CCD camera (AVT Stingray F-125, binned to 644x300, 70 FPS) was used to take 
images of the sample as shown in Figure 2. The motor, camera, and data acquisition are all 
controlled through LabVIEW (National Instruments). 
A representative force curve obtained during the peeling phase is shown in Figure 
S1 along with snapshots of the surfaces taken at different times during the peeling process. 
The force is plotted as a function of the motor displacement. Based on the pictures, we see 
that initially the separation between the surfaces appears constant, and the section of the 
coverslip in the bulk of the fluid up to the contactor begins to bend (Figure S1a) until the 
force reaches a peak (Figure S1b). Right after the peak, as the contactor continues to move 
upward, a crack becomes clearly visible and propagates laterally (Figure S1c) as the force 





Figure 5.8. (a,b,c) Side view images taken during peeling. The sample is a smooth surface 
in 1000 cSt silicone oil brought near the lower surface with a 0.05 kg load during 180 
seconds. The arrows on the force curve in (d) correspond to the images of (a-c). The red 
lines in (b,c) are a visual guide outlining the bottom substrate to show bending in the 
sample, which is slightly visible in (b) and more prominent in (c). The normal force applied 
by the aluminum foil is negligible during the peeling phase. 
Calculation of the van der Waals interaction between two semi-infinite media 
The non-retarded Hamaker constant44 was calculated below, assuming a constant value for 








































Where 1 = CyTop, 2 = Silicone Oil (intervening medium) and 3 = SU-8, k is the Boltzmann 
constant, T is the temperature (298 K), h is the Planck constant and νe is the main electronic 
absorption frequency in the UV spectrum. This value, the dielectric constants and refractive 
indices can be found in table S1 below.  
 
𝐴𝐶𝑦𝑇𝑜𝑝−𝑆𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑂𝑖𝑙−𝑆𝑈−8 = −8.0𝐸 − 23 𝐽 
Table 5.4. Constants used for Hamaker constant calculations (all data from respective 
product data sheets) 
Material Dielectric Constant Index of Refraction 
CyTop 2121 1.34121 
Silicone Oil 2.74122 1.4123 
SU-8 3.2124 1.39124 
νe=3E15 s
-1   
 
The van der Waal interaction energy (per unit area) of two flat surfaces44 was calculated 
using the following formula: 




At a separation D=2 nm, 






Considering the interacting area between the surface and substrate is a square with a 12 
mm length, the van der Waals interaction energy between the two substrates would be 1.04 





Coupling Deformable Surface Structures with 
Viscous and Adhesive Forces in Submerged 
Environments when Peeling 
 
6.1. Introduction 
Tree and torrent frogs are known to be able to adhere to completely flooded surfaces, 
without any interlocking supports1, chemical based glues1, nor capillary forces to aid 
them125. This ability has been attributed to the morphology of their toe pads, which contain 
a hexagonal array of hierarchical features2,81. These structured surfaces create drainage 
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channels that aid in fluid removal so that their toe pads can make rapid contact to a surface, 
even under flooded conditions126. While many animals, especially geckos, have been 
shown to take advantage of patterns in their toe pads to enhance adhesion in dry10 and wet 
conditions127, less is understood about how these patterns might enable animals to adhere 
in completely flooded conditions. Understanding how these tree frogs take advantage of 
their patterned toe pads could open new avenues in understanding detachment in fluids, 
which is important in self-assembly4, hydrofracture6, micro-contact printing3, the flow of 
red blood cells in capillaries7, and medical robotics5. 
The role of structured surfaces and their drainage channels on tree frog adhesion is 
complicated by several factors: 1) the toe pad and the features on them are highly 
deformable (Outer layer, Young’s modulus E= 5-15 MPa, effective E=4-25 KPa)12, 2) the 
tree frogs are known to detach via a peeling type motion1, and 3) the presence of both 
dissipative (viscous) and conservative (van der Waals) forces. In this study, ‘dry’ refers to 
situations where the adhesion derives from conservative forces such as van der Waals 
forces, without any contribution from viscous forces. These structured surfaces are a 
specialized type of surface roughness that permit drainage around structures. In the study 
here, we imitate this structure by creating a hexagonal array of pillars. In contrast, without 
the open spaces between the pillars, we would still have a surface that is described almost 
identically (in terms of area fraction), but the lack of drainage channels. (Appendix B is a 
related study that looks at this in depth in a different geometry) 
Several of the previous phenomena have been discussed individually in the 
literature before. Tree frogs and many other animals detach using a peeling motion because 
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it allows them to modulate the detachment force by simply changing the angle. 29 This 
important because strong attachment is important for keeping the animal in place, but a 
rapid detachment is also important to make locomotion efficient and quick. The role of 
structured surfaces on peeling has also been relatively well studied in dry environments.25, 
60, 92, 128-130  It has been shown that some of the key mechanisms responsible behind 
enhanced adhesion due to patterned substrates is that it impedes the progress of a crack by 
creating physical discontinuities.26, 92 This requires that the crack be restarted at each 
discontinuity, which dramatically increases the adhesion. Furthermore, these patterns 
introduce additional compliance to the system which dissipations the peeling energy further 
and increases the adhesion forces.128, 131 
There are considerably less studies on the effect of structured surfaces on adhesion 
in flooded environments, which specifically address the effect of drainage channels. In one 
study by Varenberg and Gorb.110, the authors measured the friction of flat surfaces 
compared to patterned, hexagonal surfaces that contained drainage channels. In dry 
environments, they found that there was less friction on the micro-patterned surfaces. 
However, in wet environments, this trend reversed, and they observed increased friction 
on the patterned samples compared to flat. Furthermore, between the different types of 
patterns they tested, they found that the size of the drainage channels between the patterns 
had distinguishable effects on the friction, although the exact mechanisms are unclear. 
Studies by Drotlef and Iturri from the del Campo group have further demonstrated the 
importance of drainage channels. Drotlef et al.101, focused on the chemical properties of 
the surfaces and fluids, and whether or not the wetting of structures was important. They 
found that, while viscous forces could be ignored in their system, the ability for the surface 
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to drain away fluid had strong implications for making contact. Drainage determined 
whether the fluid wetted the structures and whether the structures would enhance or 
decrease friction. Iturri et al.132 investigated the effect of anisotropic stretching of the 
hexagonal array, such that one axis is longer than the other is. This was inspired by recent 
studies on torrent frogs2, which like tree frogs contain hexagonal patterned structures, but 
have been directionally elongated to adapt to higher fluid forces. They found significant 
changes in the friction force depending on the angle at which the force was applied over 
completely wetted surfaces for the elongated patterns. The effect of elongation was 
strongest for short patterns and disappeared at larger pillar heights.  
In addition to the previous studies, within our group, we have studied the effect of 
drainage channels on hydrodynamic forces through two approaches. We have found that 
structured surfaces reduce the hydrodynamic repulsion when bringing two surfaces into 
contact, as verified by in a crossed-cylinder geometry in the Surfaces Forces Apparatus.97 
In another study examined structured surfaces by detaching patterned samples in a peeling 
apparatus, much like the one used in this paper.73 During the approach phase, the structured 
surfaces were shown to be identical in detachment force from unpatterned features if the 
samples were not loaded sufficiently, but then would become lower than the flat 
counterparts would. Eventually the structured samples would not change in detachment 
force with increased loading due to boundary contact. The relevant results of that paper 
will be discussed more thoroughly throughout this text. In both cases, we found that the 
approach of the structured surfaces to a bottom surface differed than that from flat once the 
fluid film became sufficiently thin. First described by Persson133, this deviation occurs on 
a length scale, ho and accounts the spacing, diameter and height of the patterns into a single 
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parameter. In both these papers, the structured were made from a rigid photo-patternable 
material (SU-8).  
The interaction between viscous forces and deformable surfaces have been well 
studied, although usually for flat, unpatterned surfaces. There have been an increase in 
studies on the approach of soft materials to rigid substrates, or vice versa in viscous 
environments, which is an example of elastohydrodynamics.18, 134-136.An earlier study in 
this group has considered the approach of a half-sphere to a soft substrate, but included the 
effect of a compliant load cell driving the sphere, instead directly by a motor, which 
complicates analysis and must be accounted for.18  Furthermore, the geometry usually 
involves two surfaces approaching or retracting normal, or sliding across one another. 
There is relatively little literature that describe detaching a soft sample from a bottom 
surface via a peeling motion, but the general trend is that soft substrates cannot sustain the 
same fluid pressure as a rigid substrate, and thus elastohydrodynamics tends to reduce the 
viscous forces involved. 
Even with those previous studies, there are still several unknown mechanisms. The 
first is an in-depth look at how viscous forces interact with peeling motions. The second is 
how drainage channels, alter viscous forces in a peeling motion. The third is how 
deformation affects peeling of both patterned and unpatterned surfaces. Finally, the 
coupling of van der Waals forces with viscous forces needs to be investigated, since it is 
unlikely that the effect of van der Waals can be accounted for by superposition of viscous 
and conservative forces. Our group has studied these systematically, leading up to this 
study. As seen in Figure 6.1, we have investigated how the changing the sample’s 
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mechanical properties alters the response to viscous forces in Chapter 5, in the first row, 
labeled ‘backing mechanics’. Then (not chronologically), we take the samples with the 
same mechanical properties, but we have added rigid structures by fabricating a thin layer 
(20 μm total thickness) of 2 types different patterned surfaces.73 Since those structured 
patterns were constructed from a rigid polymer and mounted on glass coverslips, we were 
able to exclude any effect of deformation and isolate how drainage channels affect the 
approach and detachment dynamics.  
 
 
Figure 6.1. Overview of Sample Development. A summary of two previous related studies 
(I[Chapter 5], II73), as well as this one (III), denoted by roman numerals. The y-axis shows 
the rigidity, which is the same for nearly all samples, except for the first column. Stacked 
samples have the same rigidity but different Young’s modulus (as in column I, for the 
stacked flat P and flat C), or some other different property. Each column (across the x-axis) 
represents the set of samples tested to isolate a single effect or mechanism. These effects 
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are from left to right: The effect of sample rigidity and Young’s modulus (I), the effect of 
drainage channels in structured surfaces (II), the effect of deformable and patterned 
substrates (III) and finally, the competition between viscous and van der Waals interactions 
in submerged environments (III). The backing materials are Al – Aluminum Shim, GS – 
glass slide, P – PDMS sheet, and C – coverslip. All samples have been tested (but not 
limited to) at 300 μm/s drive velocity and 200 cSt for direct comparison. 
In this paper, we investigate the remainder of unstudied mechanisms that we have 
identified – the effect of deformable structured surfaces on viscous forces. We then 
introduce the effect of van der Waals interactions by changing the chemistry of the system, 
but not changing any of the geometry or mechanical properties. We show how the 
deformation can introduce dramatic changes in the viscous forces, and we relate the results 






Figure 6.2. Schematic of peeling apparatus. The loading (panel a) and unloading (panel b) 
are shown schematically. In panel c, a schematic shows the change in fluid film thickness 
with increasing dwell times, and the effect that patterned samples can have on this. 
 
Loading Phase. As schematically shown in panel a of Figure 6.2, the sample is gently 
placed into the fluid bath and aligned to the bottom substrate. At this point, the surfaces are 
far apart and the sample does not adhere to the substrate. Then a loader is brought 
downward onto the sample until a force sensor, attached to the tip of the loader, reads the 
desired load (2 N in most cases). The sample is square of side length Lall (22 mm) but 
interacts over an area of LxL (12 x 12 mm) to match the substrate. The loader is also 12 x 
12 mm. The load remains constant and allows control over the film thickness between the 
sample and substrate by varying the duration the load is applied, known as the dwell time. 
The separation is a function of the load, dwell time, viscosity and sample area and is given 
by the Stefan equation for parallel plates.79 Assuming the plates are far apart, it is 
determined by: 








Where h is the separation between the sample and substrate, μ is the viscosity, L is 
the area over which the two surfaces interact, F is the applied load and t is the duration of 
loading (dwell time). 
We do not measure the separation between the sample and substrate, and factors 
such as tilt, roughness, or attractive interactions (such as van der Waals forces) can 
accelerate drainage37. It has been shown that when a structured sample is loaded for 
sufficient time, such that h ~ ho, the fluid will drain around the structures and accelerate 
contact.97 In this case, the structured sample investigated here deviates on a length scale of 
8.0 μm.73  
Unloading Phase. During the unloading phase, the weight is removed and shortly after (<2 
seconds), the contactor begins peeling off a sample. The contactor is attached to a 
compliant load cell (k = 6.3 x 103 N/m) and the load cell attached to a motor. This motor 
is driven at constant speed (v) ranging from 200 to 600 μm/s in a 200 cSt silicone oil bath. 
As seen in our earlier work, this combination keeps the Reynolds number <1 even at the 
600 μm/s peel speed. During the peeling process, the angle varies but is within the small 
angle limit, below 5o. As further discussed throughout the paper, in the samples without 
the TEOS coating, the primary source of adhesion between the sample and substrate is 
from the viscous fluid. Additional sources include the flexure of the coverslip and the 
extensional compliance of the PDMS sheet samples. In the TEOS coated samples, the 




6.2. Experimental Details  
Sample Geometry. Most the samples in this study consist of a 3.8 mm thick PDMS sheet 
that is a 22 x 22 mm sheet. This sample has been chosen to match the rigidity of a glass 
coverslip used in the previous studies (0.012 Nm2). There are two different topographies, 
a flat surface and a hexagonal array of pillars (shown in Figure 6.3). The hexagonal array 
of pillars cover a 12x12 mm square area, mirror the dimensions of our earlier work17 and 
are referred by the same notation as W=10. The pillars are 10 μm high, have a spacing of 
10 μm, and a diameter of 10 μm. These patterns are located on the sheet, offset on one axis 
from the center so that the square array of patterns is 2 mm from one edge. For the coverslip 
samples, there is a base layer for uniformity (δ = 10 μm), and thus the PDMS on coverslip 
consists of a 20 μm high PDMS sample. We have demonstrated in an earlier paper that flat 
PDMS coatings on coverslips are indistinguishable in these experiments from SU-8 coated 
coverslips (Chapter 5), because the layer is so thin that it is essentially rigid65. 
 
Figure 6.3. Sample Geometry. In panel a, a schematic of the sample is shown. Pillars are 
spaced a distance W, are D high and have a diameter of d. Patterned samples have 
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parameters W=D=d=10 μm. The PDMS has a base layer δ thick. In panel b, a picture of 
the PDMS pillars are shown. Red bar is 10 μm. 
Contact Angle Hysteresis Results. The TEOS coating was tested using Millipore water for 
the advancing and receding contact angle to determine if the interfacial energy of the 
surface was appropriately altered. The results are tabulated in Table 6.1. Native PDMS is 
considered hydrophobic and has advancing and receding angles of ~115o and ~97o 
respectively137 and the TEOS coating was tested to ensure the surface remained hydrophilic 
and did not recover its native hydrophobicity. 
Table 6.1. Contact angle hysteresis of TEOS treated PDMS samples using water. N/A 









1 N/A 16-23 N/A 
3 8-11 28-64 20-53 
20 7-18 38-49 30-35 
48 7-17 56-73 27-65 





Sample Fabrication of PDMS Sheets. PDMS sheets (22 x 22 x 3.8 mm) are fabricated by 
using a two stage of molds. The strategy is to create a template of SU-8 pillars on a silicon 
wafer is molded by PDMS, and then that PDMS mold is treated with a 
trichloro(1,H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl) silane to make a mold for the final sample. 
The template was created in a two-layer photolithography. A silicon wafer was 
cleaned with isopropyl alcohol/ethanol and then hard baked at 200o C for 10 minutes. Then, 
for the first layer, a 10 μm thick layer of SU-8 was created by spin coating SU-8 2007 
(MicroChem) at 1700 r.p.m. for one minute. This was pre-exposure baked on a hot plate at 
95o C for 3 minutes and then exposed to a UV source (i-line) at 140 mJ/cm2. This layer 
required no mask. After UV exposure, the samples were baked again in a post-exposure 
bake for 3 minutes at 95o C. After the sample cooled, the same procedure as before was 
done again, but during UV exposure; a chrome mask was used to develop the hexagonal 
array of 10-μm diameter, 10 μm channel width (20-μm center-to-center distance) pillars. 
Then after the post-exposure bake, samples were developed in SU-8 developer 
(MicroChem).  
 
With the SU-8 template ready, we created a PDMS mold from this by casting a 
10:1 PDMS elastomer mix (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) onto the wafer. The 10:1 PDMS 
mixture has been degassed before use. We use a large weigh boat to enclose the wafer and 
tape it to the bottom to ensure that the wafer remains stationary. We pour a 1 mm thick 
layer and then degas again to ensure the PDMS infiltrates into the pillars. This is then cured 
at 100o C for 5 hrs. Once cured, the PDMS is gently peeled away from the wafer. Finally, 
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to prepare a mold made from PDMS for use in casting the same material, it is necessary to 
silanize the mold thoroughly42. The PDMS mold was placed inside a desiccator with 20 μL 
of trichloro(1,H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl) silane (97%, Sigma Aldrich) placed on a glass 
dish. The desiccator was then evacuated under coarse vacuum and incubated for 12 hrs. 
Then the sample was placed in an oven at 100o C for one hour to anneal the silane.  
With the mold ready, samples were made by pouring uncured PDMS (10:1 ratio) 
to a 3.8 mm thickness, degassing to ensure infiltration into the patterns, and then baking at 
100o C for 5 hrs. and removing the samples carefully after curing. Flat samples are made 
by casting PDMS onto a silicon wafer for flatness. The roughness of the flat samples have 
been tabulated in an earlier study by profilometry. (Chapter 5) 
Sample Fabrication of PDMS Pillars on Glass Coverslips 
PDMS pillars on glass coverslips were created by casting PDMS into an SU-8 mold on 
silicon and then carefully removing the PDMS layer and bonding it to a glass coverslip via 
oxygen plasma. The SU-8 mold is fabricated exactly as described before, but instead of 
pillars, the opposite – wells, were fabricated. Then a 20 μm thick layer of PDMS was cast 
into the SU-8 wells by spin coating at 1150 p.m. for 1 minute. Due to the difficulty in 
peeling 20 μm thin PDMS layers from a mold, thicker portions of PDMS elastomer were 
painted outside the desired feature to aid in handling. The 20 μm thick PDMS layer was 
then treated on the unpatterned side with a handheld tesla coil for 40 seconds and then 
pressed firmly onto a clean glass coverslip. This was then heated on a hot plate for 2 hrs at 
100o C. 
TEOS Coating Procedure 
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The TEOS coating procedure was taken from the method described by Abate et al.43 but 
adapted to coat planar substrate, instead of the inside of a microfluidic channel. It was also 
adapted to ensure the coating is thin enough to preserve the patterns. As described by Abate 
et al., we prepared a 1:1:1:1 solution of TEOS (tetraethyl orthosilicate, reagent grade 98% 
Sigma Aldrich), MTES (Triethoxymethylsilane 99%,Sigma Aldrich), HCl adjusted to pH 
4.5 with D.I. water, and ethanol. This solution was gently stirred on a hot plate at 65o C for 
12 hrs. After a brief nitrogen air clean on the PDMS sample, it was exposed to oxygen 
plasma for 30 seconds at 50W and the TEOS solution was spin coated onto the PDMS 
surface by spinning on a spin coater at 1000 r.p.m for 30 seconds. This was then cured on 
a hot plate at 100o C for 2 minutes. This resulted in a layer approximately 500 nm verified 
by profilometry. We estimate the Hamaker constant for this system to be that of SiO2-
Water-SiO2
 and equal to 0.63 x 10-20 J44.  
 
6.3. Results and Discussion 
Effect of Elasticity on Flat and Patterned Samples. In this study, a flat and a patterned 
PDMS sheets were tested in 200 cSt silicone oil across three different peel velocities (200, 
300 and 600 μm/s). We also tested a thin layer of PDMS patterns mounted on a coverslip 
backing at 300 μm/s to draw direct comparisons to a previous study where the patterns 
were made of a rigid photopolymer, SU-8. As mentioned earlier, the sheet and coverslip 
are comparable because they have the same rigidity. Due to the materials used to fabricate 
the sample, the coating of the bottom surface, and the silicone oil bath, there are minimal 
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van der Waals forces present which allows us to isolate how viscous forces interact with 
deformable structures.  
 
 
Figure 6.4. Representative Force Curves of Samples without TEOS coating. Panels a-d 
show representative force versus displacement curves of patterned (W=10 see text for 
dimensions) and flat samples on two different backings. In a), W=10 μm PDMS pillars (red 
stars) on a coverslip backing are compared to a previous study17 (reprinted with permission) 
in the limit of long loading times with the same geometry as well as a flat sample. Rigid 
samples are made of SU-8 and the flat sample contained a 20 μm SU-8 layer. Panels b-d 
compare PDMS pillar samples to flat, featureless samples on a PDMS sheet (3.8 mm thick) 
at increasing peel velocities. Note the x-axis is the same on all panels, and the y-axis is 
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only different in panel b. All samples peeled in 200 cSt silicone oil. Slope of 0.8 is shown 
in each panel to visually compare the initial slope of each force curve. 
 
Typical force curves from loading in the long time limit and peeling these samples are 
shown in Figure 6.4. Results from the PDMS patterns on coverslip are shown in panel a, 
as well as results from a previous study17. The force curves from the previous study have 
also been loaded in the long loading time limit. Immediately, we see that the force curves 
from the PDMS patterns are smaller than their SU-8 counterparts and detach at a smaller 
motor displacement (~ 0.8 mm versus ~0.95 mm). The initial slope on the force-
displacement curves of the PDMS pillar and SU-8 pillar overlap, as well as the flat sample. 
Panels b-d shown the difference between flat PDMS sheets and patterned PDMS sheets. 
As the velocity increases, the forces increase for both the flat and the patterned sample. 
However the patterned sample appears to be increasing more, relative to the velocity at 200 
μm/s, than the flat does with velocity. The initial slope on the force-displacement curve of 
the patterned samples is far less than the flat at 200 μm/s and at 300 μm/s, and somewhat 
lower in the 600 μm/s case. Furthermore, this slope seems to increase for the flat sample 
from 200 μm/s to 300 μm/s, but ceases to increase from 300 μm/s to 600 μm/s.   
 
While soft, deformable patterns are typically known to increase adhesion26, 128, we do not 
expect or observe enhancement of peel forces in any of these samples. Whether we 
compare the PDMS pillars to rigid pillars in panel a, or even compare the flat coverslip to 
the PDMS sheets at 300 μm/s (panels a and c), in a purely viscous system we do not see 
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that deformation contributes to an increased peel adhesion. This is because there are no 
conservative forces, such as van der Waals interactions, and the patterns do not enhance 
the adhesion by creating physical discontinuities that halt the peeling front. Likewise, the 
flat samples do not benefit from additional conformal contact with the bottom surface 
(reported first by Dahlquist, recorded in Ref. 138) because this enhanced contact would not 
lead to enhanced adhesion.  
 
Instead of increasing the peel forces, the ability for patterns to deforms appears to lower 
forces in comparison to rigid patterns, as shown in panel a. When pillars are soft enough 
to deform, it introduces several factors which could decrease the forces. 128 First, the 
substrate could deform underneath the pillars, which is possible because a base layer of 10 
μm of PDMS supports the PDMS pillars (10 μm high). Second, the pillars themselves could 
bend or stretch. Finally, the fluid forces could be altered due to the flow around the 
deformable surfaces. In the case of the flat samples, even with the same rigidity, we have 
shown that extensional compliance (Chapter 5), or the ability for the substrate to deform 
normal to the surface, can account for the lower forces when comparing coverslips to 
PDMS sheets. This role of compliance on adhesion has been explored in depth in dry 
adhesion.61 It would seem unlikely that the pillars deform the substrate in addition to this 
effect and this substrate compliance has been accounted for in the flat PDMS sheets. In 
regards to the pillars deforming by bending or stretching, the compliance (0.05 m/N), has 
been measured by Crosby et al.139 for PDMS pillars with an aspect ratio of 1 and a diameter 
of 20 μm. If the pillars were deforming or bending significantly, it would lower the forces 
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far more than what we see since the compliance of a single pillar loaded on its circular 
plane surface would be relatively high. In fact, the compliance of the pillars is higher than 
the compliance of a flat sheet131, but the reduction in forces between the pillars and sheet 
is not consistent with the difference in compliance between pillars and flat samples. This 
is confirmed if we consider the large difference in sample compliance between the 
coverslip-backed data, which would estimate around a 100-fold decrease between the flat 
SU-8 and patterned PDMS. This all suggests that the viscous force on the pillar is not 
applied in the same mode as many dry systems and instead the fluid applies a force on the 
pillars by flowing around it.140 Finally, the difference between patterned and flat PDMS 
sheets appears to decrease with increasing velocity, instead of staying at a constant factor.  
 
This leaves us with the effect of hydrodynamic flow around soft surfaces. When comparing 
the SU-8 and patterned PDMS on coverslips, we see a noticeable but modest reduction, 
which is in line with the magnitude of many elastohydrodynamic systems using PDMS.18, 
141 For the PDMS sheets, the force curves show that the patterned samples increase relative 
to the flat samples at higher velocities. This velocity dependence gives additional support 
that the reduction in force between a rigid and deformable patterned sample is related to 
the reduced drag around a soft, deformable pillar. 
 
Finally, if the adhesion between the sample and bottom surface is not sufficient to bend the 
sample, such as the case at 200 μm/s peel velocity, the forces will be very low since the 
sample is being lifted off instead of peeled. This can be seen by the difference in initial 
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slope, which is a function of the system compliance, which has been demonstrated in other 
adhesion tests in dry environments mentioned earlier. 
 
For further comparisons, it is helpful to integrate the force-displacement curves to obtain a 
total energy required to separate the samples, referred to as “G”. In the absence of any 
conservative forces, this means that G will represent purely dissipative processes only, such 




Figure 6.5. Comparison of Work (G) to Separate Samples (without TEOS) versus loading 
time. Samples mirror the conditions in the previous force-displacement figure: Panel a 
shows the integrated force-displacement curve of patterned PDMS on coverslips and is 
compared to previous data in the long-loading time limit (the rigid SU-8 samples are noted 
as black – flat sample, blue – rigid patterns, reprinted with permission). Panels b-d show 3 
different peel velocities of patterned and smooth PDMS sheets. Black lines in b-d show the 
long time limit at 180 seconds of loading. Unlike in panel a, the blue dashed lines in panel 
b-d are at 61% of the black dashed lines at each velocity. Samples in 200 cSt silicone oil. 
 
These results are plotted in Figure 6.5 and mirrored the conditions of the force curves in 
Figure 6.4. Different loading times have also been tested and the integrated force-
displacement curves. Panels a show the data from PDMS patterns on coverslips from this 
paper for different loading times, with the long loading times of flat samples (black lines) 
and SU-8 patterns (blue lines) from a previous study17. Panels b-d show G from different 
loading times of the patterned and flat PDMS sheets at different peel velocities. In these 
panels, the black dashed line represents the long loading limit of the flat sample. The blue 
dashed lines are 61% of this long loading limit. This 61% represents the same ratio of the 
SU-8 patterns on coverslip to the flat coverslip and serves as a reference line. 
 
For the PDMS sheets in panel b-d, we see several trends between the flat and patterned 
samples. As seen in a previous study, at low loading times the patterned and flat samples 
have similar values. We also see that the PDMS patterns reach a plateau value, where it no 
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longer increases with increasing dwell time. However, the flat samples still increase with 
increasing dwell time, in the dwell times tested. In a previous paper, we determined that 
flat samples no longer increased after 180 seconds. 
As the peel velocity increases, we also see that the PDMS patterns reach closer to the blue 
line. Since the blue line is a proportion of the flat sample at each velocity, the PDMS 
patterns are a larger proportion of the flat sample at increasing velocity, instead of a 
constant percentage.  
In panel a, the PDMS pillars on coverslip are lower than their SU-8 counterparts. They also 
show many similarities however. They plateau at long dwell loading times. 
It appears that the ratio of patterned PDMS to flat PDMS increases with velocity for both 
the forces and the integrated force-displacement curves (G), as highlighted in Figure 6.5 
(b-d). The blue dashed line in each panel represents the ratio of the rigid patterns to the flat 
coverslip, could be thought of an upper limit on the G in the limit of a rigid material with 
no deformation. We see that the patterned samples approach this line at higher velocities, 
and the ratio of the PDMS pillars on coverslip at 300 μm/s is very similar to the PDMS 
pillars on a sheet at 600 μm/s. This velocity dependent contribution suggests viscous 
interactions. The data does not seem to support that the reduction in forces in viscous 
environments are from the dissipation in the deformation of the pillars. This effect, which 
can be accounted for as an additional source of compliance, and thus energy dissipation, 
would be a correction factor, independent of the applied force and would be constant across 
all velocities. Especially the difference between patterned PDMS and SU-8 pillars on 
coverslips is relatively small (Panel a in both Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5).  Again, we do not 
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observe radical departures in force at all velocities between flat and PDMS pillars, whether 
on a coverslip or PDMS sheet backing and confirm our findings based on the force curves 
with G.  
 
Effect of van der Waals Interactions. The same experiments were conducted on patterned 
and flat PDMS sheets, but with amplified van der Waals interactions, such that they are no 
longer negligible compared to the viscous forces. This was done by coating the PDMS in 
a thin (<500 nm) TEOS coating and replacing the silicone oil with 200 cSt glycerol-water 
mixture (~95/5 glycerol-water mixture, determined by rheometer). 
 
Figure 6.6. Representative force curves of TEOS treated PDMS samples. Unlike the 
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three tested velocities. Panels a-b are the patterned samples, and b is the enlarged region of 
interested (R.O.I) of the force-displacement curve in panel a. Likewise panel c-d are 
representative force-displacement curves of flat samples, and d is the enlarged ROI section 
in panel c. Samples loaded in 200 cSt glycerol-water mixture. 
 
In these force-displacement curves, we see several differences that occur from adding a 
TEOS coating on the samples and replacing the silicone oil bath with a glycerol-water 
mixture of the same viscosity. In Figure 6.6, both the patterned (panel a) and flat samples 
(panel c) show much higher forces than without the TEOS coating at all velocities. Unlike 
the previous, purely viscous case, the initial slope of the force-displacement curve is 
consistent across all velocities, suggesting there is enough adhesive (both viscous and 
conservative in origin) to cause the sample to bend. 
 
Notably, the initial portion of the patterned samples (zoom in on R.O.I in panel b) show a 
saw-toothed as the force reaches a local peak, drops, and then rises again. This is most 
prominent in the 200 μm/s samples. The periodicity increases, while the amplitude 
decreases when peeled at 300 μm/s and the saw-tooth pattern is not readily visible at 600 
μm/s. This can be compared to the flat force curves in panel d that seem to show much 
smaller, random variations in the forces. Overall, even the flat force curves of TEOS 
samples seem to show more noise than any of the previous samples, in this study or 
previous studies. This increased noise is not present in systems with only hydrodynamic 




There has extensive literature exploring the mechanics how patterns in systems with 
conservative forces enhancing forces while peeling. Saw-tooth patterns are commonly seen 
in the force-displacement plots when peeling patterned surfaces. This occurs because 
patterns serve as physical barriers to crack propagation and when a peeling front encounters 
a gap, the crack stops propagating and must be reinitiated. When this occurs, the peeling 
front must reinitiate a crack to continue peeling apart the surfaces. Reinitiating a crack 
requires an increased application of force, but once the new threshold in force is met, it 
rapidly propagates until the next discontinuity. In a completely dry system, the periodicity 
of these cracks has been straightforwardly related to the geometry of the sample by 
correlating the spacing of patterns to the saw-tooth patterning in the force-displacement 
curves.25, 26, 111 However this is difficult to correlate in this case because the peeler is 
connected by a compliant load cell to the sample, so the actual velocity that the peel front 
propagates is not straightforward to calculate, since it does not necessarily match the motor 
velocity. (See Chapter 5) Secondly, the peel front in this viscous system is unlikely to be a 
sharply defined interface that peels a perfect row of patterns at a given moment. With these 
caveats aside, the patterned surfaces show a periodic undulation in forces, most pronounced 
at 200 μm/s and less so at 300 μm/s, which we do not observe without the TEOS coating, 
nor in the flat surfaces with a TEOS coating. Furthermore, the 200 μm/s has a larger 
periodicity than the 300 μm/s samples, which is consistent with how often a peeling front 
would encounter a patterned feature for identical samples. To see if the patterns are the 
appropriate dimensions to have an enhancement effect, the patterns must be smaller than 
the length across which a peeling front applies a force.71 This length is called the stress 
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decay length and for our samples, the stress decay length is 0.53 mm, which is larger than 
the lateral spacing of the patterns at 10 μm.  
When looking at the flat samples, we can compare to studies done on the adhesion between 
a flexible plate and elastic films through a similar device.25 We can compare the change in 
peak force between the TEOS and non-TEOS coated samples to estimate the effect of 
changing the Hamaker constant of the samples. Based on the work by Ghatak et al.25, we 















Where a is the lever arm – the distance from the contactor to the portion of the sample 
adhered, do is the initial separation, h is the sample thickness, D is the sample rigidity, S is 
the shear modulus and AHamaker is the Hamaker constant. For the area, we estimate as the 
stress decay length times the width of the contacting area (L). To a first approximation, we 
consider the increase of peak forces between the TEOS and non-TEOS coated samples 
using Equation (6.2). Using relevant experimental values (h = 3.8 mm, Area = 12 mm * 
0.53 mm, D = 0.0012 Nm2, S = 2.5E5 MPa, AHamaker = 0.63 x 10
-20), we can calculate the 
initial separation between the TEOS surfaces. For comparison, we take the values at the 
long dwell time limit (180 seconds) of the flat non-TEOS and TEOS samples. The results 




Table 6.2. Calculated initial separation from differences in peak forces of TEOS and non-










200 0.53 0.20 
300 0.14 0.32 
600 0.35 0.24 
 
As we see from Table 6.2, we arrive at values of the initial separation comparable with the 
roughness of the samples. However, it is difficult to draw concrete conclusions from these 
calculations. These could compare favorably with the roughness due to canceling errors, 
or it could be that making contact in a submerged environment can smooth out roughness.46 
In the previous study by Ghatak et al. 25, they found about a 10x difference in their 
calculations for surface separations compared to their surface roughness. Ultimately, we 
find that the TEOS coating has enhanced the peel forces from an effect consistent with van 
der Waals interactions.  We also do not see a dependence on the difference in peak force 
with velocity. While at first glance, it would appear intuitive that these van der Waals 
forces, which are a path-independent conservative force, should not depend on the peel 
velocity, it is well established in the literature that peeling samples will exhibit velocity 




Figure 6.7. Comparison of Work (G) to Separate Surfaces with TEOS coatings versus 
loading time. Panels a-c compare patterned samples to flat samples at three different 
velocities. The black dashed lines are the same dashed lines in Figure 6.5 that represent the 
work in the long-term loading time without the TEOS coatings. Samples are peeled in 200 
cSt glycerol-water mixture. 
 
At lower dwell times, where the separation between the sample and bottom surface should 
be large, we still see enhancement from the TEOS coating. This is somewhat surprising 
because the previous studies have established that the surface and bottom surface 
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separation are further than the critical separation17, 35, 97 required for fluid to drain into the 
structures, which is of order microns. It is unlikely that van der Waals interactions act 
across such a large distance. To reconcile this, portions of the sample during the loading 
phase must reach the bottom surface sooner than other portions of the sample. In other 
words, the approach is not perfectly parallel. In this case, the portions of the sample in 
contact would aid in accelerating drainage between the sample and the bottom surface, 
which could account for the enhancement at even low dwell times. If drainage through the 
structures is occurring, it might not be a strong enough to be different from flat samples in 
the peel test until enough drainage occurs. 
 
It appears even in the TEOS system, we still see a regime where the patterned surface and 
flat surfaces overlap in G. As mentioned in the introduction, we identified this region as 
the near field time in a previous paper. For loading times under the near field time, the fluid 
has not entered the patterns of the sample enough to cause a discrepancy in the G between 
the flat and patterned samples. However, if we compare the samples at peel velocities of 
600 μm/s, at dwell times of 10 seconds in panel c of Figure 6.7, the patterned sample is 
higher than the flat sample. If we compare this to the same dwell conditions in panel d of 
Figure 6.5 (without TEOS), the flat sample and patterned sample are statistically similar 
and thus the near field time has been affected by the TEOS coating in this case. However, 
this could also be attributed to the instruments capabilities, since the non-TEOS coating 
shows some range in the near field time: at 200 and 600 μm/s, the near field time is after 
10 seconds, but at 300 μm/s it appears to be somewhat before. Ultimately, we see an 
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enhancement from van der Waals at even relatively large separation, which is 
contradictory. This occurs because the drainage dynamics is probably aided by van der 
Waals forces. However, we surmise that portions of the TEOS coated samples are in 
contact, but the not the entire sample. We postulate that the average separation between the 
sample and bottom surface still gives rise to a regime where the patterned and flat samples 
are the same and another regime where the patterned and flat samples diverge in G. 
 
Velocity Dependence of Viscous and van der Waals Interactions. We explore the velocity 
dependence of viscous and van der Waals interactions together. In Figure 6.7, we see the 
G for the TEOS coated samples, with the long loading limit of the flat samples in the non-
TEOS system in the black dashed lines. When comparing across velocities, the flat TEOS 
coated samples do not seem to be a constant distance from the black lines. This suggests 
that the TEOS coating cannot be accounted for by a constant term at all velocities. As 
reflected by the force displacement curves, the G for TEOS coated patterned samples 
exceeds that of their flat counterparts. This is a reversal of the previous trends, in the 
samples without TEOS and our earlier work17, where patterns have always shown reduced 
forces compared to flat samples when considering viscous interactions alone.  
We can consider the change in G with velocity for both van der Waals forces and 
for a purely hydrodynamic system by plotting the G versus velocity on a log scale, as seen 
in Figure 6.8. In panel a, for the flat samples without TEOS, we note that at low velocities 
(200 μm/s), the hydrodynamic drag is too low to bend the samples significantly. This makes 
the increase to 300 μm/s more dramatic. Except for the 5-second dwell time, the 300 μm/s 
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to 600 μm/s of the non-TEOS coated samples show a similar trend in increase. We note the 
slope of the 300 μm/s to 600 μm/s 180-second dwell time sample is 0.8, which means that 
G is proportional to v0.8 under those conditions. 
 
Figure 6.8. Change in G with peel velocity for different dwell times. In panel a, values of 
work flat samples including with and without TEOS are plotted against peel velocities. In 
panel b, the patterned samples are shown. Slope of one condition (180 second dwell time 
from 300 μm/s to 600 μm/s) shown for comparison. Legend refers to different dwell times 
(in seconds) and open symbols represents sample treated with TEOS coating and peeled in 
200 cSt glyercol-water mixture. Closed symbols are peeled in 200 cSt silicone oil, without 





In the flat samples with a TEOS coating, there is consistency between the slope 
from 200 μm/s to 300 μm/s to the slope from 300 μm/s to 600 μm/s. The additional van der 
Waals contribution sufficiently bends the sample, even at 200 μm/s, which is not the case 
in the non-TEOS samples. For flat samples under the same conditions, the slope between 
300 μm/s to 600 μm/s at 180 seconds is 0.6. This suggests that for flat samples, the addition 
of a TEOS coating has lowered the power at which G depends on the velocity. These trends 
are upheld for the other dwell times as well, but with differing values. 
Overall, the slope with TEOS seems to decrease for flat samples compared to the 
non-TEOS samples. Although there is relatively few velocity studies available for similar 
apparatuses at low peel angles like this, we can compare to several constant angle peel 
tests. Work by Creton et al.49 and Leger et al.143 have demonstrated that G scales with 
velocity as 0.23 and 0.25 respectively, which would be consistent with the downward shift 
in velocity dependence from the non-TEOS to TEOS coated samples. 
The patterned samples also show a similar downward dependence on velocity with 
introduction of the TEOS coating. As discussed in the force curves without TEOS coatings 
the 200 μm/s and 300 μm/s peel velocities both do not induce enough hydrodynamic drag 
to bend the sample. At 600 μm/s, there is enough hydrodynamic drag to bend the sample 
and since this did not occur until 600 μm/s, instead of 300 μm/s the slope is larger than the 
flat case. There are several studies that examine the effect of pattern sizing and optimal 
dimensions for enhancing adhesion or reversibility60,131,144 and future designs could 






Within this paper, we have investigated how the detachment forces and G changes for 
samples peeled in viscous fluids. We have shown how deformable surfaces and deformable 
structured surfaces can lower these forces when considering purely viscous interactions, 
even more than rigid structures. The mechanism behind this reduction has been attributed 
to the fluid deforming the structures, which has been narrowed down from several other 
possible contributions due to the increased compliance of deformable structures. 
We have shown that these deformable structured surfaces can increase the forces and 
G if van der Waals forces are introduced, and these increases can overcome the reduction 
from viscous forces. We were able to identify characteristic saw-tooth patterned in the 
force curves, which are indicative of crack arrest on structured surfaces. We also saw that 
the enhancement from van der Waals was significant enough to overcome the reduction in 
detachment force from the viscous contributions. Yet while we have shown evidence for 
van der Waals interactions, they cannot be considered as a superposition with the viscous 
forces. 
 
While we have probed a narrow space of sample dimensions, we have chosen to explore 
the effect of patterned samples under different phenomena to isolate their coupling. These 
phenomena are the role of viscosity and rigidity, the effect of structured surfaces, the role 
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of deformable flat and structured surfaces, and the coupling of van der Waals forces with 
hydrodynamic forces. We summarize the relative importance of these phenomena on G by 
plotting our results from this study and a previous study in Figure 6.9. 
 
 
Figure 6.9. Summary of Design Parameters in Peeling in Viscous Fluids. All samples 
shown are peeled under the same conditions (200 cSt, 300 μm/s) unless otherwise noted. 
Dashed bars represent the same exact samples and experimental conditions, but peeled at 
600 μm/s. Sample rigidity is the same for every sample shown unless otherwise noted, 
although the PDMS sheets are thicker than the coverslips to match rigidities. The liquid 
bath in the +vdW (van der Waals adhesion) case is glycerol-water, while in the non-vdW 




When either designing surfaces that may be used in fluid applications, or trying to 
understand the locomotion of biological systems, it is clear that there are tradeoffs. Unless 
there are van der Waals or conservative forces, patterns have been shown to reduce the G 
of our samples. This effect is more severe for softer patterns than rigid. However, once van 
der Waals forces are introduced, the effect can be negated under the appropriate conditions. 
Yet this may not be true for all samples and fluids, and it is possible to create regimes 
where soft patterned samples with van der Waals adhesion would still be lower than their 
flat counterparts are. We have shown that several different phenomena that can be used to 
tune adhesion or detachment and their relative magnitude to each other, thus enabling new 





7.1. Concluding Remarks 
The goal of this thesis was to understand how deformable structured surfaces 
modulated adhesion in flooded environments. This was done by creating a custom peeling 
apparatus that allowed us to test a variety of samples in different fluid environments. Our 
experimental device and choice of samples allowed us to deconstruct a highly coupled 
system. The evolution of our experiments began with unpatterned samples peeled in a 
viscous silicone oil bath. We then added rigid structures to create drainage structures on 
these samples. From there, we remade the same structures from a more deformable 
material. Finally, we coated these deformable structures in a silicate layer and switched the 
fluid from silicone to a matched viscosity of glycerol-water to amplify the van der Waals 
forces. Although analytical expressions were not usually available, we used scaling 
arguments to provide guidance to predict the relevant forces and works as a function of the 
material or fluid properties and to predict the regimes of behavior that occurred from the 
structured surfaces to the structure geometry. 
7.2. Contributions 
In chapter 3, we peeled unpatterned surfaces in a viscous setting. We demonstrated 
how the peak detachment force and work change as a function of viscosity and rigidity, 
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and how far the motor must displacement to remove a sample via a compliant load cell (the 
force sensor). We also showed how the extensional compliance lowered the forces for more 
deformable substrates in samples with the same rigidity (but different Young’s modulus 
and sample thicknesses). While this effect has been shown in dry environments, it has not 
been demonstrated in purely viscous environments that do not contain any appreciable 
conservative forces. We have shown that in a fluid, the effect of extensional compliance 
must be accounted for across the entire length of the sample (during crack propagation), 
not just during the crack initiation. 
In Chapter 4, we showed how structured surfaces altered the approach and 
detachment dynamics of a patterned sample. By using two different patterns and probing 
sampling a variety of dwell times and fluid conditions, we were able to correlate when each 
pattern deviated from a flat surface and relate it to the geometry of the sample by using ho. 
We showed that when considering purely viscous forces, structured surfaces reduced 
detachment forces. 
In Chapter 5, we showed how deformable structured surfaces further reduced the 
detachment forces than their rigid counterparts did. We demonstrated that this is likely an 
effect of fluid flow around the deformable pillars, and dissimilar to how deformable 
structures peel in dry environments. Then, we coated these structures in a silicate and 
switched the fluid to a glycerol-water mixture to amplify van der Waals forces. In the 
presence of appreciable van der Waals forces, we recovered characteristic seesaw patterns 
in the force-displacement curves, which indicate crack arrest. This led to structured 
surfaces having higher detachment than flat surfaces for the first time. By changing the 
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peel velocity, we could identify the viscous contributions separate from the van der Waals 
contributions. 
Between all three chapters, we were able to compare the relative contributions of 
the viscosity, rigidity, role of structured surfaces, deformation and van der Waals forces. 
While we demonstrated one case where van der Waals adhesion was able to overcome 
viscous forces, we also have demonstrated cases where the viscous forces alone exceeded 
results from the tests with van der Waals forces. In order of weakest to strongest 
detachment force (with samples of the same rigidity, viscosity and peel velocity), we have 
1) a deformable patterned PDMS sheet, 2) a deformable flat PDMS sheet, 3) a rigid 
patterned coverslip, 4) a rigid unpatterned coverslip 5) a flat PDMS sheet with TEOS and 
6) a patterned PDMS sheet with TEOS. We expect other researcher might encounter 
situations where this list does not necessarily proceed the same order, which can still be 
compatible with the conclusions we have drawn in each chapter. 
7.3. Future Directions 
From the work presented in this thesis, several future directions to be pursued. We 
categorize these into three broad categories. 1) Continue investigating additional coupled 
mechanisms by increasing the complexity of samples 2) Practical realizations of 
phenomena investigated and 3) Theoretical development. 
We have developed an experimental system that has successfully investigated an 
increasing complex system. It would be a natural extension to increase the complexity of 
the system conditions to mimic biological systems further. For example, the sample could 
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be made to from a poroelastic material that is impregnated with a second fluid, different 
from the environmental bath. The bath itself could be changed to a non-Newtonian fluid, 
or some other complex fluid. This could be useful in investigating protein solutions that 
serve as a glue in dynamic environments, which may allow samples to bind to a bottom 
surface but only if the sample and surface create a suitable environment during contact. 
Finally, it would be relatively straightforward (assuming the fabrication is feasible) to 
investigate more complex structures such as directional patterns (e.g. triangles) or 
hierarchical features. In addition, a potentially more relevant system would be if the sheets 
were made to be thin, such that inertial effects become relevant. In this regime, samples 
can undulate and vary in morphology. However, it can be challenging to measure these 
forces since they will be significantly lower and a new sensor would be necessary. 
The results of the work here could potentially be used to create novel self-folding 
devices. Since the majority of this work focused on viscous forces and their mechanical 
responses, these concepts could be integrated into existing self-folding platforms without 
altering the chemistry of those systems and offers an additional set of tools. One proposal 
could be the sequential folding of a cube by changing the pattern features at each face and 
create two different 3D structures from the same base materials, with the same layer height 
in each layer. This has been demonstrated in Figure 7.1 where by designing the structures 
on the device surface, it is possible to create two different 3D morphologies from a very 
similar 2D structure. Another interesting, related feature would be to using partial coverage 
of patterns on the edge of a planar sample to increase the rigidity by folding the sample 
into a curved cross section, which increases its second area moment of inertia, and thus its 




Figure 7.1. Schematic of using drainage channels to sequentially fold a 2D structure. A 
potential application where the 2D template in both cases is made from the same material 
and is the same layer thickness, but by controlling the density of drainage channels, 
different 3D morphologies are realizable and control over the order of folding is also 
possible. 
 
Finally we can consider potential theoretical developments. Unfortunately, due to 
the presence of a load cell, we were unsuccesful in providing an analytical or numerical 
solution in the peeling geometry. One challenge is a tendancy for solutions to bifuricate, 
and the dependence of the Reynolds equation for planar substrates (1/h3) instead of 
sphereical (1/h) adds complexity due to multiple possible solutions. Currently, no 
analytical expression exists for the flow around the drianage channels in any direction, and 
the peeling motion during detachment complicates this further. It is also difficult to 
simulate this, since the moving fluid-structure boundary can make computations 
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challenging. Theoretical developments of either would be beneficial not only in this study, 
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A.1. Introduction 
Surface and interfacial phenomena in soft matter display complex mesoscale behaviors that 
are qualitatively different from those encountered in stiff materials, such as elastic 
instabilities during adhesion[1,2] and Schallamach waves in friction[3,4]. Surface [5-7] or 
viscous[8] stresses can also lead to elastic deformations that are similar to those observed 
at fluid interfaces. Elastohydrodynamic deformation (EHD), for example, can cause lift 
and reduce friction during sliding [9-13] and alter the rheological properties of soft 
colloidal particles[14-17]. Elastohydrodynamic deformation also modifies the shape of 
approaching surfaces, a determining factor for the adhesion dynamics to wet or flooded 
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surfaces.[18-21] When studying elastohydrodynamics in soft matter it is a challenge to 
measure simultaneously the hydrodynamic forces and the deformation, both necessary to 
understand how contact is reached and the coupling between deformation and viscous 
dissipation.  
To illustrate the importance of elastohydrodynamic deformations, consider the normal 
approach of a rigid sphere toward a surface with an elastically compliant coating in a 
Newtonian fluid (Fig. 1A). The hydrodynamic forces lead to deformation of the soft 
material prior to contact (w(r,t)), as was visualized by Roberts during the settling of a 
rubber sphere toward a wall.[8] For elastic half-space this problem can be described by the 
theory of Davis et al.[22,23] derived for the collision of elastic spheres in fluid, and based 
on the coupling between lubrication forces and linear elasticity. Recent direct 
measurements of viscous forces in the presence of a soft surface demonstrated that even 
minute elastic deformations can have a profound effect on the hydrodynamic 
interactions.[24,25] Therefore, elasticity likely has to be considered when studying slip at 
a solid-liquid interfaces. The predominance of soft coatings in tribology and adhesion 
makes the extension of elastohydrodynamic theory to thin supported films technologically 
relevant, especially to understand how contact is reached in soft matter. The treatment for 
supported elastic films, however, is challenging and has limited experimental validation. 
For thin films, the underlying substrate can support a significant fraction of the mechanical 
stress, which can alter the elastohydrodynamic response from that expected with semi-
infinite solids[26,27]. The theory for supported films developed by Charlaix, for instance, 
elegantly takes advantage of the contribution of the underlying substrate on the 
hydrodynamic forces to extract the Young’s modulus of coatings.[25,27,28] However, the 
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absence of absolute measurement of spatiotemporal separation brings uncertainties to the 
role played by elasticity on hydrodynamic interactions, especially for the case of thin 
elastic coatings where our understanding is more limited. Combining visualization of 
spatiotemporal deformation with force measurements would allow to understand the 
dynamic of contact formation in soft materials, and to analyze the response of supported 
films. 
 
Figure A.0.1. Schematics (not to scale) of (A) the elastohydrodynamic problem with 
labelled variables (Inset: Kelvin-Voigt model for elastomer viscoelasticity), and (B) 
Material layers and properties. 
 
In this letter we investigate the role of compliance on the normal approach of a soft surface 
toward a rigid one in a viscous Newtonian fluid (Fig. 1A). Spatiotemporal deformation 
profiles and hydrodynamic forces are measured, and compared to an elastohydrodynamic 
theory for half-space. We find that elastic deformation in the shape of a dimple at the 
centerpoint prevents contact between approaching surfaces. We also observe that the finite 
thickness of the elastic layer restricts the deformation and favors contact. Finally, we show 
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that deformation leads to significantly stronger hydrodynamic forces than those observed 
with rigid surfaces for the same central separation. 
A.2. Materials and Methods 
Experiments are performed between crossed-cylinders (equivalent to the sphere-
plane geometry) using the Surface Forces Apparatus.[29-31] One surface is rigid (bottom 
in Fig. 1B) and the other is compliant due to the presence of a relatively thick 330 µm 
PDMS film (polydimethyl siloxane) coated with a 50 nm silver film as a top layer (top in 
Fig. 1B). Both surfaces are glued on a cylindrical disk (radius, R=1.75 cm). The top silver 
film facilitates interferometry and prevents swelling in the silicone oil (viscosity, 
η=0.2Pa*s). An effective Young’s modulus of 1.08 ± 0.05 MPa for the PDMS film was 
obtained by performing in situ contact mechanics experiments[32-34] in silicone oil with 
the same surfaces (see supporting information 2[35-40]). Because of the underlying rigid 
substrate [41-45], we expect this modulus to overestimate the intrinsic modulus of the 
PDMS layer by 15-20%.[46,47] We rely on white light multiple-beam 
interferometry[30,48,49] to map the local fluid film thickness, h(r,t), within nanometer 
resolution in the normal direction and micron resolution in the lateral direction.  
The dynamic experiments follow the approach of Chan and Horn[50,51], where a 
disk initially at rest and mounted on a cantilever spring (spring constant k = 165.3 N/m) is 
driven toward the other surface at a constant drive velocity (V). The spring deflects because 
of the drag, and the velocity of the surface (v) is always less than the drive velocity.  As 
the surfaces approach, the hydrodynamic forces increase and deform the PDMS film, as 
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evidenced by the flattening at the center, see III-IV in Fig. 2A. Further approach lead to an 
increase in the fluid pressure near the center causing the formation of a dimple in the elastic 
film, see V-VII in Fig. 2A.  
For the theoretical description we employ the lubrication equation in axisymmetric 
coordinates ( ) and follow closely the treatment of Ref [22] to couple the fluid pressure 
distribution (p(r,t)) with linear elasticity of the compliant film. We treat the elastic film as 
a half-space in the small strain limit (strain of the PDMS coating here,  ), i.e. we neglect 
the contribution of the substrate supporting the elastic film. We incorporate a force balance, 
, where the cantilever spring deflects due to the repulsive viscous forces, . Here h(0,0) is 
the initial separation at the centerpoint. We neglect the radial shear stress on the film and 
use the no-slip boundary condition for both surfaces. We obtain a solution numerically 
using the initial fluid film profile (h(r,0)) from the experiments as the initial condition 
without any fitting parameters. As a second description we treat the PDMS film as a 
viscoelastic material with a viscosity η_PDMS, and model the film’s response to an applied 
load as a spring and dashpot in parallel (Kelvin-Voigt model, Fig. 1A). In the viscoelastic 
description η_PDMS is not known a priori and we iterate to find a single η_PDMS that 
best describes all the profiles for all drive velocities. (see supporting information [35-40] 
for details of the model, algorithm, and treatment of viscoelasticity.) 





Figure A.2 (A) Experimental and theoretical spatiotemporal surface profile during 
approach at V = 137 nm/s. The black solid lines correspond to theoretical predictions 
treating the PDMS films as a viscoelastic solid. Time stamps are: I: t = 3.8s, II: t = 8.8s, 
III: t = 13.8s, IV: t = 18.8s, V: t = 23.8s, VI: t = 33.8s, and VII: t = 53.8s. Dash lines are 
for the positions of the corresponding undeformed sphere. (B-E): Temporal central 
separation for: (B) V = 69 nm/s, (C) V = 355 nm/s, (D) 164 nm/s, and (E) V = 137 nm/s. 
(B-C): Effect of drive velocity. (D-E): Effect of film thickness. Black solid lines are the 
same as in (A), dash lines: Reynolds’ theory. Red solid lines are predictions treating the 
elastomer as an elastic solid. Black arrows: time for dimple formation.  : Long time 
predictions (central dh/dt < 1%V). (D): Approach of a thinner PDMS coating (T = 10.9 
µm, R = 1.10cm), black rigid line represents predictions for E = 84 MPa. Yellow line 
represents the predictions for E = 1 MPa. Insets of: (D) shape of fringes for thin (10.9 µm) 
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and thick (330 µm ) PDMS film during the approach with hcenter = 150 nm and (E) Effect 
of viscosity of PDMS on initial surface profile.  
 
The measured and predicted profiles are shown in Fig. 2. In general the elastic 
solution is sufficient to describe the surface profile but treating the PDMS as a viscoelastic 
solid gives a better agreement. The viscoelasticity of the PDMS alters the fluid film profile 
when the rate of strain is the largest (acceleration and deceleration) such as during start up 
where viscoelastic contributions are visible (inset of Fig. 2E and supporting information 
[35-40]). For the viscoelastic predictions, a single value of η_PDMS=1.5MPa∙s best fits all 
the profiles at all velocities, in agreement with literature values.[52] In Fig. 2A, the 
predictions with viscoelasticity predict fluid film thicknesses that are always ±35nm of the 
measured values at the centerpoint. The error increases with drive velocity: at 355nm/s it 
is ±48nm, while it is less than 30nm for 69nm/s. For all drive velocities when the two 
surfaces are close (strong hydrodynamic forces), the observed separation is less than 
predicted. This error can be understood considering that surfaces appear stiffer as the forces 
increase due to the finite thickness of the elastomer, and at a constant time stiffer surfaces 
are always closer than compliant ones (inset of Fig 4).  
Elastic deformation prevents the surfaces from reaching contact at all drive 
velocities investigated, which is captured by the long time predictions (central dh/dt < 
1%V, see Fig. 2B,C,E). As the surfaces approach, flattening away from the centerpoint 
occurs faster than the normal motion toward the surface, which leads to dramatically large 
forces and prevents contact. Theoretical solutions for the surface separation are not defined 
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at contact regardless of compliance. For rigid materials, predictions diverge at very short-
range where irreversibilities such as roughness, size of fluid molecules, and surface forces 
often favor contact in experiments[53]. In contrast, for a compliant material, the separation 
at long times is sufficiently large to prevent these mechanisms from playing a role. With 
compliant surfaces the drive will lead to a broader surface instead of significantly 
decreasing the central fluid film thickness, at least until non-linear effects occur. Note that 
contact can be reached under quasi-static condition. 
The thickness of the compliant layer plays an important role in determining the 
spatiotemporal fluid film thickness. We contrast the temporal change in surface separation 
at the centerpoint of a thick (T=330 µm, Fig. 2E) and thin (T=10.9 µm, Fig. 2D) PDMS 
films for similar drive velocities. Both films have the same bulk mechanical properties, 
however the effective modulus is much larger (E=84 MPa) for the thin film because of 
incompressibility and apparent stiffening due to the underlying rigid substrate (supporting 
information[35-40])[54,55]. For the thin film, as the hydrodynamic forces increase, the 
stress becomes increasingly supported by the rigid substrate. As a result, the temporal fluid 
film thickness gradually transitions from being the one predicted for a compliant material 
(E=1MPa) to that of a rigid one (see predictions for the two moduli in Fig. 2D). We find 
that the effective stiffening suppresses the formation of a dimple (within our spatial 
resolution) in the elastic film, and that contact can be reached in a fashion similar than for 
rigid materials. Such a transition to a rigid-like behavior is not observed with the thicker 
film. This stiffening effect is well-characterized for contact mechanics experiments[45]. 
Our work shows how the finite thickness of the elastic film gradually alters the deformation 
profile from that of a semi-infinite compliant material as the surfaces approach and how it 
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favors contact. Increasing the modulus in the model will not give better agreement with 
experiments, and always make the far-field predictions significantly worse (see supporting 
information[35-40]). An alternative treatment would be to use a solution for arbitrary 
axisymmetric pressure distribution for a finite thickness elastic layer, such as in Refs 
[26,27], to obtain a solution valid at all h. A simplified scaling argument treating the 
deformation solely as shear, such as in Ref [27] could also work close to contact but not 
for the far-field. The importance of film thickness on the force required to make contact 
has profound implications for hydrodynamic interactions with soft materials and coatings, 
such as in biological systems, tribology, adhesion, and rheology. 
 
Figure A.3. (A) Growth of barrier ring radius (rb). Squares: V = 69 nm/s, circles: V = 137 
nm/s. td (s) is the time elapsed after center curvature of the elastomer becomes negative. 
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Black solid lines:  . Vertical dashed lines indicate when the motor stopped. (B) Radial 
cumulative force (%) as a function of r/R for V = 137 nm/s. The roman numerals represent 
the same times as those of Fig. 2A. Solid lines correspond to the relative cumulative force 
results from a spherical indenter with the same load as that in EHD (Dashed lines), 
calculated from Hertz contact mechanics. (C) Centerpoint (solid) and edge (open) 
separation after dimple formation (circles: V=137 nm/s, squares: V=69 nm/s). Inset: 
Corresponding interference fringes for V = 69 nm/s. Solid arrows: motor stop time for V 
= 137 nm/s and V = 69 nm/s. (D) Schematic showing formation and relaxation of dimples 
with a barrier ring rb.  
 
The formation of dimple—a bell of liquid trapped around the centerpoint— is 
observed as the force increases (Fig. 2A). Once formed (td=0) the growth of dimples 
forming a barrier ring   follows the same geometric scaling as the one observed for fluid 
droplets, and is independent of materials properties ( , Fig. 3A)[56,57]. This scaling implies 
that beyond td the fluid film thickness remains essentially constant while the increase in 
pressure is almost solely accommodated by elastic deformation. The appearance of a 
dimple requires the fluid pressure to be highly concentrated near the centerpoint and our 
model (Fig. 3B) shows that as the force increases, the fluid pressure distribution becomes 
increasingly more concentrated near the center. We compare the radial cumulative force 
with the one predicted based on a Hertzian contact for the same force (Fig. 3B). For a given 
force, a spherical indenter always leads to a narrower pressure distribution than the 
elastohydrodynamic case. As the force increases, however, the contact area based on 
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indentation increases while the elastrohydrodynamic pressure distribution becomes shaper 
and significantly more concentrated near the centerpoint (compare the radial cumulative 
force at the Hertz contact radius for the three cases shown in Fig. 3B).  
If we stop the motor (near the limit of the range of the motor), the surface velocity 
decreases but does not stop because of the stored energy in the cantilever. The dimple 
slowly relaxes after the motor stops (see Fig. 3C), and after a long time contact can be 
reached first at the edge of the ring, followed later by near contact (to within 10nm) at the 
centerpoint (Fig. 3C). This process is very slow (»100s): the fluid has to drain through the 
edge of the dimple as the pressure drop between the center and the surrounding decreases. 
During this relaxation a fluid pocket can be trapped at the center while contact is reached 
at the edge.  
The measured hydrodynamic forces and predictions for soft and rigid surfaces are 
shown in Fig. 4. The experimental points are calculated based on the measured fluid film 
profile and predictions for the model treat the PDMS film as a viscoelastic solid. To 
calculate the hydrodynamic force from our experimental data we used the prediction for w 
at the centerpoint (see supporting information [35-40]). In general our experiments show 
excellent agreement with predictions over all the velocities, with the largest error present 
for the fastest drive velocity and close to contact. When comparing the hydrodynamic 
forces between soft and rigid surfaces we see that predictions based on rigid surfaces 
underestimate the real force for all fluid film thicknesses. In contrast, Reynolds theory 
always overestimates the force at a given time (inset of Fig. 4). For a given fluid film 
thickness the deformed surface is flatter, giving rise to larger hydrodynamic repulsion than 
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for rigid surfaces. In contrast, at a given time t rigid surfaces are always closer to contact 
and the force is higher than for a deformable surface. We also observe systematic deviation 
in the hydrodynamic forces at small h and at long times that are attributed to the effective 
stiffening caused by the rigid underlying substrate. If we compare with AFM experiments 
where only   and   are known, predictions based on Reynolds theory would overestimate 
the measured force: for the same  a rigid surface has a smaller separation ( ) than the 
compliant surface. Thus the rigid case predicts a larger force than measured because of the 
different , as shown by Ref [24].  
 
Figure A.4. Repulsive elastohydrodynamic force as a function of central separation, h. 
Circles: V = 69 nm/s, squares: V = 137 nm/s, triangles: V = 355 nm/s. Dash lines: 
predictions for rigid surfaces, solid lines: predictions for compliant surfaces treating the 
elastomer as a viscoelastic solid. Inset: corresponding force as a function of time. 
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In summary, we characterized the spatiotemporal deformation of a compliant film 
during the normal drainage of fluid from a narrowing gap. For a thick elastic film (approx. 
half-space) we observe that elastic deformation in the form of a dimple prevents the 
surfaces from reaching contact. For a thinner elastic the formation of the dimple is 
suppressed and contact can be reached because the stress is supported by the underlying 
substrate. We find that the growth of the dimples in the elastic films is nearly independent 
of the mechanical properties of the film. Finally we find that at a given time elastic 
compliance leads to weaker forces while it leads to stronger forces at a given fluid film 
thickness. Measuring absolute surface separation is critical when working with soft 
materials, such as in biological systems or in the lubrication of surfaces with compliant 
coatings of a finite thickness.  
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B.1. Introduction 
Controlling hydrodynamic interactions between a particle and a rough or patterned 
surface is of particular interest in rheology [1], separation [2], friction [3], drag reduction 
[4], and adhesion [5]. In particular, there is a recent focus on understanding the flow 
characteristics near bio-inspired microstructured surfaces, due to their superior drag 
reduction, anti-fouling, adhesion, or friction properties [6-8]. For example, materials 
designed to mimic the microstructure found on shark skin are currently employed for drag 
reduction and anti-fouling [9-11]. Similarly, the soft microscale pillars on the tree frog toe 
pads gives them strong adhesion and friction forces that enhance the dynamics of 
underwater adhesion [12-15]. Bio-inspired materials based on the tree frog toe pads could 
help design better underwater gripping materials for applications in areas as diverse as 
robotics, transportation, or for the biomedical industry [16-19]. Similarly, microstructured 
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microfluidic channels significantly increase particle-surface interactions, showing 
prospects in rare cell detection from heterogeneous suspensions [20,21]. While it is well-
established that surface microstructures modulate contact or near contact interactions in 
fluid environments, there is a strong need to better understand how microstructures 
influence friction, drag and adhesion properties.  
The measurement of hydrodynamic drainage forces using the atomic force 
microscope or the surface forces apparatus allows to study how microstructured or rough 
surfaces alter the hydrodynamic interactions of an approaching sphere [22-28]. In general, 
wetting microstructures lead to a reduction in the hydrodynamic force acting on an 
approaching surface, similar to that observed for slip on non-wetting surfaces [27,29,30]. 
For example, Vinogradova and coworkers showed that introducing an effective no-slip 
plane shifted below the top of the textured roughness (i.e. a shifted plane) can be employed 
to describe the fluid drainage caused by the approach of a smooth sphere [31-33]. Yet, the 
studies note the inconsistency of the shifted plane model in the thin channel limit, where 
the sphere is asymptotically close to the surface. Pilkington et al. address this issue by 
invoking a separation dependent shifted plane to account for the different flow regimes as 
the fluid drains during the approach of the sphere to the microstructured surface [26]. 
Similarly, Chastel and Mongruel developed an alternative model by approximating the 
medium of microstructures and the surrounding fluid as a second fluid with a higher 
effective viscosity than the original fluid and accounting for viscous dissipation [34]. The 
model accurately describes the motion of an approaching sphere when the gap between the 
sphere and the top of the microstructures is comparable to the dimensions of the 
microstructures. However, normal force measurements do not provide any information on 
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the lateral (friction, rotation) forces caused by the microstructure. It is also challenging to 
interpret drainage force measurements when the sphere is asymptotically close to the 
microstructure surface, or to incorporate effects due to solid-solid contacts.  
In contrast, previous studies have shown that the rolling motion of a non-colloidal 
sphere down an inclined plane is strongly affected by surface roughness and other contact 
forces [35-37]. In particular, surface asperities introduce torque and cause the sphere to 
rotate as well as slip as it descends an inclined plane (see Figure 1). As a result, efforts to 
understand how surface roughness leads to deviation from the ideal case of smooth surfaces 
have led to models of hydrodynamic roughness and interactions between spheres and 
surfaces at low Reynolds numbers [38]. Goldman et al. studied the motion of a non-
colloidal sphere asymptotically close to a smooth plane wall in a viscous fluid [39,40]. 
These studies obtained asymptotic solutions to hydrodynamic resistance functions for 
separations less than 4% of the sphere radius in the form of logarithmic functions, 
predicting that a mathematically smooth sphere tangent to a smooth surface would not 
move parallel to the wall due to a contact singularity.  
Smart and Leighton implemented the theory of Goldman et al. to describe the 
motion of microscopically rough spheres down an inclined plane [35]. In their approach 
the sphere maintains a constant separation from the smooth surface that is equal to the 
height of the surface asperities, and contact between the asperities and the surface leads to 
friction. The theory is developed under the assumption that the roughness features only 
cover a small fraction of the surface, and thus only serve to maintain a consistent 
separation. The model has two fitting parameters to relate the measured velocity to the 
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resistance functions: the fluid gap between the sphere and the surface (normalized by the 
sphere radius) and an effective coefficient of friction. The framework of Smart and 
Leighton successfully described the measurements of the translational and rotational 
velocities of a rough sphere rolling down an incline in a viscous fluid driven by 
gravitational force. These experiments demonstrated that spheres placed on an incline 
rolled without slipping at small angles of inclination with the dimensionless velocity of a 
non-slipping sphere determined by the gap height between the sphere and the surface. 
However, as the angle increases and reaches a critical angle, determined by the coefficient 
of friction between the two surfaces, the mode of motion begins to include slipping.  
Further investigations by Prokunin and Williams examined the motion of a rough 
sphere rolling down a smooth glass tube over a wide range of Reynolds numbers [41,42]. 
The studies introduced a method for measuring the sliding coefficient of friction of a sphere 
on an incline. Their measurements showed that, for the same material, larger spheres 
experienced significantly smaller coefficients of friction than smaller spheres. Prokunin 
also observed that the apparent gap between a smooth rolling sphere and a smooth incline, 
calculated from the rotational and translational velocities of the sphere, was significantly 
larger than the actual measured roughness. Galvin et al. addressed this discrepancy between 
the measured and effective gap height with multiple scales of roughness [43]. Their work 
extends the model of Smart et al. to incorporate two macroscopic roughness scales that 
induce liftoff to calculate a time-averaged hydrodynamic roughness that depends on the 
sizes of roughness scales and the angle of inclination. Zhao et al. later showed that 
analogous results are obtained if the roughness elements are placed on the plane, instead 
of the sphere [36]. All these studies rely on the assumption that the roughness features on 
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the sphere or incline are randomly dispersed asperities that only sparsely cover the surface. 
These assumptions simplify the analysis by neglecting the hydrodynamic interactions 
within the roughness elements, and imply that surface asperities only affect the 
hydrodynamic resistance forces acting on the sphere by manipulating the separation 
between the sphere and the surface.  
The formalism developed for the motion of a sphere on rough surfaces has not been 
tested or validated for well-defined, wettable periodic microstructures with high surface 
coverage. In particular, the surface coverage dependence of the effective gap height 
experienced by the spheres has not been characterized systematically and is poorly 
understood. Similarly, the current theoretical treatment for rolling motion has no distinction 
for surface microstructures with different geometries, for example between wells and 
pillars of the same surface coverage and feature heights. Expanding the treatment and 
understanding of the rolling motion of non-colloidal spheres on rough inclined planes to 
the rolling motion on well-defined microstructured surfaces would allow to study the 
motion on bio-inspired surfaces. In addition, rolling measurements on microstructured 
surfaces would complement direct friction or adhesion force measurements as well as 
drainage force measurements, especially for drag or friction reduction applications. 
In this study, we examine the motion of a smooth sphere rolling down a 
microscopically textured surface. We measure independently the rotational and 
translational velocities of the spheres as they roll down inclined planes at various angles of 
inclination. We compare and contrast the rolling motion on surfaces patterned with 
hexagonal arrays of micropillars, microwells, as well as on flat surfaces. We employ the 
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model introduced by Smart et al. [35] to obtain an effective gap height and coefficient of 
friction for all the surfaces investigated. We observe an exponential dependence on the 
effective gap height experienced by the spheres on the surface fraction. We then compare 
the effective gap heights to values predicted by a simple model we developed that is based 
on the superposition of resistance functions to relate the effective gap heights experienced 
by a rolling sphere on a textured surface to the surface coverage of the micropatterned 
features. We also see that the effective coefficient of friction is much larger on a surface 
with micropillars than on a surface with microwells for a given area fraction and feature 
height, consistent with direct friction force measurements on lubricated contacts reported 
in the literature [44].  
 
Figure B.0.1. (a) Sketch of a sphere rolling with a translational velocity u and angular 
velocity Ω on a microstructured incline with feature height δf, diameter d, and spacing w. 
The top plane of the microstructures have an inherent roughness height of δs. Two parallel 
lines of different lengths are drawn on the side to track the angular orientation of the sphere. 
(b) Bright-field microscopy top-view image of an SU-8 microwell array (d = 30 𝜇m, w = 




B.2. Theoretical Development 
A. Motion of a Sphere on a Rough Surface 
We describe the steady rolling motion of a smooth sphere of radius a down a rough plane 
with an angle of inclination θ in a viscous, Newtonian fluid of viscosity μ, with a 
translational velocity u and an angular velocity ω. To do so, we follow the treatment of 
Smart et al. and Zhao et al., detailed here for clarity [35,36]. We assume that the sphere is 
non-colloidal and negatively buoyant with a density ρp greater than that of the fluid ρf, 
where density difference is Δρ. We further assume that inertial forces are negligible (i.e. 
Stokes flow), and ignore colloidal interactions such as van der Waals forces. Because the 
equations of motion under Stokes flow are linear, the force and torque balance on the sphere 
moving at steady state are:  
G T R fF F F F    (1) 
,f T RaF T T   (2) 
where FG is the gravitational force on the sphere, FT, TT, FR, and TR are resistance forces 
and torques caused by the translational and rotational motion of the sphere, and Ff is the 
frictional force on the point of contact. The term on the left side of Eq. (2) is the torque 
exerted on the point of contact due to friction between the sphere and the surface. The net 
weight, or gravitational force, tangent to the direction of the incline is  
 34 sin3GF a g     and the frictional force is  
34 cos
3f f
F a g     , where μf 
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is the coefficient of friction. We assume here that the coefficients of rolling and sliding 
friction between the sphere and plane are equal. Hence, the force and torque balance are 
re-written respectively as: 
     3 * * 3
4 4
sin  6 co
3 3
,s fT Ra g a uF a F a g              (3) 




f T Ra g a uT a T         (4) 
where   are resistance functions that are non-dimensionalized as [39]: 
*6 ,T TF auF  (12) 
2 *8 ,T TT a uT  (13) 
2 *6 ,R RF a F   (14) 
3 *8 .R RT a T   (15) 
Following Smart et al., we define the dimensionless translational (U) and rotational (Ω) 
velocities as: 
 / sin ,SU u U   (9) 
 / sin ,sa U    (10) 




SU a g    . The force 
balances of Eqs. (3) – (4) reduce to the following dimensionless form: 
 * *1 cot ,fT RUF F      (11) 
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f T RUT T     
(12) 
 
In addition, the analysis of Galvin et al. [43] demonstrates that the above force and torque 
balance (Eqs. (11) – (12)) simplify as: 
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when the sphere is rolling without slipping, and as: 
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when the sphere is rolling with slipping. At low angles of inclination, the sphere rolls 
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We define the critical angle θc as the angle of inclination in which the rolling particle starts 
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The dimensionless resistance functions for a sphere asymptotically near a plane wall with 
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T RT F   due to the reciprocal theorem of Stokes flow. In the absence of the nearby 
plane, *TT   and *RF  are both equal to zero [45]. 
B. Motion of a Sphere on a Microtextured Surface 
We now consider the role of a microtextured wall on the hydrodynamic resistance 
of a sphere. The geometry of the patterned features and solid fraction at the top of the wall 
surface characterizes the microtextured wall. For a hexagonal array of micropillars of 
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    (21) 
We extend the treatment of Staben et al. for the motion of particles between two narrow 
parallel walls to model the motion of a particles on microstructured surfaces [46,47]. In 
contrast to having the particle being sandwiched by the two walls, here one wall is located 
at the top of the features and the other at the bottom. Yet, we still assume that both walls 
are still asymptotically close to the particle. We propose, as a first order approximation, 
that a simple linear superposition of one-wall force functions can model the resistance 
function due to the microstructures. For a sphere near a plane surface with microstructures 
of height δf, solid fraction ϕ, and an inherent roughness at the top plane of the 
microstructures δs, we represent the resistance functions as a sum of lubrication formulas 
for the plane above and below the microstructures. This superposition results in the 
following forces and torques: 
  *
8 8
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  (25) 
where the first terms on the right hand side of Eqs. (24) – (27) correspond to the plane 
located on the top of the structures and the second terms correspond to the plane below the 
structures. Because Eqs. (24) – (27) are based on the model by Goldman et al. [39], in 
which spheres are asymptotically close to the plane, it is assumed that the height of the 
microstructures are at most 4% of the sphere radius as required in their study, which is the 
case for the experiments performed here. 
 By solving Eqs. (24) – (27) for the resistance functions in Eqs. (18) – (21), an 











    
   
  (26) 
which is interpreted as an effective separation between the sphere and the incline 
experienced by the rolling sphere. In the context of the model of Smart et al., the quantity 
δ*/a represents the equivalent asperity height for a given surface microstructure if the 
roughness elements were sparsely dispersed on the surface. Due to the logarithmic relation 
of the resistance functions with respect to the apparent gap, the resultant effective 
dimensionless gap height follows an exponential model in which δ* decreases rapidly as 
the solid fraction of the microstructures ϕ increases. To the best of our knowledge, this is 
the first attempt to relate the microstructure (via the solid fraction) to the apparent gap 
experienced by the rolling sphere. We note that the superposition of forces employed in 
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this model is a rough approximation of hydrodynamic interactions. However, the limit 
where the fluid gap is smaller than the pore scale while keeping the hydrodynamic radius 
large compared to the pore size is a hard limit to fully model explicitly. Based on this 
analysis, the apparent dimensionless gap is only a function of the solid fraction and as such 
should be the same for microwells and micropillars structures. The bounds for Eq. (28) are 
the feature height δf in the dilute limit (ϕ → 0) and the inherent surface roughness at the 
top of the features for a flat surface (in the limit of ϕ →1). 
B.3. Materials and Methods 
A. Ceramic Spheres 
Silicon nitride (Si3N4) spheres with diameters of 3.00 mm and 5.00 mm and a density of 
3.29 g/cm3 were used as received. The ceramic spheres (BC Precision) are grade 5 ball 
bearings with a reported maximum absolute roughness tolerance of 20 nm. The roughness 
of the particles measured under a profilometer (Dektak) did not exceed 5 nm. Two parallel 
lines of different lengths were painted on the spheres to track the angular orientation of the 
sphere (Figure 1(a)) during the motion in the experiments.  
 
B. Fabrication of SU-8 Features 
Flat and microstructured surfaces consist of layers of SU-8 on silicon wafers. The 
fabrication process follows standard photolithography protocol, and is briefly summarized 
here for clarity. To create a basecoat, the negative photoresist (SU-8 2007, MicroChem) is 
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spin-coated onto a silicon wafer at 1700 rpm for 30 seconds with an acceleration of 500 
rpm/s. The spin-coated silicon wafer is baked on a hot plate for 3 minutes at 95oC and 
followed by exposure at an energy of 140 mJ/cm2 without a photomask. The exposed wafer 
is baked again at 95oC for 3 minutes to create a smooth basecoat of SU-8. For the 
microstructured surfaces, an additional layer SU-8 is spin-coated on top of the basecoat 
under the same conditions and exposed through a chrome-on-glass photomask. The 
exposed wafer is then baked on a hot plate for 3 minutes at 95oC. Upon the post-exposure 
bake, the SU-8 coated wafers are immersed in SU-8 developer (MicroChem) for 3 minutes. 
Any residues of SU-8 were removed with excess developer and isopropyl-alcohol followed 
by drying with compressed air. 
The fabricated features were characterized using an optical microscope and a confocal laser 
scanning microscope. Each of the fabricated microstructures is checked for a uniform 
thickness (i.e. pillar height or well depth) of 10 μm and for pattern fidelity. The inherent 
roughness of the SU-8 surfaces (flat and microstructured) is measured using a profilometer 
(Dektak). The arithmetic average of absolute roughness heights Ra did not exceed 5 nm 
for the smooth surface and the top of the structures of the textured surfaces. 
Table B.1. Dimensions of the microtextured surfaces investigated (Figure 1). All features 





type solid fraction  
𝜙 
- - Flat 1 
10.0 40 Pillars / Wells 0.04 / 0.96 
10.0 10 Pillars / Wells 0.23 / 0.77 
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10.0 3.0 Pillars / Wells 0.54 / 0.46 
19.5 6.5 Pillars / Wells 0.51 / 0.49 
30.0 3.0 Pillars / Wells 0.75 / 0.25 
 
C. Experimental Setup 
 
at the base and a 25 cm height. The tank was filled with a Newtonian, water/glycerol 
solution consisting 90% glycerol and 10% water by weight. The kinematic viscosity and 
density at room temperature was calculated using the empirical exponential model 
developed by Cheng [48]. Based on this model the resultant mixture should have a 
kinematic viscosity of and a density of ρf = 1235 kg/m3 at 25
oC. However, due to the 
hygroscopic nature of glycerol-water solutions, the viscosity of the mixture decreases over 
time. Therefore, the kinematic viscosity of the solution is also measured with an Ostwald 
viscometer before and after each set of experiments to ensure consistent viscosity, and to 
have the appropriate numerical values to use in the analysis. The measured viscosity varied 
between and among experiments did not change more than 3% within a three-hour 
experiment. A silicon wafer with fabricated microstructures was submerged and fixed flat 
on the center of the floor of the acrylic tank. The tank was then placed on a stand with an 
adjustable angle of inclination θ. Spheres were rolled down the planes at least 15 times on 
all surfaces prior to starting any data collection to remove any bubbles present in the 
interstices of the microstructures (which were sometime observed with the smaller 
microstructures) or until all visible air bubbles were removed. 
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For the measurements, an individual ceramic sphere is released on the wafer to roll down 
the surface. During each release, the spheres are oriented so that the two drawn parallel 
lines face the camera and that the markings do not touch the plane or microstructures. The 
motion of the rolling sphere is recorded by a video camera (Apple iPhone 6) at 60 fps for 
experiments with θ ≤15 degrees and at 240 fps for experiments with θ >15 degrees, the 
videos are then transferred to a computer where MATLAB is used to extract individual 
frames. We rely on ImageJ software to analyze the video files to determine the rotational 
and translational velocities of the spheres. The rotational velocity is calculated by 
measuring the number of frames required to complete a half or full rotation depending on 
the amount of slipping. The translational velocity is calculated by determining the location 
and the diameter of the sphere at 11 frames chosen at regular intervals within a half or full 
rotation, and averaging the velocity within the 10 intervals.  According to the model 
developed by Jan et al. [49], and Jalaal et al. [50,51], the particle should reach terminal 
velocity practically instantaneously under these experimental conditions. The velocities at 
each interval are checked to confirm that terminal velocity is reached by the particle. Based 
on the translational velocity, the particle Reynolds number ranges from   to   for the 5.00 
mm particle and from 1x10-3  to 5x10-2 for the 3.00 mm particle for inclination angles 
between 6 degrees and 30 degrees. While we analyze our results in the Stokes flow limit, 
we note that the Reynolds numbers of particles are small yet finite. For a given surface and 
inclination angle pair, two separate particles with the same diameter are rolled twice in an 
experiment. The experiment is replicated twice, resulting in eight replicated measurements 
for each condition. Note here that the measured rotational and translational velocities, 




B.4. Results and Discussion 
A. Experimental results 
The measured rotational and translational velocities for the 3.00 and 5.00 mm 
particles are shown in Figure 2. We scale the measured velocities with their respective 
Stokes velocities to make them dimensionless (see Eqs. (9) – (10)). The Stokes velocity for 
each data point is calculated using the average of the viscosities measured before and after 
each set of experiment. The data presented in Figure 2 is for all the surfaces microstructures 
detailed in Table 1, and the velocities are displayed as a function of inclination angle. The 
velocities for surfaces without microstructures (i.e. flat) is reproduced on each plot to 
highlight the contribution of the microstructure on the particle velocities. The error bars, 
which are in general smaller than the markers on data points, represent one standard 
deviation calculated from eight repeats.  
The general features of the velocity curves shown in Figure 2 are very similar to 
the ones obtained by Smart et al. [35] At low inclination angles, the overall translating 
motion down the surfaces occurs via rotation of the spheres for all the surfaces investigated: 
the differences between the translational and rotational velocities are very small (less than 
2%). Note here that the dimensionless rotational and translational velocities are 
independent sets of data. Then, as the inclination angle increases and reaches its critical 
value, slipping becomes more important and dominates the translating motion of the sphere 
down the plane. As a result, our experiments capture the branching out between the 
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rotational and translational velocities at higher inclination angles. As the solid fraction of 
the features increases for both the micropillar and microwell surfaces (going from the top 
to the bottom within a column in Figure 2) we measure a systematic shift of the velocity 
curves towards the curves of the smooth surface. We also find that surfaces with lower 
solid fractions have higher dimensionless velocities when not slipping and a higher critical 
angle θc. 
 
Figure B.2. Non-dimensionalized experimental results of the 3.00 mm particle (left) and 
5.00 mm particle (right). The translational (U, filled markers) and rotational (Ω, open 
markers) velocities are plotted versus the angle of inclination, 𝜃. The left column consists 
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of particles rolled on micropillars (blue circles) with solid fractions 𝜙 = 0.04, 0.23, 0.54, 
0.75 (blue, from top to bottom) and are compared to results from a flat surface (black 
triangles). On the right column, microwells (red squares) of 𝜙 = 0.25, 0.46, 0.77, 0.96 (red, 
from top to bottom) with the same flat results as the left column, shown for comparative 
purposes. Solid lines are drawn from Eqs. (13) – (15) using the fitted dimensionless gap 
and coefficient of friction of a least squares fit.  
 
Figure B.3. Dimensionless rotational velocities Ω (left), translational velocity U (center), 
and fraction of rotation in net translational velocity Ω/U (right) of 5.00 mm sphere on 
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pillars (blue circles), wells (red squares), and flat (black triangles) surfaces as a function of 
coverage obtained at different angle of inclinations (increasing from top to bottom). Error 
bars which are mostly smaller than the marker size represent standard deviations from 8 
repeated measurements. Legend the same for all the panels.  
 
 The rotational velocities show a clear dependence on the surface coverage and 
distinct differences between the microwells and micropillars (left column in Figure 3). 
First, spheres rolling on micropillar surfaces have a larger rotational velocity than when 
they are rolling on microwells surfaces. This trend holds across the range of surface 
coverages investigated and for both particle sizes. The rotational velocity decreases as the 
coverage increases for both the micropillars and microwells surfaces, and for all inclination 
angles investigated (up to 30 degrees). For example, the dimensionless rotational velocity 
increases by 77% on the ϕ = 0.04 micropillar surface compared to the flat surface for the 
3.00 mm sphere. In contrast to the rotational velocity, the translational velocity, U, is 
largely unaffected by the type of surface structure (wells or pillars, see the middle column 
in Figure 3). Perhaps one exception is for the highest inclination angle (θ=30o) where the 
microwells definitely have a larger translational velocity across the whole range of surface 
coverage than the surface with micropillars.  
The differences in the ratio of the rotational velocity to the translational velocity 
(U/Ω) for two type of surface structures investigated is striking as the inclination angle 
increases (see right column in Figure 3). We observe that the contribution of sphere rotation 
on the overall translational motion decreases drastically for the microwells surfaces as the 
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inclination angle increases (going from the top to the bottom of the column). While the 
relative importance of rotational motion also decreases for the micropillar surfaces with 
increasing inclination angle, this trend is much less pronounced than for the motion on 
microwells surfaces. This is particularly interesting because the dominant mode of 
translation for spheres at low inclination angle is rotational motion, and under these 
conditions only small differences exist between the dimensionless rotational velocities of 
spheres on micropillar surfaces and on microwells surfaces. However, as the angle of 
inclination increases, the dominant mode of motion shifts to slipping, and under these 
conditions the difference between wells and pillars becomes much more evident. This 
transition suggests that the relative effect of microstructures on the motion of rolling 
spheres not only depends on the parameters that define the structures themselves, but also 
on the driving force (i.e. angle of inclination) acting on the spheres. Thus, in the case of 
spheres rolling due to shear driven flow or pressure driven flow, for example, the spheres 
may translate faster on micropillars for smaller shear velocities or pressure, whereas higher 
fluid velocities may allow spheres to translate faster on microwells.  
The greatest difference in the Ω/U ratio between the two structure types (right 
column of Figure 3) is at surface coverages near ϕ = 0.50. This outcome implies that the 
effect of geometry is most pronounced at ϕ ≈ 0.50. One possible explanation is that, as the 
coverage deviate from this value, the rolling motion approaches limits where the geometry 
of the asperities is less important. For instance, as the coverage decreases the 
microstructures may approach idealized asperities limit, where roughness elements merely 
support the sphere (i.e. the dilute limit predicted by Smart et al. [35]). At the high coverage 
limit, on the other hand, the interconnected channels between the micropillars may become 
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too narrow, failing to favor boundary contact between the sphere and the plane, and 
becoming virtually indistinguishable from microwells.  
B. Comparison with theory 
The lines in Figure 2 correspond to a least-square fit of the two-parameter (δ and µf) model 
of Smart et al. [35] described in the theory section. We employ a grid-search method [52] 
to perform a nonlinear least squares fit to the experimental data. The parameter space 
friction ranging from 0.01 to 0.40. The grid is based on 2800 logarithmically spaced points 
for dimensionless gap widths ranging from 10-8 to 10-1, which results in approximately 
0.6% increments, and step sizes of 0.0025 are used for coefficient of friction. For each gap 
width and coefficient of friction pair, a theoretical velocity plot is calculated from Eqs. (13) 
– (15) using the resistance functions of Eqs. (18) – (21). Then the error in velocity is 
calculated for each inclination angle for which experimental data points are collected. The 
sum of the squares of errors was calculated for each gap width and coefficient of friction 
pair, and the pair of two parameters that yields the smallest square sum of errors is chosen 
as the fitting parameter for each particle size and microstructure combination. Figure 4 
shows a sample error map of the square sum of errors for the 3.00 mm particle rolled on 
the flat surface calculated from the grid search method. The map shows the entire range of 
δ/a and μf scanned. It is clear from the error map that we obtain a single global minimum 
for a fitted dimensionless gap and coefficient of friction pair. A log10 of the sum of errors 
is plotted in Figure 4 due to the rapid increase of the errors as the two parameters deviate 
from the optimal value. We obtain a unique global minimum for the error that is 
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qualitatively similar to the error map presented in Figure 4 for all the cases investigated. 
Figure 5 shows the numerically fitted parameters used in Figure 2 as a function of surface 
coverage. We treat the flat surface with a uniform layer of SU-8 as a surface having a solid 
fraction of ϕ = 1.00. To determine the error bars in Figure 5, we propagate the mean 
standard deviation of the dimensionless velocities and calculate the apparent gap widths 
corresponding to a vertical shift above and below the original fitted velocity curves. 
 
Figure B.4 Contour plot of log10 of the square sum of errors of the 3.00 mm particle rolling 
on the flat surface created using the grid search method. A single global minimum is 
obtained at μf = 0.0675 and  δ/a = 5.1 x 10
-5. 
 
The model developed by Smart et al. describes very well the experimental data (Figure 2). 
The vertical shift of the velocity plot (or decrease in dimensionless velocity) as the solid 
fraction increases shown in Figure 2 leads to a smaller apparent gap (Figure 5(a)). 
Similarly, the decrease in the critical inclination angle (θc) with surface coverage shown in 
Figure 2 results in lower coefficients of friction experienced by the particles (Figure 5(b)). 
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It is interesting to point out that for ϕ = 0.04 both the microwells and micropillars surfaces 
give values for the fitted apparent gap of approximately 10 μm, which is the physical height 
of the patterned features. The model of Smart et al. should relate the apparent gap to the 
true physical height of roughness elements only in the dilute limit, which is what we 
observe in our experiments. As the surface coverage increases and departs from the dilute 
limit, the effective gap decreases exponentially from the feature heights. The apparent gaps 
experienced on the flat surface are approximately 100 nm for particles of both sizes, which 
is somewhat larger than the average measured roughness Ra of the sphere and of the SU-8 
surface. This discrepancy is consistent with the results by Prokunin, in which the motion 
of relatively smooth spheres with roughness heights less than 1 μm down an incline at low 
Reynolds numbers showed significantly larger separation (i.e. contactless motion) between 
the sphere and plane than the measured average roughness from profilometry [41]. The 
study states that the origin of this contactless motion is unclear, but suspects that the 
outcome may be a result of inertial forces or changes in physical properties of thin liquid 
films between the two solid surfaces under high disjoining pressure. As the Reynolds 
Numbers observed during our experiments reaches values up to   at θ = 30o, small inertial 
effects may result in higher velocities and increased gap widths. The study by Galvin et al.  
further questions the notion of a single value of roughness and suggests that this outcome 
may be due to multiple scales of roughness, which results in a time-averaged hydrodynamic 
roughness that may be greater than the average roughness Ra [43]. Atomic force 
microscopy or electron microscopy could provide a more detailed characterization of the 
roughness for the flat surface. However, the reason for the apparent contactless motion, 
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whether it is inertial effects or altered physical properties, is unclear and requires further 
investigation. 
 
Figure B.5. (a) Apparent gap width δ* calculated by rolling spheres on pillars (blue 
circles), wells (red squares), and flat (black triangles) surfaces as a function of coverage. 
Error bars represent the propagated standard deviations from dimensionless velocities. The 
solid line represents Eq. (28). (b) The effective coefficients of friction μf of the rolling 
spheres. The error bars have a fixed magnitude of 0.02, which approximately translates to 
a critical angle of 2 degrees. This error value gives a conservative range for the critical 
inclination angle based on the variability of the dimensionless velocity plots shown in 




To model the dependence of the effective gap width on the solid fraction shown in 
Figure 5(a) we implement a superposition approach inspired by the work of Staben et al. 
[46]. We treat the micropatterned surfaces as an ideal mixture of top and bottom surfaces, 
each of which with its own resistance functions (see Theoretical Development section). In 
this analysis, the fraction of top and bottom surface experienced by the sphere is determined 
by the solid fraction of a given microstructure surface, using Eqs. (22) – (23). The black 
solid lines in Figure 5(a) represent theoretical predictions of the apparent gap width from 
Eq. (28) with a feature height of 10 µm for δf and the fitted effective gap from the Smart et 
al. model for δs. The experimental results show good agreement with the surface coverage 
dependence predicted by the developed model. The data points at ϕ = 0.04 in Figure 5(a) 
show that both the 3.00 mm and 5.00 mm particles respectively experience gap widths of 
11.4 μm and 12.5 μm, which are roughly equal to the physical height (10 µm) of the 
microstructures. However, the apparent gap width rapidly decreases as the coverage of the 
micropillar and microwells structured surfaces, which is consistent with the prediction in 
Eq. (28). Note that the model predicting the effective gap width does not distinguish 
between different structures (micropillars and microwells). However, the data points in 
Figure 5(a) show greater δ* for surfaces with micropillars than with microwells. For 
surface with similar coverages, the apparent gap width was about 75% to 100% greater on 
micropillar surfaces than on microwell surfaces. Because of the exponential relation 
between coverage and δ*, the effect of coverage on the apparent gap is far more significant 
than the effect of different structures, and only small differences in velocities are seen 
between the two surfaces. While small, deviation between the model and the experiments 
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are present, especially at high area fraction for the microwells surfaces. These deviations 
are likely due to the approximate nature of the model and maybe also in the variability of 
the fabrication process. Therefore, further studies focusing on whether the model holds for 
a variety of complex structures may provide a deeper understanding on how the structure 
influences the effective gap width and could enable the development of better resistance 
functions for microstructured surfaces. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time 
where a relationship between surface coverage and effective gap width for a rolling sphere 
is established. 
In contrast to the effective gap height, the fitted coefficient of friction depends more 
strongly on the type of surface features (microwells vs micropillars) and particle size than 
on the surface coverage (see Figure 5(b)). The fitted coefficients of friction varied between 
0.068 and 0.253 across all the surfaces and for both particles investigated (see Figure 5b). 
This range agrees fairly well with coefficients of friction obtained from direct tribological 
measurements between Si3N4 spheres and various SU-8 microstructures [53]. This 
agreement suggests that our experimental method and analysis could be a gentle and 
effective way of measuring friction in fluid environments. The fact that the coefficient of 
friction varies slightly with the type of surface, particle size, and area fraction also suggests 
that hydrodynamics also plays a role in its value, similar to the change in the coefficient of 
friction for lubricated contacts found on Stribeck curves [54].  
We find that rolling particles experience a greater coefficient of friction on 
micropillars surfaces than on microwells surfaces, and the flat SU-8 surface had the 
smallest coefficient of friction of all. This general trend is in agreement with a variety of 
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frictional studies where surfaces patterned with micropillar showed increased friction 
forces in wet environments, compared to their flat counterparts. The study by Huang and 
Wang, for example, compared the tribological performance of various microstructured 
surfaces (cylindrical and hexagonal micropillars, cylindrical wells, and flat surfaces) under 
lubricated conditions [44]. They observe that the friction force increases when going from 
a flat surface, to microwells, and with pillars having the highest coefficient of friction. The 
authors suggest that a continuous lubricant film present during sliding on flat surfaces 
supports the weight of the sphere (hydrodynamic lubrication regime) and reduces friction. 
In our experiments, the fitted gap on the flat surface is indeed greater than the measured 
roughness, suggesting that spheres may also be experiencing the hydrodynamic lubrication 
regime without significant solid contact, resulting in a smaller coefficient of friction. 
Surfaces with micropillars, in contrast, would provide an additional path for fluid drainage 
through the pore space between the pillars, and fluid drainage could prevent the formation 
of a lubricant film between the sliding surfaces. The absence (or decrease in thickness) of 
the fluid film would then favor direct solid-solid contact, and thus increases the friction 
forces (mixed lubrication regime). Fluid drainage through surface channels could also 
explain the increase in friction forces observed by Varenberg et al. where they showed that 
surface structures with pillars designed to mimic the toe pads of bush crickets lead to an 
enhancement of friction under flooded conditions [55]. Interestingly, similar measurements 
by Drotlef [13] however, showed no dependence in the adhesion force on the fluid 
viscosity, as it would have been expected for a lubrication or mixed lubrication regime. In 
our previous work we investigated directly the role of surface channels on fluid drainage 
via normal hydrodynamic force measurements in the Surface Forces Apparatus [26,27]. 
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We showed that the network of channel formed by the space between the pillars favored 
fluid drainage and contact formation. We also showed that in the thin channel geometry 
typical corrections for the no-slip boundary conditions could not fully explain the decrease 
in the viscous forces caused by the surface structures. In a related study we showed that 
the thickness of the fluid film separating flat surfaces determined if the work of separation 
during the peeling of a smooth surface from surfaces with micropillars was equal or less 
than that between two flat surfaces [56]. 
The fitted coefficients of friction decrease as the solid fraction increases, and at  ϕ 
= 0.96 the coefficient of friction of the microwells surface is approximately equal to the 
one of a flat surface (Figure 5(b)). As the spacing between each structural unit gets smaller, 
a higher fluid pressure is necessary for the fluid to drain via the channels present between 
individual surface features, which could shift the mode of lubrication from mixed mode to 
hydrodynamic and lead to a lower coefficient of friction. We anticipate that at the 
geometrical packing limit of ϕ = 0.907, at which the spacing between pillars becomes zero, 
the interconnected channels between the structures of micropillars surfaces will no longer 
be present and the effective gap width and coefficient of friction should be very similar to 
those of microwells surfaces. We will test this hypothesis in future work. In the case of 
microwells, the fitted coefficient has a much weaker dependence on the surface coverage, 
with the greatest decrease in increasing surface coverage observed between ϕ = 0.25 and ϕ 
= 0.50. At low coverages, the well structures may be acting as asperities, thereby creating 
solid contact that increase the coefficient of friction, as described in the study by Saito and 
Yabu [57]. However, it is also possible that the difference measured between ϕ = 0.25 and 
ϕ = 0.50 is due to the difference in well diameter more than the change in coverage. 
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We also find that the coefficient of friction depends on the sphere radius (see Figure 5b). 
This is in contrast with the fitted values for the effective gap where we did not observe any 
meaningful difference caused by particle size (for the range of particle size investigated 
here). Across all the surfaces investigated, the smaller 3.00 mm sphere has a larger 
coefficient of friction than the 5.00 mm sphere, which is consistent with observation by 
Prokunin and Williams in which the coefficient of friction decreased with increase in the 
particle diameter [41]. Within our experiments, the two particles had a mean difference in 
coefficient of friction of 0.040 and standard deviation of the differences of 0.013. While 
the coefficient of friction in solid-solid contact should be constant, it is unclear why smaller 
spheres have a higher coefficient of friction despite having the same material properties. 
The increase in hydrodynamic radius for the larger spheres could lead to a thicker film, 
resulting in less solid-solid contact between the sphere and the microstructures and less 
friction. The effective gap data of Figure 5(a) supports this hypothesis. Particle-surface 
interactions, such as van der Waals forces, could also play a role, this aspect may be 
elucidated by further studies involving a wide range of sphere sizes and material properties. 
The effect of the feature size (for a given surface coverage) is subtler than the effect of the 
other parameters investigated here (surface coverage, particle size, microstructure). In 
Figure 6 we show the fitted velocity curves of spheres rolling on two surfaces of the same 
geometry and similar coverages of 𝜙 ≈ 0.50. The solid lines correspond to the surface with 
microstructures of diameter d = 10 μm and spacing w = 3 μm whereas the dashed lines 
correspond to the velocity plots on surfaces with microstructures of diameter d = 19.5 μm 
and spacing w = 6.5 μm. The velocity plots are calculated from Eqs. (13) – (15) using the 
apparent gap width and coefficient of friction experienced by the 3.00 mm (top row) and 
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5.00 mm (bottom row) particles on rolling on the microstructured surfaces. The black 
dotted lines correspond to the fitted velocity plots of the particles on the flat surface showed 
here to aid comparison. As seen from Figure 6, there is a small (but consistent) effect of 
features sizes on the velocity plots caused by different values of both the apparent gap 
width and the coefficient of friction. For both the micropillars and microwells surfaces, the 
apparent gap width experienced by the particles and the velocities increases when the 
diameter and spacing approximately doubles, despite the negligible difference in surface 
coverage of the microstructures. For the micropillars surfaces, we observe a decrease in the 
fitted coefficient of friction as the diameter of the pillar doubles, and this effect is more 
visible for the 5.00 mm sphere. We do not find any significant difference in the coefficient 
of friction for the microwells when the diameter of the wells doubles. The reason for why 
no significant difference in the coefficient of friction is observed is not clear, but one 
possible reason may be the availability of large areas on the top of individual features that 
favor lubrication. As the size of the micropillars increases above a certain dimension, the 
structure may start to provide sufficient area for to act as a plane instead of a roughness 
element. Due to the limited set of data here, further study is necessary to understand better 





Table B.2. Fitted dimensional gap widths and coefficient of frictions for two surfaces of 




2a = 3.00 mm 2a = 5.00 mm 
* (µm) f 
* (µm) f 
Flat 1 0.0548 0.103 0.128 0.068 
Micropillars 
0.54 0.893 0.210 1.15 0.188 
0.51 1.71 0.200 1.85 0.140 
Microwells 
0.46 0.570 0.120 0.872 0.088 
0.49 0.863 0.123 1.18 0.090 
 
 
Figure B.6. Fitted dimensionless translational and rotational velocity curves created from 
fitted apparent gap widths and coefficients of friction for two surfaces of similar coverage 
but different dimensions for the 3.00 mm particle (top row) and the 5.00 mm particle 
(bottom row). The d = 10 μm micropillars have a solid fraction of 𝜙 = 0.54 and microwells 
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have 𝜙 = 0.46 whereas the d = 19.5 μm micropillars have 𝜙 = 0.51 and microwells have 𝜙 
= 0.49. The values of the fitted parameters are given in Table 2. 
 
B.5. Conclusions 
 In this study, we examined the rotational and translational velocities of spheres 
rolling down micropatterned surfaces of varying geometry and dimensions. The spheres 
rolled down silicon wafers patterned with either micropillars or microwells placed inside a 
tank of viscous glycerol-water mixture positioned on an adjustable incline. We captured 
the motion of the rolling spheres in a video and measured independently the rotational and 
translational velocities. The rolling motion was analyzed with the two-parameter contact 
force model developed by Smart et al. in which the motion is governed by the effective gap 
width between the particle and the plane, and the coefficient of friction between the two 
surfaces [35]. To account for the varying surface coverage of the patterned features we 
modified the asymptotic lubrication resistance functions of Goldman et al. to create a two-
wall lubrication model, in which the respective resistance functions are linear combinations 
of the forces due to the plane located on the top and at the bottom of the microstructures.  
The experimental results showed good quantitative agreement between the predicted and 
measured velocities. At low areal coverage (ϕ = 0.04) of the roughness elements, the fitted 
gap height experienced by the particles matched the actual height of the microstructures. 
However, as the coverage increased, the apparent gap width quickly decreased, converging 
to the height experienced on a flat surface. Such apparent gaps experienced by particles 
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showed a small dependence on structures. At a given coverage, the apparent gap on 
micropillars were slightly but consistently greater than the apparent gap on microwells. 
However, a significant difference in the coefficient of friction between the two types of 
surfaces was observed. Particles experienced a significantly higher friction on micropillars 
surfaces, especially at intermediate solid fractions (ϕ = 0.54). This effect could be due to 
the presence of interconnected channels between pillar structures that allows the 
surrounding fluid to drain and let the two surfaces experience solid-solid contact. This 
study shows that characterizing the rolling motion of particles on microstructured surfaces 
can act as a gentle probe of the friction and lubrication properties of the surface. Such 
characterization can be useful to study the drag reduction and friction properties of bio-
inspired microstructured surfaces, for microfluidic, biomedical, or robotic applications.  
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C.1 Introduction 
Viscous forces caused by the relative movement of two surfaces in a viscous fluid can exert 
local pressures that can be sufficiently large to cause elastic deformation of the interacting 
materials (see Figure 1). This scenario is very common in the tribology of lubricated 
contacts, where deformation due to viscous forces in oils is a key mechanisms to reduce 
friction and prevent wear (i.e. elastohydrodynamic lubrication or EHL, see Figure 1a).[1] 
Similarly, the presence of an elastic boundary during the drainage or infusion of fluid in a 
confined gap can lead to elastohydrodynamic deformation (EHD, see Figure 1b).  
Both EHD and EHL play an important role in soft matter where materials such as gels, 
biological tissues, or elastomers (Young’s modulusE~10kPa-100MPa) can deform during 
motion in a fluid at relatively low velocities and viscosities.[2-5] For example, elastic 
deformation will affect the collision and rheological response of soft colloidal particles 
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(Figure 1c (i) and (ii)), coalescence of bubbles/drops (Figure 1c (iii)), and has been 
hypothesized as a mechanism for shear thickening behavior.[6]. Studying the dynamic 
adhesion of cells or capsules attached to a wall is also accompanied by deformation, and 
the stored elastic energy greatly alters the detachment process (Figure 1d).[7] Similarly, 
insects and several vertebrates are also known to mediate contact between their soft toe 
pads and surfaces through liquid layers[8], therefore understanding their locomotion and 
detachment requires understanding how the toe pads and highly confined liquid layers 
interact. Finally, in joint cartilage, a lubricating layer of fluid and the squeeze out from a 
polymer network (weeping lubrication) is suspected to be responsible for the low apparent 
friction across joints.[9,10]  
These deformations, in turn, can have a profound effect on the hydrodynamic interactions 
[11], such as those encountered during dynamic force measurements with the atomic force 
microscope (AFM)[12,13] or the surface forces apparatus (SFA) (see Figure 1b).[14,15] 
The SFA and AFM are well-suited to study the coupling between soft matter and 
hydrodynamic interactions, as demonstrated with droplets or bubbles[16-21](Figure 
1c(iii)). More recently, these tools have been employed and adapted to study 
elastohydrodynamic deformation of compliant solids.[13-15] It is also important to 
consider the possibility of elastic deformation in the interpretation of surface forces 
measurements when one (or both) of the interacting surfaces has some degree of 
compliance (or reversely to know when to confidently ignore it). Neglecting to account for 
elastic deformation could lead to misinterpretation of the conservative surface forces (such 





Figure C.1. Hydrodynamic interactions in the presence of deformable materials. (a) 
Elastohydrodynamic lubrication: lift generated due to the sliding of a rigid cylinder along 
a soft material. (b) Elastohydrodynamic force measurement in the sphere-wall 
configuration with labeled variables. (Not to scale) (c) Rheological behavior of particles, 
bubbles, or drops colliding followed by either (i) rebound or (ii) sticking, or (iii) dimpling 
and then coalescence for bubbles/drops. (d) Adhesion and detachment of a soft or liquid-
filled capsule, or cell, where the morphology and dynamics of detachment changes in the 





Due to its broad practical significance, a better understanding of the impact of deformation 
on hydrodynamic interactions and surface forces is necessary. Here we review studies, 
which in general have considered the classic geometry of a sphere approaching a plate at a 
constant drive velocity in a viscous fluid within the lubrication limit, and where one of the 
surfaces is supported by a force measuring spring (see Figure 1b). These are the 
experimental conditions encountered in typical surface forces measurements. This review 
is organized as follows: first we describe the theoretical framework and present 
experimental validations, focusing on direct force measurements. We then discuss current 
scientific challenges in describing or characterizing hydrodynamic interactions in the 
presence of elastic deformation. Finally, we provide broad guidelines to researchers 
working on surface forces measurements that highlight experimental conditions where 
elastic deformation might be present in dynamic force measurements with the AFM or 
SFA. Important and related topics not covered here include bouncing and rebounding of 
spheres[6](Fig.1c), jamming of deformable spheres[23], elastohydrodynamic lubrication 
(EHL), and rheological implications[24].  
C.2 Physical Description  
While there are many configurations where elastohydrodynamic deformation might be 
important (see Figure 1), the most common alignment encountered surface force 
measurements is the sphere-plane geometry. This configuration facilitates experimentation 
and analysis due to axisymmetry and by ensuring point contact. (Figure 1b). A 
geometrically equivalent configuration would be that of two nearby cross-cylinders which 
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is used in the SFA.[25] The description of the elastohydrodynamic problem needs to 
address the coupling between fluid dynamics and surface deformations. The lubrication 
approximation with the no-slip boundary condition (Equation 1) describes drainage and 
infusion of liquid from a thin gap in the limit where the surface separation is much smaller 













where h is surface separation, t is time, μ is the viscosity for a Newtonian fluid and p is 
fluid pressure. [26,27] In the absence of elastic deformation the fluid pressure distribution 
is readily obtained from Eq. 1 for a given initial condition, h(r,0). The pressure can then be 
integrated radially to determine the total hydrodynamic force.  
Surface deformation alters the fluid film thickness profile and shape of the interacting 
surfaces. This change in local fluid film thickness modifies the fluid pressure which, in 
turn, determines the deformation profile. The deformation profile, w(r,t), can be obtained 
from linear elasticity for a spherical half-space, and is given by Equation 2: 
  
 













where θ=(1-v^2)/πE, v is Poisson’s ratio, E is Young’s modulus, f is surface stress 
distribution, y is a dummy variable used in integration, and K is the complete elliptic 
integral of the first kind. In Eq. 2 the surface stress distribution comes from the fluid 
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pressure, and due to the solid-fluid coupling, the lubrication equation needs to be solved 
simultaneously with the deformation profile. Usually a numerical solution is necessary, but 
analytical solutions can be obtained by making some approximations. For instance, Davis 
et al. [28] demonstrated that in the limit of small deformation (w/x<0.05 in Figure 1b) a 
closed-form solution can be obtained by using the undeformed surface separation in the 
lubrication equation. This solution has served as a useful means of examining whether 
notable deformation is present in drainage flow.[25] A simple algorithm proposed for 
modeling half-space in the case of significant deformation is to treat the deformation as a 
non-adhesive contact (Hertz theory[29]), and to replace the contact pressure distribution 
with the fluid pressure obtained for a given gap thickness by the lubrication equation. [30] 
A more general consideration than assuming a half-space is necessary to treat the case of 
hard surfaces with compliant coatings or more generally for layered materials. In this case, 
the deformation can be acquired by applying a sticky boundary condition on the rigid 
substrate, using fluid pressure as a surface condition, and then solve for linear elasticity 
theory.[31] This approach allows for the role of the coating thickness to be investigated 
directly. For instance, Leroy and Charlaix used this approach to characterize regimes where 
fluid viscosity or the elasticity of the soft materials dominates the force response when 
confined by an oscillating rigid indenter (see Figure 2a).[3] Using this method they 
demonstrated that the absolute modulus of soft coatings could be measured out of contact, 
and without measuring the contributions of the underlying substrate. 
During surface forces measurements one surface is typically mounted on a spring (or 
cantilever). In this case, the surface separation is different from the displacement of the 
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driving motor due to the deflection of the spring. The different contributions to the total 
force, FT, from the hydrodynamic and conservative forces (F_s, e.g. van der Waals force, 
double layer force) can be considered independently[16] and this force balance for the 
sphere-wall geometry is given by Eq. 3: 
 𝐹𝑇 = 𝑘𝑆(𝑡) = ∫ 2𝜋𝑟𝑝(𝑟)𝑑𝑟
𝑅
0
+ 𝐹𝑠, [3] 
 
where R is the radius of spherical particle, and S(t) is the deflection of the cantilever with 
a spring constant k as a function of time.  
 
Figure C.2. (a) Dynamic phase diagram for an elastic film of thickness τ  with a Poisson’s 






red line is the thick/thin film transition and the parallel black line is the compressible–
incompressible transition, where the incompressible thin film domain lies between those 
lines. The purple lines are the elastic/viscous cross-over distances. The horizontal blue line 
is an example of experimental space which crosses several transitions. Figure is reprinted 
from [3] with permission (b) Calculated deformation (normalized by the fluid film 
thickness) predicted for normal continuous approaches in typical AFM and SFA 
experiments in water (viscosity 0.001 Pa∙s). The deformation at the centerpoint (w) is 
calculated at a central fluid film thickness 20nm, well within the range of most conservative 
surface forces. Solid lines: typical AFM experiments with radius 5 μm, spring constant k= 
1 N/m, and approaching velocity v at 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000 μm/s. Dashed lines: typical SFA 
experiments with R = 2 cm, spring constant 100 N/m, motor velocities v at 0.1, 1, 10, 100 
nm/s. Red arrow and change in color gradient indicate the increasing of motor velocity. 
 
For rigid surfaces in simple geometries (e.g. sphere-plane, crossed cylinders) the Derjaguin 
approximation can be used to extract the surface potential E(h) from surface force Fs = 
2πRE(h). In addition, the hydrodynamic contribution to the total force can be further 
simplified to the Taylor equation.[25] However, for deformable surfaces, the surface 
geometry as well as the absolute surface separation, can vary due to fluid pressure. Thus, 
the knowledge of the surface profile as a function of time is required to decouple the 
hydrodynamic and surface forces. To do so, one needs to estimate how much deformation 
is present in the separation range where surface forces are measured. As an example, we 
present here deformation maps (see Figure 2b) by solving Eqns 1-3 for a continuous 
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approach in the absence of surface forces (Fs = 0). In Figure 2b the relative deformation at 
the center point (w/h) is plotted for a range of Young’s modulus (half-space) for 
experimental conditions that are typical of AFM (R = 5µm, k = 1 N/m) or SFA (R = 2cm, 
k = 100N/m) during dynamic experiments in water for a central separation h = 20 nm.   As 
seen in Figure 2b, significant deformation (of order of the fluid film thickness) can be 
achieved under many realistic experimental conditions involving compliant materials. 
Based on the deformation plotted in Figure 2b, for an AFM experiment with drive velocity 
of v = 1 mm/s, we calculate the increase in hydrodynamic force at h = 20 nm due to the 
deformation of a material of E = 1MPa to be 17%. Similarly, for a SFA experiment at a 
drive velocity of v = 100 nm/s which is fairly fast consider its larger radius, this increase 
is in force is 10%, even for E = 5MPa material. In addition, deformation brings 
uncertainties in the determination of the contact position during dynamic AFM 
measurements. Furthermore, possible additional deformation due to shear near contact, 
which we did not include in the map of Figure 2b, would amplify further the change in 
fluid film profile. 
C.3. Experimental validation  
A limited number of drainage studies have investigated hydrodynamic forces where one or 
both of the interacting surfaces are able to deform. In general, these have been performed 
using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and the surface forces apparatus (SFA).[3,13,14,18-
20,32,33] However, due to the difficulty in measuring both the deformation of the surface 
and the hydrodynamic forces, most studies fit direct force measurements data with 
theoretical approximations for the spatiotemporal deformed surface geometry. Recently, 
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Kaveh et al. measured the hydrodynamic forces between a colloidal sphere and a soft, 
elastic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surface using an AFM.[13] To approximate the 
deformation they used a numerical model to describe the normal hydrodynamic stresses 
acting on the liquid-solid interface. They showed that upon approach the deformation of 
the elastic layer leads to a reduction in the hydrodynamic forces due to an increase in the 
surface separation, facilitating additional drainage out of the gap. Whilst upon retraction, 
an upward deformation of the elastic layer was found to conversely retard the widening of 





Figure C.3. Predicted and measured spatiotemporal evolution of the fluid film thickness 
for (a) an equivalent PDMS elastic sphere approaching a rigid wall in a viscous oil and (b) 
a mercury droplet with an applied positive potential approaching a negatively charged mica 
surface in an aqueous electrolyte. In both (a) and (b), the data points represent experimental 
results and the solid lines are theoretical predictions. In (a) the dashed lines correspond to 
the theoretical undeformed surface profiles. Schematic diagrams of the experimental 
configurations used to obtain results in (a) and (b) are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. 
Figure (a),(c) are reprinted from [14], and (b),(d) are from [17] with permissions. 
 
One possible difficulty in interpreting force measurements is that different contact 
geometries could potentially result in the same force. Therefore, direct measurements of 
surface deformation as a function of absolute separation are particularly helpful to 
understand the role of elastohydrodynamics on dimpling and conservative surface forces. 
Recently, we demonstrated that the deformation of an elastic surface approaching a rigid 
surface in a viscous fluid can be directly monitored as a function of absolute separation in 
a SFA (Figure 3a,c).[14] We showed that the deformation profiles were better described as 
a viscoelastic solid using the Kelvin-Voigt model than by treating the film simply as an 
elastic solid. By performing measurements for different PDMS film thicknesses, we also 
showed that for a thick film EHD leads to the formation of a dimple, preventing the 
interacting surfaces to make full contact, while for a thinner film contact could be made. 
This difference in the contact mechanics for the thin film was attributed to the stresses in 
the film being supported by the underlying substrate. In addition, we found that, despite 
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having the same bulk mechanical properties, the effective modulus of a deformable layered 
system obtained by static force measurements cannot be applied in the analysis of dynamic 
interactions. 
To avoid contributions from an underlying substrate when trying the measure the properties 
of elastic thin films, Charlaix and coworkers developed a nanorheological method which 
monitors the small amplitude oscillation of a sphere close to an elastic surface.[3] Based 
on the interplay of the liquid viscosity and solid elasticity, they showed that the viscous 
and elastic contributions to the damping force can be derived from a continuous 
elastohydrodynamic model (Figure 2a). By applying this technique and analysis, they 
demonstrated that the surface elastic properties of thin films can be characterized at 
nanoscale separations without mechanical contact, therefore eliminating the effects of 
adhesion and preventing surface contamination. In a related study, this technique has also 
been demonstrated to be a powerful method for studying the surface elasticity and 
interfacial properties of bubbles or air pockets trapped in hydrophobic structures.[33]  
A number of similarities can be drawn between the elastohydrodynamic interactions 
between soft, solid interfaces and those of gas bubbles or liquid droplets (which have been 
investigated in more details). For example, Horn and coworkers developed a modified 
version of the SFA to measure the surface and hydrodynamic forces between a mercury 
drop and flat solid surface.[34] By analyzing the local curvature of the mercury/aqueous 
interface and relating it to the pressure drop across the interface via the Young-Laplace 
equation, they showed that the total film pressure does not vary greatly during the 
formation of a dimple or the thin film drainage process for different magnitudes and signs 
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of disjoining pressures.[35] Instead, for different electrical potentials between the mercury 
drop and the aqueous phase, the hydrodynamic pressure was found to adjust to balance the 
disjoining pressure so that the total film pressure is approximately constant. 
  
More complex flow phenomena and deformation profiles, such as dimples, wimples, 
pimples and ripples, have also been observed between drops or a drop and a sold surface. 
These complex geometries have been shown to be similarly well-described by combining 
the Stokes-Reynolds and Young-Laplace equations.[16,18] Using this analysis it was 
demonstrated that a repulsive hydrodynamic force leads to the formation of a dimple prior 
to contact, whereas an attractive double layer force causes a collapse or “jump in” at the 
dimple barrier rim (Figure 3b,d), where the surface forces are expected to be largest.[17] 
On the contrary, some repulsive surface forces, such as van der Waals forces, have been 
shown to further prevent the surfaces from collapsing or coalescing in order to maintain a 
minimum fluid thickness between them.[21] In a number of related studies, Chan and 
coworkers have developed a full numerical theory based on this analysis to describe the 
dynamic interactions of drops and bubbles measured using AFM (Fig. 3b).[16]   In doing 
so, they have defined key parameters to describe the deformation behavior of drops as 
function of separation.[20] However, although there are many similarities which can be 
drawn between the dynamic interactions of drops and bubbles with those of soft solids, for 
drops and bubbles surface tension plays a key role in determining their shape and 
deformation. In contrast, for soft solids surface tension is expected to be less pronounced, 
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therefore their deformation mechanisms are different. Though it should be noted that 
elastocapillary effects[36] could also play a role in the case of solid-solid interactions.  
In absence of a moving spring which limits the surface movement, many experiments 
involving the bouncing of a sphere have been conducted to validate the EHD theory. These 
studies are important in the context of collisions,[28,37,38] as well as in hydrodynamic 
detachment for applications such as  filtration, surface cleaning, and biological 
adhesion[22] Additional studies investigated the surface interactions and contact behaviors 
of viscous and viscoelastic thin films. For example, Zeng et al. combined in situ 
microscopy with interferometry in an SFA to measure the separation, film thickness, 
refractive index and contact geometry of adhesive contacts of viscous liquids and 
viscoelastic thin films.[39] They showed that the rate of growth of contact area could be 
well-predicted by a power law for adhesive contact and sintering of two Maxwell 
viscoelastic spheres. The viscoelastic behavior of confined viscous liquids has also been 
studied by Villey et al.[24] Their results showed that when confined to nanometer scales, 
the rheological properties of liquids cannot be decoupled from the global system response.  
The confinement of pressurized synovial fluid has been hypothesized to contribute to the 
lubricating mechanism in mammalian joints by preventing direct contact and therefore 
avoiding wear-induced failure.[40] Analogous to this behavior, Espinosa-Marzal et al. 
showed that the confinement-induced pressurization of highly viscous lubricants can lead 
to the enhancement of the effective elastic modulus of polymer brush surfaces and shield 
polymer brush layers from the effects of the load.[9] In a related study, Charrault et al. 
studied via AFM measurements the effects of EHD on polymer brushes, and their effects 
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on the hydrodynamic drainage forces.[41]  By shifting the force curves by the length of the 
unperturbed polymer brush they showed that the hydrodynamic forces of a thick polymer 
brush layer could be described with a boundary slip model at low velocities (Figure 4). 
However, at high velocity the hydrodynamic forces were found to deviate from their 
analysis.  
 
Figure C.4. Hydrodynamic drainage force (open squares) plotted as a function of 
separation for a silica microsphere (R ~ 10 μm) approaching a thick, end grafted PEG 
polymer brush. The black squares represent the same data if shifted by the equilibrium 
brush thickness (50 nm). The solid (blue) line represents the no slip model and the dashed 
(red) line represents the slip model fitted to the shifted force curve, with a slip length. The 
inset shows the same force curves and model predictions at larger separations. Figure 
reprinted from [41] with permission. 
 
A dependence on approach velocity has also been observed in the hydrodynamic 
interactions of other poroelastic systems. For example, using a novel colloidal probe AFM 
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method with a direct magnetic drive to remove cantilever drag effects, Nalam et al. 
demonstrated that the load dependence of the storage stiffness of polyacrylamide hydrogels 
transitioned from Hertzian to a dynamic punch-type model at higher frequencies.[42] This 
change in the contact mechanical behavior of the hydrogels was attributed to a contribution 
from solvent confinement or hydrogel poroelasticity, which was found to lead to a 
stiffening of the mechanical response of the gels.   
C.4. Current challenges  
Development of new instrumentation and techniques In AFM studies, the absolute 
separation between the interacting surfaces and associated deformation can typically only 
be obtained indirectly through theoretical modeling. In recent years a number of efforts 
have been made to integrate the measurement of the interaction force of deformable 
surfaces with simultaneous spatial-temporal visualization. For example, Tabor et al.[21] 
combined AFM and laser scanning confocal microscopy to analyze the interactions 
between fluorinated oil droplets in water. Other groups also combined AFM with reflection 
interference contrast microscopy (RICM). For instance, Shi et al. measured the interactions 
between an air bubble and solid surface of different hydrophobicites.[43] However, Erath 
et al.[44] used this approach to study the quasi-static adhesive-elastic interactions between 
solids, dynamic AFM-RICM measurements involving soft solid surfaces have yet to be 
performed.  
Different versions of the SFA have also similarly been modified to enable simultaneous 
optical[39] and fluorescence[45] imaging of the contact area during surface force 
measurements. In particular, such in-line visualization has been demonstrated to provide 
valuable additional insight into the adhesion mechanisms of viscoelastic thin films.[39] 
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Other modifications to the SFA have also been implemented by Charlaix and coworkers to 
allow the measurement of the relative displacement of the surfaces with a capacitance 
sensor, hence allowing for surface deformation to be uncoupled from the force spring 
bending. [3,33,46] However, this technique does not allow for direct characterization of 
the contact shape. On the other hand, our own group has had success with using 
interferometry to directly monitor the elastohydrodynamic deformation of elastic films, but 
have had to rely on theoretical models to estimate far-field deformations in the calculations 
of forces.[14]   
In addition to AFM and SFA, many lab-built microtribometers have been developed in the 
last ten years that combine force measurements with in situ imaging and/or in line laser 
techniques. These have been used to study the adhesive contact geometries[47] or role of 
surface deformation in the friction of compliant surfaces.[48] However, we are not aware 
that any such instruments have been employed for dynamic force measurements in fluid 
environments. In other experimental set-ups, the embedding of fluorescent particles 
combined with laser profilometry (Figure 5b) has been recently demonstrated to be a useful 
method to capture the in situ deformation of an elastic thin films in oil.[49] However, in 
this form of imaging the spatial resolution of deformation is limited. On the other hand, it 
has been demonstrated that physical and chemical methods, such as quick quenching with 
liquid nitrogen and UV cross-linking, can provide a means to capture transient surface 
patterns and instabilities in viscoelastic thin films for ex situ image analysis.[39] 
Viscoelasticity. The majority of existing studies and theoretical models have focused on 
accounting for the deformation of elastic contacts. However, many soft materials are 
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inherently viscoelastic. A number of recent studies demonstrated the need to consider the 
role of viscoelasticity of the interacting materials in the theoretical treatment, and to 
characterize the role of viscoelasticity on adhesion and contact dynamics. For example, For 
example, in a recent theoretical study, Pandey et al. presented how the viscoelasticity of a 
soft wall lifted the sliding of a lubricated sphere (Figure 5a).[50] Ffor microstructured 
epoxy surfaces, results from Castellanos et al. have demonstrated that viscoelasticity can 
determine the adhesion properties of structured surfaces more than their bulk elasticity 
(Young’s modulus).[51] While otherOther investigations for smooth surfaces, such as by 
Zeng et al., have shown existing contact mechanical models to fail for viscous liquids and 
viscoelastic thin films.[39] Similarly, Nalam et al. observed the Hertzian model to be 
limited to low frequencies and  strains in dynamic modulation measurements on hydrogel 
networks, further demonstrating the complex and dissipative nature of viscoelastic 
materials.[42] Analogously, in our own analysis, we also showed that the spatiotemporal 
deformation of an elastic film for elastic layers in viscous fluid can be best described by 
treating the elastic film as a viscoelastic material.[14]  
Soft coatings and finite thickness films. Another complication to EHD, which has been 
addressed by very limited number studies, is that of layered or stratified materials. Nano-
rheological techniques have been shown to be promising to probe the dynamic responses 
of viscoelastic properties of materials by separating the viscous and elastic contributions 
to their overall mechanical behaviors. Using this type of approach, Leroy et al. extracted 
the absolute modulus of an elastic soft layer, in both limits of a thin and thick film, by 
applying a finite thickness elastic model.[3] Such observations are also supported by our 
results, which showed that the finite thickness of the elastic film gradually alters the 
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deformation profile from that of a semi-infinite compliant material during the drainage 
measurements in a viscous oil.[14]  
Compared to an elastic half-space, an elastic layer of finite thickness on a rigid substrate 
would be more general and relevant to applications such as nano-scale devices and thin 
film coatings. For the case of contact mechanics McGuiggan et al. provided a full 
numerical solution for indentation (contact) of multilayer system. To verify their model 
they compared their numerical results to the contact radii and forces measured for the same 
system using an SFA.[52] In the case of EHD, the fluid pressure distribution is not the 
same as in contact mechanics. Therefore, corrections based on a contact mechanics 
treatment cannot be applied for EHD of stratified materials.[14] Modeling general 
elasticity solutions in 3D systems is mathematically complex and analytical solutions for 
only a few simple geometries are attainable. Instead, a more basic approach one can take 
is to consider only a 2D geometry, for example in axisymmetrical situations. This 
theoretical analysis has been previously employed by Balmforth et al. who studied the 
sedimentation of objects under gravity toward a layered elastic system.[53] By solving this 
EHD problem they compared the different contact profiles for a few limiting cases: as a 
foundation (thin compressible layer on rigid base), half-space, beam and membrane, for 
varying thicknesses of the elastic layer. In these 2D limits of very thin films they predicted 
how the asymptotic scaling of a central and barrier rim fluid gap thickness changes.  
Path-dependent deformation. The dissipative nature of fluid drainage processes leads to 
surface deformation and fluid flow during EHD that depends on the history of the surface 
motion.  Such path-dependent deformation profiles were demonstrated by Clasohlm et al., 
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who investigated the sudden approach of a solid wall towards a liquid drop from close 
proximity.[18] Using a modified SFA to monitor the contact geometry and absolute surface 
separation, they showed that unusual shapes of the mercury drops could occur depending 
on the approach conditions. In particular, they observed the formation of a wimple en route 
to an eventual dimple, which was not observed for approaches from large initial 
separations. It can be anticipated that such path dependent flow and contact geometries 
would also occur for a soft solid. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous study 
has yet to discuss this possibility in detail.   
Slip. In general, the no-slip boundary condition has been used to describe the fluid flow at 
wetting interfaces. However, the validity of available corrections to the no-slip boundary 
condition have yet to be investigated systematically for deformable surfaces. Furthermore, 
the incorporation of slip corrections to a deformable surface is not straightforward.[54] For 
a polymer brush layer, Charrault et al. demonstrated that the hydrodynamic drainage of a 
fluid squeezed between a sphere and a thick brush could be well described by the invoking 
a slip length, if the surface separation was corrected for a non-deformed zero position 
(Figure 4).[41] However, for a large approach velocity they observed a notable deviation 
from the separation-corrected slip model which they attributed to prior contact elastic 
deformation of polymer brushes due to the larger magnitude of the repulsive hydrodynamic 






Figure C.5. (a) Theoretical prediction for the deformation of a viscoelastic wall during the 
sliding of a standard linear solid half space (shown in inset) for various characteristic time 
scale T, where T = 0 signifies a purely elastic wall. Figure reprinted from [50](b) Laser 
profilometry image showing the deformation of the elastic thin film with fluorescent 
particles embedded during sliding of a negatively-buoyant rigid cylinder immersed in a 
viscous oil bath on a tilted elastic wall. Figure reprinted from [49] with permission. 
 
Heterogeneous (porous) materials. Difficulties in modelling EHD are also met when 
dealing with heterogeneous surfaces, such as porous or structured surfaces. For example, 
in a recent theoretical study Pandey et al. presented how the viscoelasticity of a soft wall 
lifted the sliding of a lubricated sphere (Figure 5a).[50] It is also possible that compliant 
materials can be poroelastic. In general that  case the EHD models, as described in the 
previous section, must be greatly modified to account for material poroelasticity as the 





considered to describe the coupling between the deformation of solid skeleton and flow of 
permeating fluid which do not exist in purely elastic solids.[2] The hydrodynamics of 
poroelastic ordered and disordered microstructures have been studied by Gopinath et 
al.[55]. Instead of using traditional Brinkman approximations for porous media, they 
demonstrated that to fully consider the flow through pores a modified boundary condition 
must be invoked, adding further complexity.  
C.5 Conclusions 
We have reviewed a number of important experimental and theoretical studies which have 
investigated the effects of surface deformation on hydrodynamic forces. By and large, 
previous experimental studies have been performed using AFM or SFA. However, 
typically these techniques need to rely on numerical models to access information about 
the deformation profile or geometry. To facilitate the direct visualization of surface 
deformation with force measurements a number of new techniques are emerging, for 
example RICM[43] and laser profilometry. [49]  
For rigid surfaces, hydrodynamic interactions in a low Reynolds number Newtonian fluid 
have been well described by Reynolds equation in the lubrication limit. Conversely, in the 
case of soft surfaces the deformation of the interface will alter the hydrodynamic 
interactions. For elastic surfaces, the linear elasticity model provides simple forms of 
deformation for a half-space and needs to be coupled with the lubrication equation. [28]  
However, due to finite thickness effects, the deformation for layered materials is more 
complex and needs to be studied further. 
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In addition, we discussed more complicated scenarios where the material poroelasticity, 
viscoelasticity or physical or chemical heterogeneities, such as slip, need to be considered. 
These effects are particularly important in understanding the role of hydrodynamic forces 
in biological systems, for instance in wet bio-adhesion. A better understanding in EHD can 
be anticipated to aid the future development of biomedical implants, such as artificial 
organs or tubing[7], as well as microfluidic sensors and devices. Furthermore, 
elastohydrodynamic interactions may provide an additional avenue to fabricate complex 
3D structures, such as self-folded structures from 2D planar surfaces and allow more 
precise control of capillary interactions in micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS). 
Together, these broader aspects of applications provide a strong motivation for the future 
study of hydrodynamic interactions in the presence of deformable surfaces. 
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